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LET'S HEAR IT FOR
FUN AND GAMES!

Editors'
Notes

Letters

A common friend of Ihe editors once 1"1!marked th.t none of "'s knows what
computers are really for. We all have our
points of view. Some of us who work
fI>Clensiwly with computers believe we

have Ihe en5W.rs. Others, unfamiliar
wilh tachnology. predict doomsday
worlds

populated

by

highly

rational

end In$E!nsitive machines. Our friend is
mOll likely rig,t. None of us know the
rea. .nswers. How computen wilt be

U$ed end what bel'l,fiullonet will accrue
from their use is. WI of questions that
Ihe future will answer.
That l.avllS each of 1,1$ Wilh our viewpoint; our way of looking at the world.

And, liS often happens, when the proper
stimulus i. applied, mon of us are quick

to voiuntef!r what we believe. Changing
the name of the magazill. has provided
such 8 stimulus. Several early responses
IIf' included in the LETTERS column
this issu. IIlong with a cartoon representing on editorial comment on the hubbub
being genereted.
In the s.hort $p8Ce of this set of notes.
il il impossible to provide a total per·
spectlve on our reasons for making the
change. As a start Ihough, we rely on
the definition of the word ,ecreaM.
To re·create is to restortl; to refresh; to
create anew. Recreatiofllll comes from a
word the! means to put fresh life into'
to restore in both body and mind:
Being recrtletional implies using diverting Ktivilies and play. EffOl"t and work
ere nOI necessarilv involved when vou
are ,,·crtNlting. AI$O vou can be learning,
expanding and experiencing growth.

OOPS! CONVICfED &
EXECUTED ... WITHOUT
A TRIAL
What a Tragedy!!!
You are turning People's Computers into
Recreatiollal Computil/g. Instead of
taking advantage of your 'big savings', I
guess I wi]! be forced to cancel my sub·
scription, and salvage what is left of the
money I paid for People's Computers.
The last thing I wattt is a magazine full of
'Recreational Computing.' More Wumpus.
Star Trek and similar garbage for people
to fritter away their time at?
We packed up the boob tube and shoved
it in a closet because of the garbage on it
which encourages people to fritter away
their time. Now you want to pursue fulltime frittering with computers??? And
you call yourself a People's Computer
Company??? You've got to be kidding.

I look for the computer to set us FREE.
To manage our finances for our own
benefit. To help us with our taxes; figure
the best breaks on our income tax. Or
setting up our own corporation. To balance the books of small businesses' encouraging small business, giving it ' the
same breaks large business gets with
big computers. To keep small groups
and clubs going with computerized
membership lists and mailings. To do
worthwhile things.
Instead , you are proposing we play games
with computers. What an abomination.
What a shocking waste.
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Most of my work on the TRS-80 is
business applications software, and I miss
me recreational computing. Other publications are covering commercial applications of microcomputers, so it's good
to know that your magazine will continue
to provide education, fun, and games.
I look forward to the publication of your
book of TRS·80 games and programs.
Keep up the good work!
William S. Pitt
Wm. S. Pitt & Associates
P. O. BoxGH
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

I guess we part company. Goodbye &
regrets,
THE ROLE OF RECREATIONAL
COMPUTING IN A HUMANIZING
TECHNOUX;Y

Q. Burke
HolflJille Tribune

523 Pine Avenue
Holtville , CA 92250

Bah!, come the replies. Yeahl, comes
the support. And so it goes. We promise
in future issues 10 continue this exploration of purpORt and name change.
Articles (voun and oun) dealing with
the nature of games, simulations, the
rele!ionship of work lind plav and all
that can evolve from Ihese dialogues
will be pari of what R«reational Com·
puting will become. Join us in this
adventurer! Write and let us know vour
point of view.
Oregon facas on the three·headed
dragon (et least or"Ie face) heve changed.
Chuck Bradley now pursues his consulting ICtivil;" full lime. Louise Burton.
I fugilive of the corporate publications
world, takes his place. Louise didn't
know anything useful about computers
when she joined PCC, but thanks 10
her enthuliertic co-dragorlS. tha!'s
changing fest. Her only request 10 our
contrilwton is thai thev Slep addressing
their letters "Dear Sirs."
-Remon Zamora
- Louise Burton
- Bob Albrecht

Congratulations on the fme use of graphics in your TRS·80 programs which
appeared in the November-December
issue of People's Compuren. Your staff is
to be commended a150 for a fine typesetting job. I noted only one typographical error, and that was in line 206 of
"Reverse".
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I believe that the most important role
recreational computing can play in our
highly technological society is to provide
us with more effective ways of human·
izing our manner of communication with
one another. The tools which we create
and utilize for communication are what
really distinguish us as humans and these
tools differentiate us from aU other
living species. There is no doubt that we
are in an age of the microcomputer: an
age when there is rarely any aspect of our
daily lives not affected in some way by
the invention of microprocessors and
their utilization in the equipment and
toys around us in our working and
recreational environments. One example
of this readily cones to mind: while I
am not using a microprocessor-controlled
typewriter to prepare the first draft of
this letter, by the time me readers see
what I have written in print. this draft
will have gone through at least two
separate microprocessor-controlled text ·
editing and typesetting systems. Microprocessors are the dominant integrated
circuit in our electronics technology
today. It is because we have this micro-

processor technology that we are living
in a truly modern revolution, not unlike
an earlier industrial revolution.
I think the question which faces us today
as we stand at me brink of this new
revolution in communication is this:
how are we going to control our microprocessor technology so that it will not
be used to dehumanize our future society
or suffocate our present culture. So, the
challenge that we face is this: how do we
control the use of our microprocessor
"tools" so that we do not dehumanize
our communication systems-our society
and our culture - which we have already
created? Or, we can ask, how should we
use computer technology to prevent
cultural decay and societal dehuman·
ization?

I believe the answer to mis challenge
is in the introduction of the personal
computer in households all over our
country. Actually I feel that people like
Chuck Peddle , who engineered the design
for the PET personal computer, and the
Tandy Corporation, that planned the
design for the TRS-80. have served this
modern revolution of ours heroically
by making personal computers avail·
able to the average consumer. There
are thousands of PETs and TRS-80s which
have been brought into households all
over the world just in the last nine
months. No doubt this trend will continue to skyrocket as we proceed into the
1980's.
If personal computers do prove to have
revolutionary impact on our lives and
the manner by which we communicate
with one another in society, it will certainly be a dream come true for leaders
of this revolution. like Chuck Peddle.
who claimed early in the game that when
personal computers found their way into
the kitchens of America, housewives
would soon be free to take on their
new challenging role as "recreational
programmers."
When this dream does become true,
then we can say that the personal com·
puting revolution and its offspring,
recreational computing, has become an
ideal humanizing foundation for our
modern technology.
Randall Julin, Lab Manager &
Information Systems Specialist,
15 Poncetta Drive #322. Daly City.
CA 94015

SOME NEW USES FOR APPLE

n

(Or Alexander Portnoy Lives!)
It seems to me that your magazine has
not paid enough attention to the Apple
II. I have developed several articles which
I will be happy to polish up and donate
to your magaZine if you will let me know
which one or ones you want.

1. I have been unable to get the final
bugs out of my program "PONG,
VERSION 246.9234." I thought perhaps I was too close to it and therefore
took time off to write "The Apple II
as a Paperweight." This article, for
your general readership, explores the
gravitational capabilities of the Apple
II. However, much of the material is
probably adaptable to other micro·
computer systems.
2_ I have a draft of an article explaining
my program "MOTHER." This program requires a modem interface with
the Apple. The program calls you on
the telephone and teUs you what a
rotten son you have been. An advanced digitized technique permits the
Apple II to reproduce aU those subtle
voice innections which provoked guilt
when you were younger. Innuendo is
rife. Testing of this program on a group
of average neurotics has uniformly
produced heartburn.
3. I am starting an article on my program
"OUT OF THE CLOSET." This program checks the Apple hardware,
much like a ROM tester. and determines your machine's sexual orientation.
If your Apple does not have the
correct preferences, the program modifies the machine's firmware so that it
cannot be used for teaching. Docu·
mentation for this program will be
contained in a disk textfile called
"BRUCE."
Please advise.
Arthur Wells, Jr.
428 Thirteenth Street.
Oak1and, CA
JAN-FEB
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CORRECTION: L-S SOCIETY
Thanks for carrying the item "The L-S
Society" in People's Computers. However, I'm afraid we misled you in one
respect. Regarding the "Future United
States Space Program" in Houston last
November, the prime organizing group
was the American Astronautical Society;
the L-S Society only organized one
session, "Social Aspects of Space."
Carolyn Henson, Pres.
L-5 Society
1620 N. Park
Tucson, AZ 85719
602/622·6351
. .

NEW READER'S REVIEW
Just saw my first issue of your magazine.
Enclosed is my check for a one year
subscription.
I have a PET so am interested in PETrelated subjects and programs. It was
very discouraging to learn that Commodore is one of the companies that
ignores their customers.
1 have had both FORTRAN and BASIC
programming training but can make no
sense at all out or "Snooping with your
PET". My education is lacking something.
Tried the "Kingdom" program-worked
with only two minor fixes. The command
"RANDOMIZE" gets into syntax trouble,
and the rats ate almost all of the grain
every year. If no grain was planted, then
Hne 910 would make more sense to print
"THERE WAS NO HARVEST THIS
YEAR" or some such thing. (I have lost
in as few as five years and won in 25.)

THE RETURN OF THE PHANTOM
(WELCOME BACK!)
Hello, People!
I've been out of touch for a while-after
all, it WQS my senior year, and all that!
Anyhow, I am now comfortably ensconced here in Cambridge as a member
of the class or 1982 of MIT. I'll probably
major in computer science.

ofrer help and advice and (get thiS!) ...
money! If you want to learn a language,
for example, go into their office, fill out
an application, and 99% of the time
they'U set up an account for you with
some money credited. I told them I
wanted to learn MULTICS and got $50
worth of connect time.
Now for some bad news. In the process
of moving up here, I lost a major section
of my correspondence f1le- particularly
the section where I kept most of the addresses. Therefore, friends, please write
and send your address again. f promise to
be more faithrul about corresponding!
I am especially interested in writing/corresponding about SF computer games,
computer-based fantasy games, developing new languages, and micro implementations of current ones (anyone for tiny
USP?).

If you're interested in computers, MIT's
facilities are hard to beat. There are
PDP·8's and II's in almost every lab.
There's an IBM 370 with batch and TSO,
a smaller batch system, used primarily to
teach fortran , (oops, I mean FORTRAN),
a PDP-II UNIX system set aside solely
for people taking an "Introduction to
Computation" course, ARPANET stuff,
Artificial Intelligence machines, and
MULTICS. MULTleS (designed by MIT,
I believe) runs on a Honeywell Series 6 That last paragraph reminds me-I've
Level 68. It's a huge, interactive time- seen printouts of a MULTICS game
shared system, capable of supporting over called 'ADVENTUR', which seems to be
85 simultaneous users!
a fairly complete translation of Dungeons
and Dragons.
I imagine there are micros around too
(there've got to be), but they're probably I'll write again in a week or two, with a
in the individual labs. As of now, there is lot of comments about People's Comno course specifically about micros, but puters.
there will be one next teon.
Richard Salz ("The Phantom")
The really nice thing they have here is the Boston, MA
SIPB ("Sip-Bee"), the Student Informa- P.S. - I thought I forgot something-my
tion Processing Board. It's primarily a address! 450 Beacon St., Boston , MA
bunch of computer hacks who know the 02115. (Don't use "MIT". It fouls things
systems around here inside-out. They up unbelievably!)

John W. Davison
Ft. Walton Beach, FL
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Although our school district has received
much national attention through our Finger Calculation System, Chisanbop (a real
People's Computer!), we have also recently launched ourselves into the microcomputer world.
Early this year we procured two Radio
Shack TRS-80's for our Grimes Center
for Creative Education (Grades 1-6).
We in the Northeast are a bit behind you
Westemers in our progress with this fantastic revolution, but we're moving
forward rapidly.

•
•
You got it, Robbie! Now suppose we start with 18 tnlJtches and you can take 1,
2 or 3 each tum. Can the first person always win? How about 17 matches - who
can always win, first peTS(Jn or second person? - The Dragon

Finally, we have adapted many of the
standard game programs (as in "What
To Do After You Hit Return?") in this
tiny BASIC with little or no loss in
sophistication.
In summation, if we , in ract, outgrow the
TRS-80, we will probably upgrade the
machine's BASIC and expand our present
8K RAM. We have been decidedly pleased
with this reliable unit.
Seth Lachteonan
Supervisor of Mathematics and
Evaluation
Mount Vernon Public Schools
Mount Vernon, NY 10553

I. The single dimension array on A
can be panitioned to accommodate
other "variables."
2. For two dimension array structures
a simple ronnula allows for row skipping during variable assignment and/or
recall.
3. Many string functions can be perforIP', I with non-string variable
initi:u.z.ation.
In addition, the "logic" expansions of the
IF· THEN with the Tiny BASIC's efficient line statement format and abbreviations made many of these alterations sit
effiCiently in memory.

For some time, Peet's Coffee, Tea and
Spice Shop has been my early morning
conference room. (If you get to Menlo
Park, do join us there!). Amollg the
crearures who frequellt Peet's are the
denizens of the Math Dept at Menlo
College. Recently, these mathematical
beings have been tryillg to learn to write
with words instead of squiggles. This is
one of their first efforts, a letter to me.
- The Dragoll.

peETS

sept II / I"7K

I'c£1 S CO'.E.C 5tf0'"

The PET was an option, of course, at the
outset. After reading evaluations of both,
and after having some hands on experience with both, we opted ror the
TRS-80. Our reasons were as follows:
1. The potential of the Z-80 chip
2. The V.L. approval
3. The possibility of using our own
CRT's (that are widely prevalent in
our schools) which would reduce our
overall expense when project expansion occurs.
4. The expansibility of the unit's ROM
to house an extended BASIC (comparable with PET's) would be utilized
if and only if we reach that level of
sophistication.

MATHEMATICIANS AlTEMPT
ENGLISH!

fo},ed. b. 4Uved-

Our experience with Tandy's computer
has, in fact, been totally ravorable.

TIlUS far, we have trained both students
(grades 4-6) and elementary school
teachers in BASIC. Everyone is happy.
Perhaps soon we will need the TRS's extended BASIC. For the time being,
though, many of the Levell's limitations
can be circumvented. For example:

I hope to see more good stuff from you,
and may even send in a neat sorting-packing -alphabetical list- tape file program
that I wrote.

Yes, KINGDOM does have a few problems, as we 1I0ted in our review of a new
KINGDOM tape ill the Nov. -Dec. issue
(pp.53-54). What's needed is a KINGDOM 1I. Let this be a challenge to all creative KINGDOM lovers!

OPTING FOR THE TRS-80

)f.N)A C>'U;;:
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Dra r.- Boob ~
BREAKING TRAIL IN ALASKA
WITH APPLE II
We are initiating a project uitlizing 32K
APPLE II computers with diskettes in 9
remote village locations in our school
district. We would be extremely interested in any ideas or materials relating
to computer assisted instruction for
practically any subject ror preschoolers
through adult.
Please send us lists or educational software you have for sale or exchange as
well as anything else you think might
relate to our project.
Daniel Shanis
Gifted and ComputerAssisted Instruction Coordinator
Yukon-Koyukuk School District
Nenana, Alaska 99760

We don't sell soft"k-'are, but we are going
to be running APPLE articles and listings
reguwrly in Recreational Computing.
Also, contact Calculators/Computers
tnlJgazine, which is devoted entirely to
educatiotlill computing. (Write C/C,
Dymax, P.O. Box 310, Menlo Park C4
94025). - The Dragon.
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Chess programs, for example , really
don't have much to say beyond pawn to
king four, en passant, gardez la reine,
check, and mate. However Turing-suc·
cessful such limited programs may be
within their spheres. there is no Turingsuccessful general program, for the
moment.
How long will the moment be?

'The rill Turing Test, or what Turing called
the "imitation game," involves three people:
a man .,d a woman in one room and an inter·
rogator in iii separalP room. The obiect of the
game is for the Interrogator to determine which
of the tWO peOple is the man and which the
woman bV asking them questions which they
IiMlswer in writing Of typewriting or through
., intermediary. A variation of the Turing Test
replaces the man with iii machine.

No doubt you remember HAL, the computer program that saw, remembered,

thought, talked, ran thc spacecraft, and
went crazy in the Kubrick film and
Clarke novel 200f? No doubt you suppose, as I used to, that HAL, if he isn't
with us tomorrow, will be very soon
thereafter?

I, and you, suppose wrong. The coming
of HAL has not yet been registcred, will
not be announced tomorrow, and mayor
may not be achieved by the first year of
the twenty-first century. The problems

SEVEN PR INC IPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLI GENCE
(al seen by the Heu ristic Programming Project )

BY DAVID CUDHEA
PART 1

17,is article is the first of a two part
serialized presentatioll of the differences
ill two scllools of tllougllt all the fUllIre
of MglI-lel'e/ Artificial [mel/igence.
Stallford's Edward Feigenbaum and John
McOlrthy represellt two of Ihe key
persolls within tile academic community
aOOM which these differences rel'o/ve.

A program named Chess 4.6 is al present few redoubtable adherents of what has
expected to play Levy. Two years ago come to be known as "artificial intelliChess 4.6 entered class B at the Paul gence."
Masson Tournament, wiped out 128
good amateurs, and nominally "won" Are Chess 4.6 and Chess 5.0, bolh arti·
a $750 prize. One year ago, Chess 4.6 facts, "intelligent?" How, for that matter,
entered the Minnesota Open. Against might you determine whether or not a
ranked competitors it wan,S (0 I. It is particular machine (computer program) is
now orficially rated as a master in its intelligent (has the equivalent of human
Fonllerly a wriler for the General Secre- own right (2,271 points). Standing next intelligence)?
tary's Office at Stanford University, to the board, almost ready to take over,
David Cudhea has moved to BoStOIl, is its successor, Chess 5.0. If if can be There is a test, of course. It is called the
where he stoically "survived the flu, a got going properly, "we could really Turing Test, after the lale British mathsnowstonn and gel/ing used to Harvard. " pUl a dent in Levy," the inventor, David ematician A. M. Turing, who proposed it
He is IIOW editor alld writer for tile Slate of Northwestern University, told 30 years ago. Here is how the Turing Test
Harvard University Developmem Office.
the New York Times.
is commonly, and rather loosely, conceived:
Not quite ten years ago, an international The point is that the race, even now, is
grand master of chess, Great Britain's going to be a great deal tighter than Sit dowlI at the keyboard of your comDavid Levy, wagered £1,250 that no anybody ten years ago would have be· pllter temJ/·l/al. COllverse for half all hOllr,
computer program could beat him at lieved possible-anybody, that is. but a via the keyboard, with whomever/wllotthe game within a decade. Stanford's
ever is aJ tile other end of tile line. At
101m McCarthy and three other equally
tile end of the conversatiOl/, can you, an
eminent computer scientists (from M.LT., Based on an artiele in the Stanford Magazine, "imelligem Ioymal/," decide whether
Spring/Summer, 1978. Reprinted bV permis· your respolldellf is a computer program
Princeton, lmd Edinburgh) took him up.
sion. Some material uwd in this article ex·
~,
cerpted from Margaret A. Soden, Artificial or a hUll/Oil? If you calmot, alld the res"0
.
~ a Levy IS ahead, thus far. The final test
pondent is ill fact a program, then Ihe
Intelligence and Natural Man. New York:
c: .; match is scheduled for this summer and
8asic Boob, Inc. 1977. Also published by prograll/ has human intelligence. •
-: ~ if I were to bet on it, I'd bet on 'Levy Harvester Press in England in paperback !Open
~_ 5 (sorry, John). One more time. Next Uni'-1ll'1ity Set Book) and hardcover.
No computer program has yet been
.;.::! time, I'll bet on the machine_
deemed to have passed this test in full.

i
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Generation-and-test: Omnipresent in our
experiments is the "classical" generationand-test framework that has been the
hallmark of AI programs for two decades.
This is not a consequence of a doctrinaire
attitude on our part about heuristic
search, but rather of the usefulness and
sufficiency of the concept.
Situation = > Action Rules: We have
chosen to represent the knowledge of
experts in this form. Making no doctrinaire claims for the universal applicability of this representation, we none·
theless point to the demonstrated utility
of the rule-based representation. From
this representation flow rather directly
many of the characteristics of our programs: for example, ease of modification
of the knowledge, ease of explanation.
The essence of our approach is that a rule
must capture a "chunk" of domain knowledge that is meaningful, in and of itself,
to the domain specialist. Thus our rules
bear only a historical relationship to
the production rules used by Newell and
Simon (1972) which we view as "machinelanguage programming" of a recognize·
> act machine.

The Domain -Specific Knowledge: It
plays a critical role in organizing and
constraining search. The theme is that in
the knowledge is the power. The interesting action arises from the knowledge
base, not the inference engine. We use
knowledge in rule form ... in the form
of inferentially· rich models based on
theory, and in the form of tableaus of
symbolic data and relationships (i.e.,
frame-like structuresl. System processes
are made to conform to natural and
convenient
representations of
the
domain-specific knowledge.
Flexibility to modify t he knowledge
base: If the so·called "grain size" of the
knowledge representation is chosen properly (i.e., small enough to be comprehensible but large enough to be mean·
ingful to the domain specialist). then
the rule-based approach allows greater
flexibility for adding, removing, or
changing knowledge in the system.

Line·of· reasoning : A central orgatllzmg
principle in the design of knowledgebased intelligent agents is the main·
tenance of a line ·of- reasoning that is
comprehensible to the domain specialist.
This principle is, of course, not a logical
necessity, but seems to us to be an en·
gineering principle of major importance.
Multiple Sources of Knowledge: The
formation and maintenance (support)
of the line-of-reasoning usually require
the integration of many disparate sources
of knowledge. The representation and
inferential problems in achieving a
smooth and effective integration are
formidab le engineering problems.
Explanation: The ability to explain the
line· of-reasoning in a language convenient to the user is necessary for application and for system development (e 9 ,
for debugging and for extending the
knowledge basel. Once again, this is an
engineering principle, but very important.
What constitutes "an explanation" is not
a simple concept, and considerable
thought needs to be given, in each case,
to the structuring of explanations.
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are enormously complex. Vide Stanford's
McCarthy, director of the Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory in the hills behind the campus and one of the grand
nearly middleaged men in a fie ld which
has no old men.

"Our [computerJ agents must be knowledge-rich even if they are methodspoor," Feigenbaum propounded not long
ago. "We must hypothesize from our
experience to date that the problemsolving power exhibited in an intelligent
agent's performance is primarily a consequence of the specia1ist's knowledge
employed, and only very secondarily
related to the generality and power of
the inference method employed."

"Yes, I've been asked now and again
about HAL," says John McCarthy. " I
have a line for the occasion. HAL is
exactly 1.7 Einsteins, 3 Faradays, and
.3 of a Manhattan Project away."

What is the field, "artificia1 intelligence."
to use the name which McCarthy gave it,
and which Feigenbaum thinks ought to
be changed (see box Cognomenclature)?
Put very broadly, as, for example, by
Margaret Boden in her superb and exten·
sive survey, Artificial Intelligence and
Natural Man (New York, Basic Books,
1977), it is the study of intelligence in
thought and action. It is not the study
of computers; they, operating as instructed by computer programs, are
simply its tools.

Massive conceptual breakthroughs and
discoveries, in other words, will be necessary, accomplished by humans of genius
followed up by a heavy concentration of
resources on hardware-software systems.
McCarthy, underscores the las[ point be·
cause it is last, not first. "No one," he
says, "is now in the position to say,
'Give me a billion dollars and I'll give you
a machine smarter than a man in a general
way.'''
McCarthy is well known in the fiel d of
artificial intelligence-to which he has
made notable, even seminal contributions-as being brilliant, quirky, and outspoken. He sees a primary need for theoretical, basic research leading to the identification of what might be called the
components of general intelligence. By no
means everyone involved in AI would
agree, nor would Ihey be wont to suggest
that HAL's advent may be so soon unlikely as McCarthy thinks.
Whereas it used to be de rigueur in Al
to concentrate on the power of methods
- the reasoning "engine" a robot might
use to perfonn intelligent acts-it is now
considered more productive to concentrate on acquiring and representing to the
computer the specialized knowledge a
robot might possess.

You can find that pOint of view strongly
advocated at M.I.T., the East Coast
center of artificial intelligence research.
As they recently noted in a journal
article, analysts I. Goldstein and S. Papert
have ascertained a "paradigm shift" in
the discipline. "The fundamental problem
of understanding intelligence is not the
identification of a few powerful techniques," they write, "but rather the
question of how to represent large
amounts of knowledge in a fasltion that
pennits their effective use and interaction."

"The digital computer is itself misnamed," pOin ts out Feigenbaum, clearly,
thoughtfully. and seriously. "It's not
primarily a number cruncher; calculation
is only a minor part of what computers
can do. Most of the time computers are
actually at work on generating programs
for the next run of things you want to
do. What does that involve? Simply going
from some language convenient to the
user, like COBOL or BASIC or
FORTRAN, into the machine's own
instruction language. There's no calcula·
tion involved in that -it's a translational
process, strictly symbol manipulation.
"At the machine level, infonnation is
represented as 'bits'-on/off states of
devices. You can put together strings of
bits to stand for anything whatever:
letters, characters, numbers, or any other
arbitrary symbol you choose to think
about. You can aggregate them. store
them, retrieve them, test them, ""Inipulate them."

At Stanford, that viewpoint emanates
from Polya Hall , headquarters of the
Whereas McCarthy believes that we don't Computer Science Department. The
yet know how to represent commonplace chairman, Edward A. Feigenbaum, holds
general knowledge well enough so that a forth there in part on the strength of his
general purpose robot can understand and 12 years of experience in directing one
act on it , many other AI specialists hold of the longest-running projects in the
that the problem can be sufficiently AI game: the Heuristic Programming Pro- Don't humans manipulate symbols? Isn't
solved through research and development ject. Out of this line of activity have human "cognitive activity" understandof ways to represent vast qtumtities of come, for example, a medica1 computer able as manipulation of symbols?
specialized knowledge. "Some people give program that diagnoses infectious diseases
this much larger relative importance than and reconunends what drugs to use and Good question, says Feigenbaum_ Right
I do," McCarthy admits. "They believe a chemistry program that rivals human up the AI aUey.
that what's required fo r the achievement experts in figuring out the structures
of general intelligence is the codification of certain organic molecules. Many more "If you accept that - human cognitive
of large amounts of knowledge from par- such "knowledge-based" programs are in activity is really some kind of simple
ticular fields."
progress.
or .complex symbol manipulation-and if
10
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"Artificial Intelligence" (All strikes some
people as a contradiction in terms. If
something is not human, it can't be intel·
ligent.

Stanford's Edward Feigenbaum told me.
"Even more important, the term AI
doesn't really describe what we are
doing," he went on.

That's debatable. But in any case, those
who work in Al generally subscribe to
the viewpoint expressed to me by
Stanford's John McCarthy: "There is no
barrier, in principle, to achieving humanlevel intelligence with machines."

The field has not been primarily oriented
to technology. Instead it views itself as
that part of science which is investigating
the nature of intelligence as information
processing whether that intelligence
manifests itself in natural systems
[humans] or in computational systems.
The essence of the field is not to create
a machine brain but to understand
what intelligence is all about.

McCarthy indeed goes well beyond this.
"[Future] generations of computers," he
has written, "would produce an intelligence that might be qualitatively like that
of a human, but thousands of times
faster. What would it be like to be able
to put a hundred years of thought into
every decision?"

"Philosophers and psychologists have
been studying this for centuries. The
impetus given to modern studies was
the advent of the digital computer."

Well, it takes me a long time to make up
my mind anyway. Would the computer's
results be qualitatively any better? Answers McCarthy "We'll have to try it
and see."

Feigenbaunl does not, however, pursue
cognitive psychology per se. He makes it
clear that his main interest is the con-

"It's different from 'cognitive psychology:" Feigenbaum says, "in that it's
broader. It does include those aspects
of cognitive psychology of interest to
the people building computer models.
It also includes linguistics, mathematical
and logical studies, computer science
studies. It's the intersection of all those
fields. And it presents the right image
of what the field thinks it's doing."
In addition to his many other contributions to the field of AI, John McCarthy
named it AI, in 1956.

He sighs, gazes at his computer terminal,
rocks in his chair. What's in a name? "I
would sort of go for changing it to
'cognology: or something like that," he
says wryly.
"We ought to pick a name that is analogous to those of the other [hard[
sciences," he declares. ''I'd like it to be
more analogous to geology than to
library science." -DC

"There's a real barrier here in trying to
explain to people what it is we're doing,"

''The job of a cognitive scientist is to
create programs that model human cognitive processes - problem solving, learning,
memOry. perception-so that we can understand them in detail in the same way
that we can understand all other naturally
occurring phenomena."

Feigenbaum favors "cognitive science,"
and many others also support the movement toward that term.

How does he feel about retitling it?

The term "artificial intelligence" also
strikes fear into some people and hostile
sparks from others. Again, this is probably because "intelligence" strikes them
as uniquely human, never to be ascribed
to, much less possessed by a "machine."

digital computers are, as they are, general
symbol-manipulation systems, then it
follows that you can model cognitive
activities using computer programs, and
thereby study them.

Perhaps the name of the field ought to
be changed, then, from AI to something
else. What?

struction of "intelligent artifacts"-in his
case, computer programs that act like
human experts in partic ular fields.
McCarthy approaches AI with somewhat
different objectives in mind: he's interested, from a more theoretical perspective, in uncovering principles, methods,
and techniques useful in such construction. "Some experiments are designed,
yes, to achieve specific goa1s comparable
to hunlan perfonnance," he explains.
"Others are designed to study the intel·
lectual mechanisms involved, to see if we
can understand them." (Obviously, both
approaches may shed some light on
human processes, too, insofar as any
model can.)

Cross-currents of definition have swirled
and eddied through and around AI1ince
its very birth. I myself find handy the
definition coined by the former director
of M.l.T.'s AI lab, M.L. Minsky. "Artificial intelligence," he said,"is the science of
making machines do things that would
require intelligence if done by men."
To which Feigenbaum appends, at least
to the inner circle in Polya Hall: " It's
still more art than science."
Art or science, and however you may
otherwise define it, Stanford is a world
center for doing it. The manifestations
are various and intriguing.
JAN-FEB
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1
Down

on

the

campus,

Feigenbaum

et al. pursue and capture specialized
knowledge from all kinds of human
experts and craft it into such programs as
MYCIN
(infectious
diseases)
and
DENDRAL (molecular structure). Collaborators over the years have included
geneticist Joshua Lederberg, chemist
Carl Djerassi, and pharmacologist and
DNA researcher Stanley Cohen, to name
a few. Feigenbaum thinks of this branch
of AI as "knowledge engineering."
The "engineer" works intensively with an
expert to acquire "domain·specific"
knowledge and organize it for use by a
computer program. The program then
can be used to assist human specialists
and, not infrequently, to amplify their
knowledge. A program called META·
DENDRAL infers rules of fragmentation
of molecules in a mass spectrometer. In
one stringent test META-DENDRALdiscovered usable rules (experts said they
were excellen t) for members of a family
of complex ringed molecules for which
the mass spectral theory had not been
completely worked out by chemists.

up one or more extended and complex
series of instructions in a more detailed
language, such as machine code itself. But
let's go beyond this. For problem solving,
for the creation of true "artificiaJ intelligence," programs that not only write
other programs but can then rewrite
them if necessary are essential~to
capitalize on "learning" they will have to
reprogram. Also related to programming
are researches in theorem proving and
the mathematical theory of computation,
useful in proving properties of computer
programs and generating programs having
prescribed properties.

Up in the foothills, at the AI center
proper, McCarthy et ai. are pumping
some rather different bassoons, some old,
some new.

Vision, industriiJl assembly, etc. Through
the use of television cameras, computer
programs are made to "see" scenes;
that is, to see as much of those scenes as
may be necessary for the computer program's purposes. IndustriaJ assembly is
one such purpose. An early "hand-eye"
and program combination developed by
the AI team could put together, correctly, the water pump from a Model T
Ford, and its successors are grappling
with the rest of industrial engineering
history. "Ann-hand" research is part of
this, naturally. By extension, so is robot
"navigation." Many scientists foresee the
day when automobiles, say, will drive
themselves, park themselves (if they can
fmd a space), and come back on call to
pick up passengers. TaJk is cheap and
easy; the necessary research and development, of both hardware and software, is
arduous and expensive.
AUTOmotiC programming. These efforts
focus upon designing programs that design
programs. Already, of course, programs
routinely create programs, in the sense
that one brief instruction in a highlevel programming language may call
12
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Understanding natural langullge. What
you and I understand, we often get as
much from context, and from our knowledge of the world, as from the words
that may be said to us. Much knowledge
is impliCit rather than explicit. How can
we give this tacit dimension to the mind
of a robot? Some say the problem can be
solved through the attack on the problem
of understanding, and representing,
naturaJ language. Until it can speak (type
out) a reasonably comprehesive brand
of English, no robot will ever pass a
Turing Test. Stanford's Terry Winograd
considerably clarified the nature of the
difficuilies, and the possibilities of
natural· language computer programs, in
his MJ.T. project called SHRDLU (see
box). Now he and his collaborators are
making progress on a computer language
that will be specificaJly oriented to the
problems of "knowing" that are part
and parcel of the problems of "under-

standing" ~language and more. It's called,
functionally enough, Knowledge Representation Language (KRL).

Fonnal models. If it is difficult to ex·
press what humans know about the world
in natural language, it is also difficult to
express what we know in fornlaJ mathematicaJ or symbolic logic. Again, the
problem is "representation ." John Mc·
Carthy might be described as a premier
fonnaJist. And his statement of what he's
after has a certain rigorous ring to it (see
box): "the representation of the world
in such a fonn that the solution of prob·
lems follows from the facts expressed
in the representation."
Time·sharing and home computers. Lest
you conclude that the AI center and
McCarthy are nothing but abstruse and
more abstruse, please aJso note that the
center is in the forefront of applications
destined for functional existence sooner
rather than later. One such concerns
the coming of the computer as everybody's
homebody ~ message
taker,
message sender, accounts manager, gameboard, etc. Stanford is now working on
the protocols (entry codes) for a national
citizen's computer network. Its title is
D1ALNET; it would link time-sharing
computers, throughout the country and
perhaps the world, with each other,
using o rdinary dial-up telephone networks. It would parallel in this respect
the already existing network called
ARPANET, sponsored by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency of the Depart.
ment of Defense. Hundreds of universities, industrial research centers, and the
like are already tied into that network.
McCarthy or Feigenbaum can put a
message through to a colleague at M.I.T.
or at the University of Oslo in ten
seconds (after they keyboard it).
There is a computer temlinal in the office
of many Stanford computer scientists.
McCarthy and Feigenbaum, for example,
can easily agitate each other's viewing
screens, but I am not sure how often
they do. As practitioners and theorists
of AI, the two are brothers in a growing
band of professionaJs making ever more
interesting music together. A band is
also a spectrum, however, and considered
in relation to it, McCarthy and Feigenbaum can be said to stand at the opposite
polar extremities.
0

SHRDLU
Stanford's Terry Winograd, when he was 3.
at M.I.T., devised (and named) SHRDLU Find a block which is taller than the one
as part of a project on understanding you are holding and put it into the box.
natural language. You understand natural The system has to figure out what is
language without thinking (much) about meanr by "one" and "it," as well as
it. If you did think much about it, you using deduction to decide which block it
would probably stumble in your under- is holding.
standing, just as you would stumble BY "IT," I ASSUME YOU MEAN THE
in your walking if you thought out every BLOCK WHICH IS TALLER THAN THE
movement before making it. How, then, ONE I AM HOLDING.
can a robot be made to "walk" or Printed out to keep us informed.
"think" or understand your natural OK.
language? Winograd doesn't know either, The hand has to set down the red block
but he's working on it; his current project to pick up The taller blue one.
is "Knowledge Representation Language"
(KRL). SHRDLU was a pioneering 4.
earlier program through which a robot What does the box (now] contain?
could be made to answer questions, THE BLUE PYRAMID AND THE BLUE
execute commands, and accept informa- BLOCK.
tion in English. It can't "see," but it can
"locate" things if given x-y coordinates 5.
on a grid. It can "move" things. The What is the pyramid supported by?
following dialogue between Winograd farlier the system responded to "the
(lightface type) and SHRDLU (bold- pyramid" by saying "I don'r undersrand
face type) shows how:
which pyramid you mean." Now, it

assumes that we mean the one just mentioned.

,.

THE BOX.

Pick up a big red block.
OK.

6.
How many blocks are not in the box?

The system answers "OK" when it carries
out a command. In order to pick up the
red block, it had to clear it off by finding
a space for the green one and moving the
green one away. (Figure shows the initial
state of the scene.]
2.
Grasp the pyramid.
I DON'T
UNDERSTAND WHICH
PYRAMID YOU MEAN.
There are three pyramids in the scene,
so the program does nothing.

within the same sentence but two levels
up in the parsing tree.
YES. THE BLUE BLOCK.

36.
Does a steeple ...
SORRY, I DON'T KNOW THE WORD
"STEEPLE."
The system interrupts immediately when
it sees a word itcan'r figure out
37.
A "steeple" is a stack which contains
two green cubes and a pyramid.
The quote marks indicate that we are
defining a new word.
I UNDERSTAND.

38.
Are there any steeples now?
NO.

The new definition is used as a description to ,'ecognize steeples . ..
43.
Is there anything to the right of the red
pyramid?
YES, FOUR THINGS: THE BOX, THE
RED CUBE, THE BLUE PYRAMID AND
THE BLOCK NAMED SUPERBLOCK

Once an object has a name, the name
Negatives such as "not" and "no" are is used to help identify it in responses.
handled whether they appear in clauses
or noun groups (such as "no boxes"). 44.
THREE OF THEM ...

35.
Is there anything which is bigger than
every pyramid but is not as wide as the
thing that supports it?
The system understand quantifiers such
as "every," "any," "some," etc., and
structures such as"bigger than," "as wide
as," etc. Here "it" refers to a noun group

Thank you.
YOU'RE WELCOME!
Idioms can be defined without modi-

fying the grammar.
Source: Margaret Boden, Artifici81/ntfilligence
and Natura' Man (New York, Basic Book$.
19771. Also available: Harvester Press, England
(paperback and hardcover).

I~

GREEN

I~
SUPER
BLOCK

BLue

To be continued next issue
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fi Letter
from your
'Publislter-~
.
Many changes have taken place over the past several months
here at People's Computer Company, all of which bode well
for our publications, the future of our company, and for you,
our readers. These changes will improve our products and
services ... improvements that you will benefit from in
the delivery and quality of our magazines and books.
The most apparent change: our old standby, People's Computers, the first magazine in the home and personal computing
fie ld , is now Recreational Computing. It will feature more
games, fantasy , science fiction, graphks, art, music, puzzles
and problems, free software, languages, tutorials, interviews,
and many other things of interest to the serious hobbyiSt. We
have new editors for all three of our periodicals. In September,
Bob Albrecht returned to PCC to once more become editor
of People's Computers - Recreational Computi1lg; he mares
his editorial functions with Louise Burton and Ramon Zamora.
In October, Suzanne Rodriguez look over the editorship of
Dr. Dobb's ]oumal and Curtis Roads joined us as editor of
the Computer Music Journal.
We have appointed the following new department heads:
Michael Madaj as circulation manager, Sara Werry as production manager, Cynthia Kosina as head of wholesale distribution. All three of our new managers have been with PCC for
some time, so are experienced in our way of operating. It was
with regret that we had to terminate our bookstore operation,
but we could no longer support the losses we were sustaining.
All of the above changes were made to help implement our
goal of producing magazines and books that inform and entertain our readers.
A note on mail service: as of January 1,1979, we will actively
discourage surface mail to most foreign countries. We en·
courage readers to take advantage of first class service to
Canada and airmail to all other foreign destinations . It takes
months, li terally, for our publications to reach Europe, As.ia,
and Latin America, assuming that they reach their destination
intact! The uncertainty of delivery, both foreign and domestic,
is extemely annoying to you, our readers and subscri bers,
and a very real headache to us. Thus our decision to change
our policy. There will be ' no surface mail option available to
Computer Music ]ouTI/ol subscribers because of its content.
Our new subscription rates for one year are:
U.S,
Canada
2nd class t it class
Recreational Computing
$10
$ 17
Dr. Dobb'sJourntJI
$15
$25
Computer Music Joufflal
$20
$24

Two year subscriptions are also available.
14
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Foreign All Foreign
via air
Surface
$23
$14
$33
$20
$2.

Another, rather drastic change is our decision to accept advertising in all three of our periodicals. As we have no outside
funding, we must supplement our income through advertising.
Some persons were concerned that we might lose our objectivity concerning products that we would advertise; this should
not be the case, however. We are a non-profit, tax-exempt,
educational corporation. We have neither stockholders to
placate nor dividends to pay; thus, since profit is not our
motive nor reason for existence we feel that our objectivity
will never be compromised.
On to o ther topics! The one that gives us the most trouble
and loads us down with letters and phone calls of complaint
is the lateness and non-delivery of our periodicals 10 you,
our readers. I could relate an endless litany of what can and has-happened in the production and circulation of our
magazines, but I won't, only because your tears of sympathy
could Slain this magazine so badly that the copy would
become illegible (whlch is sometimes a problem with our
printing) . . . There are many things that can cause delays
in the production and circulation of a magazine. We have
pretty well licked one of the main ones (under our power) by
getting our copy to the printers on schedule, six weeks prior to
the month of issue. From that pOint, we are powerless to the
vagaries of Murphy's law: at the printers, the presses may go
down, or, as is the problem now wit h the West Coast paper
mills on strike, a paper shortage causes us problems of availability, shared by many ... after it is printed, the magazine
has to be labeled, bundled, sorted and delivered to the post
office, all time-conswning . . . at the post office, ah, the post
office, our poor little magazines can disappear into the second
class maw and may not reappear for weeks or even
months. .. and when they do appear the top magazine in
each bundle of 30 or so has a better-than·average chance of
lOSing its mailing label . . . and to boot, second class mail is just
about the slowest of all mail service, .. (Are you cry ing
yet?) ... As a good (?) example, my own personal copies of
our magaZines take about three weeks to be delivered to me in
Palo AlIO, only 35 miles from our mailing house in San
Francisco!
When a letter or call complaining of our (?) service arrives,
we go through a very extensive checking process-there is
one thing we try never to do, and that is to ignore a letter
of complaint. If your complaint can' t be solved on the spot,
as many can, we will send you a letter or postal card to let
you know that we are working on it.
In closing I must thank you fo r your patience and fo rebearance in coping with some of the problems described above.
I also want to thank those o f you who have responded to our
request to add postage to our business reply envelopes. Since
we must pay the post office 2S cents for each envelope and
card returned to us we really appreciate your thoughtfulness
in responding so enthusiastically to our request. We all appreciate receiving comments and suggestions that will improve ·our
service and our product. Mail them to me or to the department
they concern (this applies to complaints, too).
Thank you again,
Willard Holden
Executive Director and Publisher

TRS 80: The MEMORY GAME
BY RAMON M. ZAMORA

Here is a fascinating game to play on your
TRS-80. II is called The Memory Game
and is based on a HP -67 calcuJator
routine by Sam Gaylord thai appeared
in the charter issue of Recreational
Programmer. (See Ihe review section of
this issue of RC for additional information on this new periodical.)
The game involves !fying to remember
a number that is flashed on the screen
for about one second. The game is adap·
tive. If you correctly remember the first
few numbers, the program begins to

lengthen the number of digits that are
flashed. The game starts with five digit
numbers and progresses, based on your
proficiency , up to nine digit numbers.
If you miss a number, the program automatically reduces the length of the next
number being presented. A game consists
of a series of ten numbers. At lhal
point the program asks if you would
like to play again. An option that aUows
the player to retain the previous dif·
ficulty level is also presented at the end
of each game. Thls is a fast paced, fun
game to play.

80 REM ** THE MEM~RY GAME 16K LEVEL 11 BASIC TRS-80 **
85 REM ** BASED ~N AN ARTICLE BY SAM GAYL~RD tN
*...
90 REM ...... RECREATI~NAL PR~GRAMMER V~L.l, NO.l , 9/78
......
95 REM .... REPR~GRAMMED F~R TRS-80 9/15/78
....
100 DIM 0(7)
105 DEFDBL M,P , R
110 DATA lE5,lE5 , lE6 , IE6/1E7,lE8 , lE9
120 F¢R I_I ~ 7: READ 0 t):NEXT
122 Tl _ 700:~T0 6000
125 F_l
127 C_1O:S.0
130 R.RND(O)
140 M_INT{R.D(F»
145 CLS:PRINT CHlt$(23)
150 PRIH'NI460,; :PRINT USING
;M; :~SUB 2000
155 CLS:PRINT CHlt$(23)
160 PRIN'I11!832."WHAT WAS NUMBER- - ";: INPUT P
170 IF M<>P THEN 210
180 PRINr:a896,"RIGHT"; :S.S+l
190 IF F<7 THEN F.F+l
200 ~T~ 600
210 PRINT@896/"N~T C~RRECT" ;: IF F>I THEN F_F_l
600 P_I00.(S/ II-C»
605 P_INT(P)
610 PRINT@920, "SC~RE EQUALS--"; P; "10"
620 C"C- l
625 G;;iSUB 2000
630 IF C>O ~T~ 130
640 IF P>69 THEN PRINT@O,"Y~U ARE VERY ~~O";
650 IF P<-69 PRINT@O,"N~T BAD . I BET Y~U CAN ~ BETTER.";
660 PRINT@128,"0~ Y~U WANT T~ PLAY AGAIN?";
670 AS_INKEY$:IF AS-" " THEN 670
680 tF AS<>"Y" THEN 700
685 CLS: PRtNT CHRS(23)
690 PRINT@128 , "D~ Y¢U WA.>;T THE SAME DIFFICULTY LEVEL?";
695 AS·I~KEY'3:IF AS-"" THEN 695
696 IF A$_"Y" THEN 127 ELSE 125
700 as: PRINT CHRS(23): PRlNT"THANKS F~R PLAYING--BYE";: END
2000 F~R J.l T~ Tl:NEXT:RETURN
6000 CLS:PRINT CHR$(23)
6020 PRINT"
THE MEM~RY GAME"
6025 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"THE ~BJECT ~F THIS GAME IS T0"
6030 PRtNT"REMEMBER THE NUMBERS THAT WILL"
6035 PRINT"APPEAR ¢N THE SCREEN."
6040 PRINT"THE BETTER Y~U ARE AT RECALLING"
6045 PRtNT"THE NUMBERS THE L~NGER THE"
6050 PRINT"NUMBERS GET. IF Y~U BEGIN"
6060 PRINT"T~ MISS THE NUMBERS THEY WILL"
6065 PRINT"AUT~MATICALLY BEC~ME SHi\RTER,"
6070 PRINT" HIT ANY KEY T~ BEGIN PLAY--";
6080 AS_INKEYS:IF AS .. "" THEN 6080 ELSE 125

The game can be modified for younger
players by altering lines 110 and 122.
Une 110 contains the data that are used
as scalar multipliers to produce the five
to nine digit random numbers. Making
these values smaller will cause the
program to flash smaller numbers on the
screen. The variable, T I , in line 122
controls the length of time the numbers
arc kept on the screen. Setting Tl to a
larger value will calise the numbers to be
displayed for a longer time.
Have fun with this clever game!!
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TRS 80:

PER GALLON PROGRAM
Milan Chepko shares Q penonal recordkeeping system lie created to help him
mal/age his "fleet" of automobiles. The
program is Q good example 0/ an applied

home computer software project. Dr.
Chepko uses the program

store Qnd

(0

display per/onnetlce data for a caf[or about one year. If Detroit is reading
this, maybe they will take the hint from
Milon 's article . ..

BY MIL AN D. CHEPKO

Why riot, ill the furure, use the automobile's on-board computer to directly the TRS·SO system, it was one of the
capture and display the kind of data first programs to be rewritten. In the
talked aOOm ill this article? Oil, well!! process, I expanded the program to include additional subroutines made pos1 can dream, can't I . .. -RZ
sible by a more comprehensive BASIC
interpreter.
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TRS 80 MPG Program
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As an afterthought, I decided to use the
graphic capability of the TRS·80 to
generate a bar graph that displays the
miles per gallon for all of Ihe entries in
memory. As mentioned earlier , all 99
entries in the data table can fit on the
bar graph simultaneously, making overall
comparison easy. The last section in the
program, lines 210-225, produces the
bar graph.
0
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The subroutine starting at line 160
generates a table that displays all of the
accumulated data. At the present time,
the data is continuously scrolled into the
table starting with whatever data set you
designate. Some.of you may fmd it more
convenient to modify the program to
list perhaps len entries and then pause
until "enter" is hit.

I

I",,,,,,,,,,,,,

1-,--1
I. . """\lof!o

The flow chart shows how the program
is divided into several functional blocks;
you can delete or expand the blocks to
suit your particular needs. The block
from lines 80 through 101 collects the

Also, since none of us are perfect, I
includea a short subroutine that allows
data to be modified after it has been
entered into the data table_ Since entering
data by hand is rather time consuming,
I included routines to store data on tape
and to read the stored data back into
memory. This feature allows you to store
information from several cars on a dif·
ferent data tape; alternatively, you could
store the information for each calendar

year on a separate tape if that would be
more useful.

Flow Diagram

::-- 1
10_'"
... " /r....

I

data from the keyboard, computes the
number of miles traveled since the last
odometer entry, and calculates the miles
per gallon_ These data are stored in a
table that can contain a total of 99
entries. This length, of course, is an
arbitrary number and could be changed
if necessary. I found, however, that 99
entries makes a convenient length for a
data tape and also generates an easily
read bar graph.

MILES· PER-GALLON

I

I

My original Miles-Per-Gallon program in
TINY BASIC was written to demonstrate
a semi-practical use for my micro computer. This summer, after converting to

For years, I have collected data on my
car's mileage, both 10 satisfy my general
interest and also to keep track of its
performance and economy. Often, the
day-to·day performance of a car can
deteriorate (so slowly) as to be unnotice·
able. However, such small inefficiencies
can easily be delected by the gradual fall
in the economy of operalion as reflected
in the miles per gallon. To collect the
data, I simply note the odometer reading
and the number of gallons required each
f11l-up. The records kept also help me
keep the tank more or less full most of
the time. This prevents contamination of
the gas by water from atmospheric
condensation; a real problem in cold
weather_
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LIST
8 DIMA(SOO)
9 CLS:D-O
10 PRINTTAB(])
TRS-80 MILEAGE PROGRAM
II FORI-OTOqOO:A(I)-O:NEXTI
12 PRINT:PRINT"PLEASE REWIND AND STORE THE PROGRAM TAPE."
13 PRINT"SELECT A HOOE FROH THE FOLLOWING TABLE AND"
Iq PRINT"ENTER ITS NUMBER ..• ":PRINT:GOT020
19 CLS
20 PRINT=PRINT"MODE OF OPERATION"
21 PR I NT" --- --------------"
22 PRINT" I-READ DATA FROM TAPE"
23 PRINT" 2-LOAD NEW DATA BY HAND"
2q PRINT" 3-D I SPLAY DATA TABLE"
25 PRINT" It .. DISPLAY DATA GRAPH"
26 PRINT" S-CORRECT DATA"
27 PRINT"
6-STORE DATA ON TAPE"
28 INPUT"YOUR SELECTI ON";S
29 J FS - IGOTOSO
30 IFS-2GOT080
31 IFS-3GOTOI60
32 IFS-qGOT0210
33 I FS-SGOTO 110
3q IFs-6GO TOI30
35 GOT028
50 CLS:PR I NT:PRINT"INSERT CASSETTE CONTAINING STORED OATA."
51 PRINT"WITH ALL PLUGS SECURELY CONNECTED AND THE VOLUHE"
52 PRINT"SET PROPERLY, ENGAGE THE 'PLAY' BUTTON."

;"**

**"

Determines thB progrem "moda"

-

Reeds in det. from tape
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53 PRINT: I NPUT"WHEN READY, HIT 'ENTER''';AS
5lj INPUT#-I,D
55 PRINT:PRINT"THERE WILL BE";D;"SETS OF DATA"
56 FORI-ITOD
57 INPUTS I -I,A(I),A(100+1),A(200+1),A(300+1):NEXTI
59 CLS:PRINT"THE DATA IS LOADED INTO MEMORY. PUSH THE 'STOP'"
60 PRINT"BUTTON ON THE RECORDER AND SELECT A NEW MOOE.":GOT020
80 CLS:PRINT"EACH SET OF DATA WILL BE PRECEDED BY A NUMBER."
81 PRINT"IF AN ERROR IS FOUND AFTER 'ENTER' IS HIT, ENTER '0'"
82 PRINT"FOR THE NEXT MILEAGE AND SELECT THE CORRECTION MODE."
83 PRINT"THEN ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE INCORRECT DATA SET."
90 PRINT:D-D+I:IF D-IOOGOT0200
92 PRINTO;TAB(IO)j"MILEAGE- ";: INPUTA(O)
93 I FA(D) - O CLS:PRINT"ENTRY OF DATA TERHINATED":D-D-\ :GOT020
94 PRINTTAB(IO) ;"/1 GALLONS- ";: INPUTA(200+D)
95 IFO-' A(IOO+D)-A(D)+I:GOT090
96 A(IOO+O)-A(O)-A(O-I)
97 A(300+0)-INT«A(100+D)/A(200+D»*100)/100
100 PRINTTAB(IO);A(]OO+O);"HPG FOR ";A(100+D)j"HILES"
101 GOT090
110 CLS: I NPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE I NCORRECT DATA SET"· I
III PRINT:PRINTI;TAB(IO);"CORRECT MILEAGE- "j:INPUTA{I)
,
112 PRINTTAB(IO);"CORRECT /I GALLONS-" j:INPUTA(200+1)
113 A(IOO+I) - A(t)-A(I-I)
114 A(300+1) - INT«A(100+1)/A(200+1»*100)/100
115 PRI NTTAB (10) jA(300+1) ;"MPG FOR" ;A( 100+1) ;"MI LES"
116 PRINT:PRINT"CORRECTION MODE TERHINATED":GOT020
130 CL S:PRINT"PLACE A BLANK CASSETTE IN THE RECORDER WITH TAPE"
131 PRINT"IN FRONT OF THE HEAD. CONNECT ALL BUT THE 'EAR'"
132 PRINT"PLUG, AND PUSH THE 'RECORD' AND 'PLAY' BUTTONS."
134 PRINT: I NPUT"WHEN REAOY,HIT 'ENTER"'jAS
138 PRINT/-I,D
139 FORI-ITOD
140 PRI N!I-I,A( I) :"," ;A( 100+1) ;"," ;A(200+1) ;"," ; A(]OO+I)
141 NEXTI
142 CLS:PRINT"LABEL ANa STORE THE DATA TAPE CAREfULLY !":GOT020
160 CLS: INPUT"ENTER THE DATA SET NUHBER fOR START OF OISPLAY"jY
161 CLS: PR I NT" 1NDEX"; TAB ( II ) ; "11 I LEAGE"; TAB (21) ;"11 I LES";
162 PRINTTAB(]I) ;"i GAL";TAB(41) ;"I1PG"
163 PRI t.lT"-- - -- -- -- - ________ - _____________________________ II
X-0 :PRINT@128,'''';
FORI - YTOO
PRJ NT I ; TAB (10) ;A (I) jTAB(20) ;A (100+1) ; TAB(]O) ;A (200+ I) .
PRINTTAB(40) :A(]OO+I)
,
X- X+I: l fX - 13 X- 0:PRINT@128,"";
NEXTI
PRINT"THAT WAS THE LAST SET OF DATA"
71 INPUT"TO RESUME PROGRAM, HIT 'ENTER''';AS:GOTOI9
:00 CLS:PRINT"THAT WAS THE LAST ENTRY THIS FILE CAN HOLD!"
01 PRINT"lf YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL ENTRIES, PLEASE WRITE"
02 PR I NT"THE CURRENT fI LE OUT ON TAPE, AND START A"
03 PRINT"SECOND FILE.":D- 0-l:GOT020
10 CLS:PR INT@128,"MPG";
II PRINT@192,"40";:PRINT@384,"30";
12 PRI NT@576 ," 20" ; : PR I NT@768,"10"; : PRI NT@960," 0";
15 X- 9
16 fORI-ITOO
17 X- X+l :J- O
18 FORY- 47 TO 0 STEP -I
19 SET(X,Y):J- J+I
20 IF J>A(300+1)GOT0223
21 NEXTY
23 NEXTI
24 PRINT@O,:INPUT"HIT 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE";A$
25 GOTOl9
EADY

Vending Machine gets
Loads new data into memory IIIld
comPUte5 MPG. Returns 10 mode
table when 0 is entered for nlltl
mileage

BY PETE VANSICKEL

Allom OPerollor to modify data
afler enlry

Stores data on tape

Prints out tabl, of all data-can
$Iart al a designated location rather
than with the first entry if nlH:euary

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Determines Ihat no more data will
fit in current file

DraW$ a bar graph for MPG data

A really unique computer application
right in our own back yard! 'The fallfasy
grows large: no more cups that don't
appear while coffee nms into your
shoes; gounnel selections; winning an
It's It; sovoring a free empallada and
Selecl-A-Brew 01 beer break time. Technology and the basic needs once again
combine to show what Ihe future could
be-if only the world weren't filled with
Ding-Dongs . .. -RZ
This is a story about·a vending machine
that was given a brain. ntis machine is
in the Stanford University Arlificial
Intelligence Laboratory (AI Lab), known
to its users as "Foosland." The AI Lab is
a rather enchanting place a few miles
from the central University campus. It
is a place where sophisticated research
is being conducted using computers;
place where miniature robots and computer music are a reality; place where
computers are used to solve complex
mathematical problems; place where you
can sit at a programming terminal and
communicate with computer scientists at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology or
receive the latest news on TIle Associaled
Press news wire. It's also the home of
a computerized vending machine.
But there was a time in the land of Foos
when the vending machine didn't have a
brain. It seemed every machine in Foosland had a brain. The programming
terminals had brains and the printing
machines had brains.
Brainless, the vending machlne had no
control over its actions. It didn't care
if all it offered its users to eat were
Hostess Twinkies, fruit pies and Fritos
Com Chips. It didn't care if its users
had to have exact change to get it to
Reprinttd by permission: Tha Stanford Oaf/y.
Aniel, original Iv appeared October 31, 197B,
pagt 3.
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perform. It didn't care if it rejected all
your quarters.
Les Earnest, assistant director of the Al
Lab, said the basic problem was that no
one had enough change or correct change
to use the machine. Users couldn't very
easily obtain correct change during
early moming hours. In addition, no one
really liked the food the vending machine
company put in the machine, Earnest
said.
Researchers at the lab called a meeting,
at which various solutions to the problem
were proposed. The possibility of having
a change machine instaUed was considered. But change machines are an
expensive form of another vending machine. They also require frequent service
to install change and insure correct
operation. Instead, researchers decided
to "give the vending machine a brain,"
by devising an appropriate computer
program to produce vending machine
goods. Earnest said, "For a few hundred
dollars worth of hardware and some not
too complicated programnuning the
vending machine was computerized."
Now it has its own teletype terminal
for human communication. The teletype is connected to a computer that is
programmed to interpret what an individual has selected to eat. In turn, the
vending machine then responds by pro·
ducing the ordered item. Digital Equipment Corporation's KLto computer
"runs" the vending machine which has
been named the "Prancing Pony."
The Prancing Pony is so intelligent its
users don't need correct change ; in fact,
they don't need change at all. Users
type their Foosland passwords and
selections into the computer tenninal.
The Pony services the request, commands the user to "EAT!" and then
sends a biU at the end of the month.
JAN -FEB
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***************************************.*

The Pony has a few amusing features.
One in every 128 requests is granted freeof-charge to the user. Another added
attraction which is a favorite among the
AI Lab musicians is the option to "Flip"
for the cost of a selection. Leland Smith,
a musician here, says, "/t's the most
honest game in town." When a user
types the leiter "F" after the food
selection a program runs that simulates
the flip of a coin. If the user wins the
lOSS he gelS the selection for free and
the terminal types, "You won!" then
rings its bell. If the user loses he pays
double the cost of his selection. Apparently musicians have reputations for
gambling on "Flip" more often than
BY WARWI CK SLOUG H
other computer scientists. "Musicians live
dangerously," Smith said. He plays
because he "likes to get a frec lunch once Warwick's first fiction story All In The hence both she and the first astronaut
Mind rail ill the last issue of RC. He had left their original universe and enin a while."
retums this isslle with something he tered a second one where time happend
In order to implement all Ihis new refers to as "a short piece of whimsy. " to be nowing backwards. "Oh dear,"
vending machine procedure several re- It seems, from the ettdillg to this story, thought Alice, "such a nuisance, that
searchers at the AI Lab negOliated with that we will be hearing more [rom Mr. means I shall be get ling younger and
- RZ younger, and presently I shall not be born
the vending company and bought the Slough. We certainly hope so . . .
yeL"
machine from them. People soon started
Slacking the machine with items such as Alice was beginning to get very tired of
delicatessen sandwiches, yogurt, cottage Sitting by herself in the spacecraft with As she travelled through hyperspace into
cheese. pork buns, pOlSlickers, and a nothing to do. She was conSidering in this peculiar universe she tried to
Chilean specialty, empanadas. The Pony her own mind whether the pleasure of remember "You are old Father William"
also serves cold Budweiser, Tuborg or making a meteor assembly would be in order to be sure that she could reRainier. The computer. scanning data worth the trouble of getting the meteors, member things. Unfortunately it came
on the user, can check his age though. when suddenly a white astronaut with out as:
pink eyes passed close by outside. There
"You are young Father William,"
Anyone under 21 won't be served.
was nothing particularly remarkable in
the old man said,
Charlie Hasselbach, an AI Lab secretary this, but when the astronaut took out a
"And your head is as bald as a coot;
said she stocks the Pony once each large s.ilver watch and looked at it and,
And yet you incessantly stand on your
(as she sensed). said to himself, "Oh
headmorning and once in the late afternoon.
dear! Oh dear! I shall be 100 late," she
Do you think in this slate it will suit?"
The Prancing Pony has been satisfying thought it a trifle singular.
"[n old age," Father William replied
to his son,
the snacking appetites of people of Foosland for s.ix years. So then, why haven't Quickly starting the impulse units she was
" I feared it might give me a sprain,
But now that my limbs are like jelly
vending machine companies taken up the just in time to see the astronaut move
unset,
banner of the computer revolution that's towards a large, rotating black hole. In
been going on all around us for 10 years another moment down went Alice after
Why I do it again and again."
or more? Earnest said several people it, never once considering how in the But that doesn't seem to be right,
from vending companies visited the AI space-time continuum she was to get thought Alice, and I don't much care for
Lab when the Prancing Pony was first out again. Her attention however was this universe-so, missing tlle naked
implemented but he hasn't heard from suddenly diverted by an apparently singularity·· by a hair's breadth, she
anyone since. Earnest said the Pony is identical astronaut who pulled a corres- steered for yet another existenceunique. He attributes this lack of res- ponding watch from his pocket and, but that is another story.
0
ponse to "teehnologicallethargy," People (as she once more sensed), rnuttered."Oh
who manufacture vending machines don't dear! Oh dear! I shall be early-I shall • • WhenlBS for mOst bleck holes It is exunderstand computers. Making a com- be early!" TIl is would have been more peeted thai an event horizon pnlllenu information from being transmitted to an external
puterized vending machine requires an than a little confusing, had she not ob5erver,
(due to the very large gravitational
understanding of both computers and instantly realized that the rotating black effectl, in certain circumstances, (depending
have
been
charged,·
and
hole
must
also
vending machines. "Apparently it takes
upon the shape and mass of the collapsing
narl, infonnation can be leak&d from partictoo much time and energy to convince
~ According to present cosmological theory,
manufacturers this is the way to go," In any other Iype of black hOle both Alice end uler black holes-allowing an external oburver
record the final compression of matter to a
Earnest said.
0 the a$lronaut would have alreadv been com- to
non-exinent point-this Is the nak&d lingu-
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New

A lgorithm
for C hess
PART 1

BY DAV ID CHELBER G AND DAVID WATT ER S
Dallid & David (D & D?) tantalize us this
isme with the first part o{ a series of
articles on a new chess program they
hove delle/oped. David C is at Stanford
U"illersity this tenn; Dallid W. is ar
Northwestern U"iversity. The two are
writing these articles between exams,
turkey breaks alld amtmas ~'acatio1lS.
n,js part must have been wn'ltell during
exams: there are tear stairu 011 the originals. I expect crallberry tracks 011 fhe
next installment & eggnog spills 011 fhe
Om'stmas issue. Your mOlle D & D!!

-RZ
Since the advent of the age of computers
much progress has been made in solving
problems of complexity with the aid of
computers, One such problem in which
much work has been done is the field
of chess-playing computers. In order to
fully understand the difficulties of our
task in writing a chess program, the history of other programs is helpful.
SHANNON ST A RT ED IT

The first major attempt to deal with this
problem was undertaken by Claude
Shannon in 1949. At this lime he didn't
write a program, but discussed the basic
problems involved. The framework he
introduced has guided most of the
subsequent analysis of the problem.

Shannon observed that chess is a finite each branch of which move is best,
game, and that only a limited number of including possible opponent moves. The
continuations exist at a given moment process continues until the best aiteror even throughout an entire game. He native for the next move is determined.
calculated the total number of continuations possible as 10 120. Obviously, this In Figure I, for example, there are six
number of continuations couldn't be possible outcomes. If it i.s while's move,
searched through by even the highest his best option is move #1 because it
speed computers: for centuries, so some assures him of at least a draw.
compromise had to be made.
This is the framework which Shannon
START
suggested:
(1) Consider alternative moves.
(2) Obtain effective evaluations of
alternatives by means of analysis.
(3) Choose the preferred alternative
on the basis of the evaluations.

MOVES

POSSIBLE

The analysis is the most difficult part
to set up. Shannon considered it in three
parts. First, continuations would be
explored to a certain depth. Second,
the positions at the end of these continuations would be evaluated on the basis
of the pattern and number of men on the
chessboard. Lastly, the best alternative
would be chosen.
To select an alternative, the process of
minimaxing is used. Minimax operations
start with the terminal positions, which
have specified values. Then, working
backwards, a determination is made at

....-

0UTr0M"

Loa lor wIli,. Loa lor wIlj,.

.""

Figunl l . Move Tree Diagram
with six outcomes

The way to arrive at this conclusion is
this: Consider move #1, this will lead
to a draw no matter what black does.
Move 2 will lead to a definite loss for
white. Move #3 is more interesting,
it depends upon what black will do to
arrive at the outcome. We can assume,
however, that black will make the mo~e

'*
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to his best advantage and therefore this
move can also be considered a loss. Thus
the best move is the first one.
Shannon proposed two sets of answers
for these kinds of problems. The first
was to search for all alternatives to a
fixed depth. Then to evaluate each with
a numerical sum; and then to pick the
one with the highest number.
His second set of answers considers lhe
possib ility of selecting a limited number
of continuations. He also discusses the
possibility of weighting moves on the
basis of blocking, attacking, defending,
and other such functions that the chessmen perform.

TOURIN G WITH TURIN G

The first person to propose a specific sel
of rules to put Shannon's prinCiple
into action was A.M. Turing in 1950.
He devised a program simple enough to
be done by hand, without the aid of a
computer.
Turing's program considered all possible
moves. He introduced the idea of a
"dead" position, that is, one which is
relatively stable, and could be evaluated.
In the one published game the program
lost to a weak human player. Turing's
program wasn't very good, but at least
it was a step in the right direction .
LOS AL AMOS GOES CRAZY

In 1956, a group of scientists at los
Alamos programmed MAN IAC I, a digital
computer, 10 play chess. The program
incorporated Shannon's first principle

in that it considered all continuations
to a fixed depth of two moves, made
stalic evaluations and lhe alternative
with the best value was chosen.

COMPARI SON OF SOH:! EARLY CHESS PROGRAMS

Vital Sta ti s ti c a
Da te
Board
Computer

In order to simplify the problem to a
size reasonable for the MAN IAC I computer several factors were changed. The
chess board played on was 6 x 6 instead
of the usual 8 x 8, and all bishops were
removed. Furthermore, both castling and
initial pawn moves of two spaces were
prohibited.

Alternative l
Depth of Anlll ydi
Static eva l u. t ion

In 1958, Alex Bernstein created a chess
program utilizing a new function. This
function was one of the possible alternatives Shannon considered. In Bernstein's
program, only a frac tion of all possible
moves are considered. These took into
account King sarety, defense and develop.
ment.
This program works on a regular chess
board and is played under ordinary rules.
The level of play of this program and
the earlier one at Los Alamos is about
the same. The time the Bernstein progranl
takes is about eight minutes per move.
This shows that , even with the greater
number of possibilities involved with
playing on an 8 x 8 board, the greater
selectivity in moves is enough to cancel
tltis erfect, and provide a larger search in
the same amount of time.

Inte gration o f
va lue s
Fina l choi c.

NE WELL, SHAW & SIMON _ A A
TRI O OF MOVERS

Newell , Shaw and Simon. in 1958, wrote
a chess program incorporating some reatures of the other programs already mentioned. It used Shannon's basic method,
Turing's concept of a dead position, and
Bernstein's concept or limiting the
number of moves considered. It also
used 3 numeralive adding runction 10
compare alternatives.
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NEWELL, SHAW, SIMON

1956
6X6
MANlAC 1

19:'7
8X8
18M704

1958

11, 000

42. 000

opera tion sf.e ~

All IIIOve .

opa ~ a t ion.f.ec .

'"

RAND J O H1~NIA C
20, 000 oper a t ions/sec .

Numerical
=aterial, mobility,
control cent. r

Nonn\llM!ri ca l
Vect or o f va l u••
Acceptanc. by 1°.1.

Kini ma"

Minima" (DOd H y)

Hini_x

Hinialax

BeSt vs lue

I

Material domins - Beat value
tion
Nonnal, s.at
vs lue

This program attempts to find moves
that meet its specific goals. These goals
of King sarety, material balance, center
control, development , King side attack
and promotion are recognized by chess
expens to be important to the evaluation
in their own games.

Hac hine cod.
Single boa rd
Centr a l t .bl .a
Re to.p ute

Min ut ea

t Z III in/IIIO Ve
600 word s

B .. in fmove
7000 word.

1 galO!!
Los . to welk
player, aW ...

3 games
Be. t a ...... k playe r

2 game s
' .Sl ....... te ur
glind .pon

Afler tile program find s a move or moves
which apply to a goal, it evaluates all
continuations statically and uses the
process of minimaxing to determine the
best move. Minimaxing refers to the process in Shannon's proposal which allows
the selection of the best move. TIle program resolves all continuations until they
are dead.

Receot work in chess programming has
included Northwestern UniverSity's Chess
4.6 and numerous other programs which
are growing continually more complex
with the increased speed of today's large
computers. Almost all of the better
programs today employ a form of
Shannon's strategy of searching a tree of
possible moves. However, lhere are
exceptions.

the computer made, he may offer advice
to the computer. TIlis program is in its
beginning stages and looks promising.
None or these programs, however, has yet
passed beyond the level of a novice after
twenty years of work in this field, with
the possible exception of Chess 4.6,
which has won one game against a
master chess player. Its success is due to
the huge computational power available
to it.

OUR PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA SNAPSHOTS

The University of Southern California
has designed a chess playing program with
accompanying specially designed language
which does not u~ Shannon's methods.
The program implements a method called
"snapshot." What it does is this: It takes
a look at the given position and takes
pictures of subsequent variations, and
generalizes. This program also stores a
number of "rules" such as, "keep your
knights off lhe edge of the board." The
unique characteristic of this program is
that it is able to take advice. When
someone plays and can describe an error

Fir. t Acceptsble

2. Doubl. Func t ion

MII ch ine t od.
Si ng le board
No re co r da

Sp.ce
Ra.ul ts
Exp er i ence
De.cr i ption

V.ri a ble
Sequence of .ove
senera t or a
Until dead

NUIO!! t1 ca l
ma terial, .obliit y

Pr oSr. . . ing
Language
D. t. sth_

n~

2 IIIoves

7 pl aUSible .ovel
Sequence o f .ove
senerator.
2 IIInvell

Until dead
Cap ture a onl y
NurDeri clll
Many f ac t or s

RECENT WO RK

This program takes apprOXimately one to
ten hours per move. This figure reflects
lhe complexity of the progranl and the
level of analysis done. Since the program has a variable level evaluation
it is one of the first to vary from Shan:
non's proposal for fixed level search.
In Ihis, it plays beller than any of the
earlier programs mentioned; however,
it is still a weak player.
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Hand dlllulat i on

BERNSTEIN

Cheu Prosr ...

The result of this programming produced
a program capable of beating beginners
but still not generally being very good.
The average time this program took
per move was 12 minutes.
BERNSTEIN PRUNES THE TREES

19:'0

LOS "-'"'"

in writing a computer chess program we
had to first decide wha t it should be able
to do, and secondly, what restraints
there were on it. For our task of writing
this computer chess program our purpose
was to develop a program that could play
moderately well for the Hewlett Packard
2000 Access Basic System. The main
limitations were that the program play
according to all accepted chess rules,
including a time limit of two hours for
the first forty moves, an average of
three minutes a move. Furthermore, our
space was limited to 200 records and the
only available language on this system
was BASIC.

IPL-IV , int. r pr et i ve
Single boa rd
Dec.ntra ll zed , Li . t
struc tur.
Recompu t .
1-10 hraf.ov. (eat . )
16,000 word.
o gamea (1 963)
Good in .pot. (open i ng)

To write this progranl under these restraints we had to decide what kind of
strategy to use lhat would be both quick
(requiring little computation), and would
conserve space to within our limitations.
The limitations precluded using Shannon's
tree search method . We also rejected
Shannon's limited tree search proposal
since we had little confidence in our
ability to write a good algorithm for
pruning lhe tree for best resuJts (neither
of us are any better tllan novice chess
players). An additional consideration was
that Northwestern University's chess pro·
gram (the current world champion),
took several years to develop even though
they had several programmers and chess
experts, as well as th~ full resources of
their computer center. Thus since we
lacked the chess experience and also the
computing facilities to successfau1ly im-plement this traditional approach, we had
to develop a different approach. nus new
algorithm for chess became our current
chess program in only a year and a half;
however, refinements have continued for
another two years. It is this new algo·
rithm which will be discussed in the
next issue.
0
To be cOl'ltinued n.ext issue

JAN·FEB
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KEEPING
TRACK OF

'MOTHER'

somebody! We made a pile of aU our
Mothen and stared at the four feet of
information. Compiling all this into a
subject index, we realized, would be a
mother of a task. So, we decided to
combine our interest in putting together
the index with our interest in micro·
computers."
"We believe that the index and the
computer can be useful tools if they are
used properly. The computer helped us
alphabetize, sort, and print every inch of
that four·foot pile."

she and her husband Rick are learning
a lIew computer, having to customize
programs themsellJes, setting up a bus· Our interest in the microcomputer has
iness, and trying to make it all work in little to do with games or other hobby
a nlral setting. The L(!IJines IilJe on a applications. For us, the central issue of
faml outside of Grants Pass, Oregon. owning a computer is that it be practical.
-iB
The system we purchased cost as much as
a small tractor, and like any other tool
we have on our small fann, it must work
Years ago, I read a science fiction story for us.
about a Tibetan lamasery that purchases
Back in the days whell the Whole Earth a computer in order to compile a list of Thus, we were cautious about making
Catalog was laking shape in Menlo all the possible names of God. The lamas litis purchase and, before we made any
Park, a like-minded publication was realize that, by hand, this task might take real investment, we decided to test the
getting underway on the olher side of 15,000 years; the computer finishes the business application. The program we use
the country - ill North Ctlrolina. The task (and, incidentally, destroys the to compile our index was originally writ·
new magazine creed was doing more world) in three months.
ten for a Wang minicomputer. We used
wilh less. With (hilt supposedly un·
this computer on a time-sharing basis,
American manifesto. it went on to be- Uke the fictional lamas, my husband and driving into town on weekends to input
come one of the gret1t publishing succes- I decided to purchase our microcomputer the infonnation. Because we live some
ses of rhe J 970 s. We're tolking, of for a practical reason. However, instead distance from town, each ride made the
coune, about Mother Earth News.
of sorting celestial titles, our computer purchase of a home computer more
would be used to sort and alphabetize attractive. We were further convinced
People's Computer Company, as mOllY titles from magazine articles. The product when our mailbox started filling up with
readen know, sprollg from the same is a complete and cross · referenced requests for the index. (To date, we've
roots (17le Portola Institute) as the subject guide to Mother Earth News had 2,500 orders from individuals,
Whole Earth Catalog-spiritual cousin 10 magazine-an index which we market bookstores, and book distributors-some
Mother Earth. In rhe way connections by mail from our home.
coming from as far away as Australia.)
happily evoh'e in the doing-more-for-/ds
extended family, Q home computer The introduction to our "subject guide" When we went "shopping" for a home
project iTlvoli'ilig Mother Earth is now explains how we originated this idea:
computer, one of our considerations
the subject of all article for Recreational
was the adaptability of the existing p roComputing.
"It all started when we tried to remember gram to whatever home facility we could
which issue of Mother had that great afford. Another obvious concern was
The Mother Earth project is an index, bread recipe. 'Why doesn't somebody put our location. While Oregon's Applegate
QJld os writer Ellen Levine exploim, it together an index?,' we complained. And Valley, where we live, is not as remote
has beell a challenge, particularly since then we realized that we could be that as, say, Tibet, we are 150 miles from

BY ELLEN
LEVINE

s
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the nearest computer store. We did end
up buying from our "local" store, The
Real Oregon Computer Company in
Eugene, Oregon, although we visited
stores in almost all the major cities on
the West Coast.
Our choice was the North Star Horizon
II. We ordered it with 32K of memory
and dual floppy disks for maximum flex·
ibility. In addition, we are using an Act
I terminal and an [P-12S printer. The
last two choices were based strictly on
economics. We picked the North Star
because of the availability of programs
and service. We also invested in some soft·
ware, including a mailing label package,
a word processor package, a business
statistics package, a bookkeeping package, an indexing package, and most
important, a tutorial program to educate
us in using our computer correctly.
Since bringing our computer home, we've
spent most of our time learning how to
use the equipment. As we gain familiarity
with it, we are realizing more clearly what
some of our problems are. For instance,
our choice of a microcomputer was based
on
the understanding that many
companies sell software using North
Star BASIC. OUT assumption that these
programs would fit any system using
BASIC language was a mistake. We have
discovered that most software is designed
for general systems, and therefore we
have had to struggle with adapting
programs to ou r unit.
Because we are novices, this is a difficult
process for us. In order to customize a
program, we need to understand how the
documentation is used. We must learn,
to some extent, the vocabulary of pro·
gramming language so we can translate
and adjust programs to our use.
Every "canned" program we have
purchased, or copied from magazines and
books, has needed adjustment to fit

our system. A good example of this is
a word processor program which we paid
$35 for. In went the disk and we began
practicing. But we couldn't get the
program to print on our printer. Re·
reading the instructions didn't help.
It took several long·distance calls to
Eugene in order to solve the problem,
which was to insert the proper code
instructing our computer to send a
message to the print board.
We've come to realize that the Tibetan
monks I read about were able to put their
computer to immediate use because they
also imported expert technicians to assist
them. We are not anxious to hire anyone
and we are really not interested in becoming programmers ourselves! It's our hope
that the industry will recognize the need
for more efficient and simpler software
packaging.

resources (shades of 11,e Whole EQrth
Ozta/og i), a recipe index, and a recordkeeping service for fann animal and crop
production. Just possibilities now-but
we want to develop products that will
make the ownership of a home computer
economically feasible.

As we enter our second year of production of the Mother Earth index, Applegate
Computer Enterprises is definitely growing. ACE is housed, so far, in our bed·
Despite our criticism, we are still enthus- room and in an outbuilding we have on
iastic about our home computer; it's our property-and until a few months
already being used to keep business ago-consisted of me, my husband Rick,
records and update our mailing list. and our official stamp-licker, son Joshua,
And as soon as we complete the transla· .age 8. Now it includes Chris and Phil
tion of the Mother Earth program to our Hart. Chris is an art teacher at a local
computer, we'll move everything home junior high school. Phil, Rick, and I all
(the index is still being done on the Wang work at nearby Rogue Community Col·
lege. I teach English, Rick is the director
.in town-but not for much longer).
of computer and special services, and Phil
Once everyllting is in place here, we'll is the community services director.
go on to figure out other ways to use our
system. We're considering a multi-maga· For all of us, one thing is certain-com0
zine index covering alternative energy puters are no longer science fiction.
JAN·FEB
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
SPECIAL NOTE TO
APPl ESO FT Il USERS

BUILDING A

The program is written in Integer BASIC
and now the more powerful Applesoft II
is available. To use any shape table (or
any combination of them) requires only
the addition of a simple index at the start
of the table. The table starting address
must also be stored in SE8 and $E9.

HI-RES SHAPE TABLE
FOR THE APPLE II

BY CA R L SWENSON

O.K. Apple Fam, lIere's a way to create

your favorite graphic shllpes wilh a
program submitted to liS by Carl Swenson
of Seattle, Washington - CB

A picture is worth a thousand words!
Make smiley faces, monsters, starships. or
store an X- Y coordinate system for
graph plot ting. Have fun using your
imagination!

The Apple II has exciting high resolution
graphic capabilities. One feature is a
command, SHAPE, which will display
a shape that has been stored in memory
as a table. The trick, of course, is to
create the table of your favorite shape
and the following program does just that.
Transfer the figure or design to a transparency and tape it to the screen. Move
the program's cursor with one of eight
moves to trace out the shape. When
rUlished CTRL·F will echo the shape
stored 3S verification. The shape can be
stored on tape or disk, ready to be added
and used in any of your programs.

the plot mode is ON, the point is plotted
and remains after the move is made.
When you have finished the shape, or
want to start over, type CTRL·F.
Suppose you want to reposition the
cursor (plot mode OFF) and backtrack
across some of the figure, thus unplotting
part of what is shown on the screen.
Never fear - any point once plotted
will appear in the frnal figure. However,
this has a drawback, since the plot mode
OFF cannot be used to erase mistakes.

8

7, --1 / '
5/1"'3

6--2

Load the program as you would any
other program that used HI· RES
graphics. If you are new to the world of
HI -RES, then follow the instructions of
the Apple n reference manual. Briefly
they are:
1) Reset
2) ·COO.FFFR starts hires tape, hit
RETURN
3) CTRL· B to get to BASIC
4) > HIM EM,8 192, rut RETURN
5) type in the program
The shape table is started at 0900 which
is high enough to avoid the variables
table , and low enough to allow a more
than 2000 byte table. Sh ould you desire
to have the table at another locat ion,
the monitor has a simple move memory
command, or it is easily changed in the
program itself. Program space can be
saved by deleting the remarks.
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The table address with the index added is
now 2300(S08FC) and can be loaded into
SE8 and SE9 with:

POKE 232,252
POKE 233,8
These could be added to the program so
that it is done automat ically. Consult
your Appleso ft II documentation for a
thorough treatment of the manipulation
of shape tables. The AppJesort II features
will allow you to simplify the program if
you use it excl usively in Applesoft II. A
word of warning: Be sure SCALE= I. 0

off.

The three sections are arranged in a byte
as shown below:

MOVES

t

DO CODE

00
01
10

"

Each bit pair DO specifies a direction to
move, and the bit P specifies whether or
not to plot the point before moving.
Section 3 (most Significant bits) does not
have a P fie ld, so it can only be a move
without plotting. If the section 3 is 00, it
is ignored, thus section 3 can never be a
move with plotting or a move up without
plotting.

Figure 2. The plot mode has been turned on and e shape created.

Figure 3. CTR l -F has been hit to completa the table. The table
address and length are shown and readv to be used to Slve tha shape
table if desired.

Figure 4. The author's hero. This shape
in a prpgram.

Figure 5. Shape builder allows making figures with dotted lines.
It also allows word and letter formation.

,-

B . . . . . .complete byte (3 Metions) or move

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

For those of you who would like to
know how things work, here is a
description of SHAPE, a variable list,
and a line-by.line documentation:

4

When the plot mode is OFF, the cursor
moves without leaving the point plotted;
it simply repositions the cursor. When

Figure 1. When the program is run the screen
will initiallv look like this. Notice the plot
point in the center of the $Creen. Plot modi is

For example, suppose you have used the
Integer BASIC program to create a shape
table start ing at 2304 (S0900). Since
there is only one shape, a I is placed in
the fi rst byte of the index . This byte tells
how many shapes one stored in the total
table. Secondly, the number of bytes
from the table beginning to the first shape
beginning (4 in this case) is stored in byte
3 and 4. A second shape would use byte

POKE 2300.1
POKE 2301 ,0
POKE 2302,4
POKE 2303,0

PROGRAM USE

PROGRAM DESC RIPTION

TIle program is initialized with a point
cursor centered on the screen. Below
the screen is displayed the move code,
plot mode, and bytes used. There are
eight move codes allowing the point to
move to any adjacent point:

plot the point before moving. The
starting address of the table is stored in
decimal memory location 804 and
805. The SHAPE subroutine steps
through the vector table byte by byte,
and then through each byte section by
section, with sections processed right
to left. When it reaches a 00 byte, that
signals the end of the table.

5 and 6, etc. In our simple case here the
index can be built directly with the following commands in either BASIC.

Each byte of the shape table is d ivided
into three sections, and each section
specifies a direction to move (up, down,
left, or right) and also whether or not to

BYTE . . . .count of bytes used in table
et ).....stores move codes wliting for
complete byta
KEY . . . .value of key pres.sed
lOC . . . .location in shape Iable
N . . . . . . number of un$1ored mOYtl codM
O LDX ...old X coordin.ue
OLDY . . . old Y coordinate
PFLAG . . .plot mode statui tl -0N, a-OF F)
SA VE . . . .saves extra move code for naK t
byte
X . . . . . . new X coordinate
Y . . . . . . new Y coo rdi nate

W8$

noted and called back

JAN·FEB
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> L I ST
1 10
120
125
130
140
150
160
1 70
180
19 0
195
200
2 10
220
23 0
2 40
2 45
25 0
26 0
2 70
28 0
290

REM
• • • •• •
HI RES SHAPE BUILDER . ... .. . .
REM
<7 ~ 2 1- 7S)
CARl. SWENSON
REM
- --~~~-~--~-~I NtT I ALIZ E~~-~~~~-~~~~~-~~-~~--~
DIM C(3) , C( I )-0 : C(2)=0 : C(3)-0
INITa30 7 2; PL OT-3780 ; POSN_376 1; SHAPE_3805
L OC-230 4: X_ 139 I Y_79
CALL I NI T I POK E 8 12,2SSl tl"0 ; C(0)_S : GOSUB 550
VTAB 22 1 PR I N T
NE- 7 N - 8
NW_ I
PL OT MODE l OFF "
VTA B 23 1 PRI NT " CODE 1
E-6
W-2 "
V TA B 2 4: PRI NT
SE" S
5-4
SW"3
BY TE S US EDI "
REM
----~---- KEYBOARD T ES T ---------~-~----~------POKE - 16368 , 0
KEY- PEEK ( -1 638 4 ) 1 IF KEY< 126 THEN 2 10 : KEY-KEY -17 6
IF KEYII -4 2 THEN 4 20 1 I F KEY= I OR KEY-7 OR KEY - 8 THEN 300
I F KEY> 2 AND KEY< 6 THEN 33 e: I F KEY=2 THEN 36 0
IF KEY=6 THEN 390 1 I F KEY ' 32 THEN 2 e 0
REM -----~-- CHAN GE PLO T MOOE---------------------------PFLAG~ NO T PFLA G
VTA B 2 11 TAB 36 1 IF PF L AG_0 TH EN 280
P RIN T "OtJ ": GO TO 21:11:1
PR I N T " OF F"
GO TO 2 00

295
300
310
320
325
330
340
35 0
3 SS
360
370
380

REM --------- - - KEy 1. 7.8 --- -------- - --- - ------- - -- - ---IF OL OY"'0 THEN 200IY-OLOY-1
C(N)"0 1 IF PFLA G" I THEN CCN)-4; GOSUB sse
I F KEY"7 T HEN 39 0 1 IF KEY=! THEN 360: GO TO 200
REM
----~------ KEy 3.4.5 - ----------------- - ----- - ---I F OLDY_159 THEN 200:Y.OLOY+ 1
ceN)=2 : IF PFLAG-] THEN C(tj)-6 : OSUB 550
I F KEY-S THEN 390 : IF KEY"3 THEN 360 1 GOTO 20e
REM
----- - ----- KEy 2 - - - ~ - - - - --------------- - - ----- -- _
IF OL OXII279 THEN 200,X.OLDX + ]
C( N)- I, I F PFLAG-' AND KEY_2 THEN C(N)-5
GOSUB 5501 GOTO 200

385
390
4 ee
410
4 15
420
430
440
450
460
470
475
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
545
550
560
570
58 0
590

REM
--- -- - --- -- KEY 6 -------- - ------------ - - -- ------ -IF OL OX-0 THEN 200 I X-OLDX - ]
C(Nl.3 : I F PFLA G-I AND KEY~6 THEN C(Nl"'7
GOSUB sse: GOTO 200
REM
--- - -------- CTRl. F SHAPE F INISHED-------------- - CALL -936
B-C(I) + C(2) . 6 +C(3l . 6 41 POKE LOC.B
I F B-0 AND BY T E>0 THEN 46 0
LOC"LOC+ I : POKE LOC, e I BYTE=BYTE+ I
VTAB 22 : PRINT "SH APE TABLE ADDRESSI e900"
VTA B 24: PRINT "TABLE LENGTH IN BYTES : ";BYTE+I;
REM
- ---- - ----- ECHO SHAPE TABLE - - -- -- -- - - -- --CALL IN IT
POKE 802.79: POKE 60].0 1 POKE 8e0 , 139: CALL POSN
LOC=LOC - BYTE
POKE 805 . LOC/256, POKE 804 . LOC MOD 256
POKE 812 . 255 : POKE 807,01 POKE 806, I
CALL SHAPE
GO TO 720
REM
- - -- ------- SUBROUT I NE POINT PLOT -------- --- ----I F C(N»3 THEN 580
POKE 8 0 2 . 0LDY , POKE 80 1. 0LDX/256: POKE 800 , OL OX NOD 256
POKE 8 12 , 01 CALI. PL OT
POKE 8 0 2 . '1' : POKE 8 01, X/256 : POKE 600.X MOD 256
POK E 8 12 . 255 : CA L L PL OT
I F N> 2 THEN GOSUS 620
NaN+1 : OL OX=X : OL DY" Y: RE TUP.N
REM
-------- SUBROU TI NE TO STORE COM PL ETE SYTES -----IF C(3 ) < 4 THfJJ 640
SA VE -C (J) : C(3) a0
B.C (I)+ C( 2)$ 6 + ce3l $ 64
IF B '0 THEN 6 70 1 REM
--~~ PATCH DOUBLE NO PL OT UPS
S-1 26 : POKE L OC , B . LOC=LOC + I : BYTE_BY TE+ I
POKE L OC , B . LOC= L OC +I
BY TE_ BY TE+I; VTA B 2 3 : TAB 36 : PRINT BYTE
IF c(3) =0 THEN 710
C{ I )~0 : C(2).0 : C{3)=0 : SAV£.0;N=0 ' RETURN
C( I )"S AVE . ce2l_0 : C{3)"0 : SAVE_0 I N"'I : RETUP.N
END

60~

6 10
6 15
620
63 0
64 0
65 0
66 0
6 70
66 0
6 90
700
7 10
720
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set graph ic mod e and pl ot cursor
pr int tIt~ t below sc reen

clear k ey board
loop to test key : if hit, subtract 176 t o cr88te velu e 1 to 8 .
branch to finish table if · 42, mo ve up if 1, 7, 8 ; move d ow n
if 3, 4 , 5 ; mo ve right if 2; mova left if 4; switch pl ot
mode if 32, cleer keyb oard if none of above.

BY CLYDE FARRELL

_itch plot mode, prin t status

check bo und ary: if OK, mova up
set code for table : $ubrouti ne plot end stora
bra nch to sec ond move if diagona l, e lse c laar kay board
58me as 300·230 excep t move d ow n

chedo: boundary: if OK, move righ t
coda for table (diago nal moves no t plotted)
su broutine plot a nd store: cl aa r k ey board

Mt

seme u 360·380 except move left

claar text
unstored moves to table, endm a,k zero, update count
print address & length

Qyde Farrell retums again this issue with
an applications routine for the J6K TRS·
80. Clyde, a frequent colltributor, presellts an inrial effort in the area of what
he temls "personal applications": all
Electronic Desk Calendar. T7le EDC call
store forty 240 character messages that
are automatically retn'eved alld displayed
on the TRS-80. He also lUlS a modified version for DISK BASIC
[nfonllation 011 the disk versioll of EDC
alld on the wealth of other TRS-80
BASIC programs that Clyde has produced
call be obtained by writing:

order to supply refreshing new games
to a diversion thirsty world. When the
games are over, though, in how many
ways is your computer helping you?
I have yet to go into a computer store
and buy a book of "personal applica·
tions" programs. This tells me something.
When somebody asks me, "But what can
you do with a home computer?", I
sometimes tend to draw a blank. There
seems to be a real software void in the
area of practical, personal application
programs. The Electronic Desk Calendar
is an initial attempt to start rilling that
void.

Farrell Emerprises
P.O. Box 4392
Walnut Creek, C4 94596

-RZ
gr. phic mod e
polition sh ape t o canter
sat sta rt addr ess of tabl e

DATE I\E~~ACE EN1EIIED:

DATE TO Bf RE"'INDED:

with no rotation or scale facto r call s hapa

,"d

ENTER 100AY'S DATE (1'tIlH1H, £/AY,YEAR)1
I~ TDDAY FI\IDAY1
YES

111/5/1978

10/511978

10.6, 78

leave ol d poi nt p lotted if coded fo r pl ot

I'IESSAGE:

DEN TAL

A P POI NT", E N T

~

P II

NEED THIS IIESSAGE ANV LONGER?

plot new point
if three codes rtore them
update and return

if e(3) in plot mode then by te created with two cod. and
third saved for n axt byte
put in dummy move to lBParate two up moves that would
cr..ta &rid of u bla . ign.1
store byte: increment table loc" ion
upd" • • nd print number of bytes
initi.lize move code array I nd count: put IBVed move in
ne xt byte

It has been over a year now from the time
the TRS ·80 was announced, and since
then, many a TRS-80 has rolled off the
assembly line and fallen into the hands
of waiting consumers such as myself.
A source of fascination to all of us in
the beginning, it evolved quickly into a
new mode of enlertairunent as the proliferation of games now available will
testify. For many, titis was the real reason
for buying a computer (oh sure, you all
said you would balance your checkbooks
and maintain tax records but come on
now, tell the truth). That reason was
(and still is) a good one, and this demand
for amusements should keep many a
progranlmer's creative juices flowing in

EDC is written for the TRS·80 in Level
I1 Basic. It allows you to make notes to
yourself and be reminded automatically
on the requested date. In addition, EDC
will conli.nue to remind you every day
after that ' until you no longer need the
message .. As a side benefit, EDC can tell
you the day of the week for any date
between the year 1583 and the next
calendar revision. The notes and messages
are stored on a cassette data tape which
is recirculated through the program on
a daily (or whenever) basis. EDC also
has some other potentials which cowd
be realized through minor modificat ion.
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1 ClHRIHT' ElEC_IC DESK Cft.ENlH1' .PR IHT '~ IGIT 1978' ,PRIHT'FfIII<[LL OOERI'RIS£S' .PRIHT'fU RIGITS RESE!MD', FII<><"iT01:;EIOU£lIT
18 ClEJt! 181l88,ClS

12

DEFIHTA-ft()-~(f-I

14 DI~ RO(48),~C48),RVC48),POC48),~C48),PVC48),HSC48)
28 IIf'IIT'OOER TOOfII' S DATE (10m.. DAY, ~lIn', TIL TO, 1'1
38 IF TY<188 Tl£NTV=N+1988 : IfTlK1(1!:TIf>12n£Jf1UNl "ltMllD tofTH" .001029
Input and validate the date.
48 00SlI! 3888 ,PRIIIT'IS TOOfII '' OS, ,ltf'UrnII : IFlEFT.m", I )O'Y'Tl£I£lS .OOT028
1886 ClS : IIf'IIT ' OO 1'00 Ifl\£ R I£SSIa TII'£ TO 1If'IIT', YN$
1818 IFlEFTI<YN$,I)O'Y'TI£N1218
181:; PRIIIT'lllll 11£ I£SSIa TII'£ IIITO 11£ R£COR!lER'
1828 PRIIIT'SE! TIE \\l.tJE. fill PRESS ' PUll" .PRIIIT
1938 Itf'UT"PR£SS EHlER Mf:H YOO' RE REfI)Y "; 'r'N$
Read the me$5age tape.
1848 11f'IIT1-L l'
1858 IFl'O' I£SSIa TII'E' TI£H ClS : PRIIIT'I'OO '~ l(JOO) nit IIO.l/IJ TII'E' OOT01815
lBEe ClS :PRINT ' TII'E IOj lllllll(;' : IIf'IITH R1
1878 f(l1l~1T0R!
1872 ClS.PRINTrn6, 'TII'E lllllll(;' .PRINTR1-I'L ' R£ro<DS 1IJlE'
1888 11f'IIT1-L RO(l), ~(I), RV(l)' PO(I), ~(I), PV(I), HS (I)
1098 I£XT
11(!8 F(IIl~1TOR!
ut8 IFRVCI )<~SEIFRVC I ) ~TI_ CI )~SEIFRVC I )~T'IiI'IIRI" I )~TtRIII:lIC II<TDT>£/OJ5IlI5OOoj

'" '"

~ ~
-l ;;l
~ ::i
-l ['J
"1

.,.,

'"

)oj

1i28 IFRV(I)~T_(I)~TlftmI(I)~ro_
ill8 I£XT

1149
U4:;
m8
1168
1178
U(!8

ClS. PRIHTH28,"t(I OM!? If:SSfGS TOOft'/"
PRIIIT .IIf'IIT 'PR£SS ENTER TO CCIITIII.£', \1lI
PRIIIT'R£ro<DS IOj BEll(; lfDATED, I'liASE IflIT ' ./,.,
f(lll"i TOR!
1FN$(1 ):o·TlEHZ=Z+1.00T01298

Seerch th, tape and print the proper messages.

RO(l-/ I ~(l) : ~(l-/ I ~(I) , RV(l-Zl~(I)

U98 PO(l -Z)=PI)( I) .PH(I-Z)=*,"(I ) .PV( i-Z)=f'V(I) :NHI-Z):fi$(J )
12(!8

I£XT . R1 ~-I
ClS: HfUT"OO VOJ WISH TO f()() A IESSOO£"; '1m
Accept new messages.
IFlEFT'CYN$,110'V'THEN128:i
R1 ~ <1 :ClS
PRINTM, : 11f'IIT " ~T DATE SIII.tlI 1'00 BE R£~11llED (IL D, V)', ~CR1I, ROCR1I, RVCR1 I: IFRV C R1)<1(!8TI£NRV ( R1 )~CR1)<1988
IF~CR1 ) <1~CR1»12ORRDCR1)<10RR0CR1»31TI£NPRIIIT 'ILLEGfl INPUT" :OOTOI238
11f'IIT'\\l.R I£SSIa', HSCR1)
IFliNCHSCR1) ))248 TI£N HSCR1)'lEfT'CHSCR1), 248)

1219
1228
1225
1238
1248
12:i8
1268
00 POCR1)~TD:~CR1)~TII,PVCR1)~1'I
1279 PRINT . HFUT "fHJTJ£R rESSfG: ",','HS
12(!8 IF lEFTICYN$, 1)~'V'TI£N 1225
1285 IFR1,.,1I£lf'lIlIlT'!I£R£ fII£ til I£SSIaS TO R£CWI 00 TII'E ' .0010 1178
1298 ClS:PRIIIT'1Oj lllll 11£ I£SSIa TII'E'

~
1295 PRlI/T'I'051T1OO TII'E Pf\ST 11£ WilER'
1388 PRINT"fIt) PRESS !1.ITH ' RECQl:[)' fH) 'M/,PRINT
m8 11f'IIT' PR£SS ENTER HI< I'OO' R£ R£III'I', I'NI
132B PIUIfTI-L 01'£SSflI: TIfIE"

Create the new mesSage tape.

~ sog~~'8'8
::::I
"n .. -0.. ... n=0

1138 PRIIITI-L R1
1148 FClll~ITW
1342 ClS:PRIIITi!256, " Ill TIl(; TPK' ,PRIIITRl-I<1;' R£ro<DS 1IJlE"
13S8 f'RIKTI-L Ri)( I), RP1(1), ~(I), FilO ), Pf1( I), PWD, N$( I>
1368 rElIT :ClS
1178 PRIIIT'TlfIT'S III f(ll TOOfII',oo
3888 ' DAY [E 11£ lEEK
31(!8 IFTII>2TI£IIJ1J8
ill8 ~111<12
3128 TI'o1'1-1

=" =

p.::;"" ~:3

"'''0

H=IHT «NI7-INT (NI7» .7~5 )

31:'e
316i
3178
Ji(!8

IFI06TI£IIJ1(!8
O$='SRTI.I<DAY'
OOTOll48
IFII)1Ti£1G218

3198 D$.="SlN)fW"
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J288 OOTOJJ<Ij
3218 IFlO2Tt£NJ248
3228 J)$::"IOQW"
J2J8 OOT03J<1j
32% IFlO3Ti£1G27\!
l250 0""1\£501\'1'
l268 OOTOJJ48
3278 IFlO4TI£NJJ88
J289 0$= "1£I)t£SI)fW"
J298 OOTOli48
J38iI IFN):iTl£NJJJ8
m8 0$="1_ '
3J211OOTOJ348
li38 O$='F11IDf/1'
1J48 R£TUIN
_ ClS:PRIIIT'lIf1TE I£SSIa EllTEREO : "
:i818 PRINT1'IIClI, 'I', POW, 'I', PVClI :PRIIIT ,PRIIIT
:iI28 PRIIIT'DATE 10 BE R9111llED . "
:i8J8 PRI~CI),'I', ROCI)"I',RYCI).PRINT ,PRINT
!i848 PRIIIT '1£SSIa . 'HSCII :PRIIIT . \,.", ..
:;85(1 1If'IIT'I£EI) THIS I£SSIa If(Il()(£JI',YHS
5868 IFlEFTICYHS,I)()'V ' TI£NHSCI)~ "'
:'e78 R£TUIN
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erred only in Ilflticipating how soon his scenarios would come
(me; many occurred within decades o/his death

Long fascinated witll things American, Frenchman Verne set
this story in the US. capital, Cenrropolis, in the yellT 2889.
It was written for an American audience and fint appeared
in the New York Forum magazine 90 yean ago. What follows
is a slightly abridged version of that piece. Our thanks to
allude Kag(IIJ for uncovering this little known relic of Verneabi/iII.
- LS

Unle though they seem to think of it, the people of this
twenty-ninth century live continually in fairyland. Surfeited
as they are with marvels, they are indifferent in the presence
of each new marvel. To them all seems natural. Could they but
duly appreciate the refinements of civiliZation in our day;
could they but compare the present with the past, and so
better comprehend the advance we have made! How much
fairer they would flIld our modern towns, with populations
amounting sometimes to 10,000,000 souls; their streets 300
feet wide, their houses 1000 feet in height; with a temperature
the same in all seasons; with their lines of aerial locomotion
crossing the sky in every direction! If they would but picture
to themselves the state of things that once existed, when
through muddy streets rumbling boxes on wheels, drawn
by horses-yes, by horses!-were the only means of conveyance. Think of the railroads of the olden time, and you will
be able to appreciate the pneumatic tubes through which today one travels at the rate of 1000 miles an hour. Would not
our contemporaries prize the telephone and the telephote
more highly if they had not forgotten the telegraph?

Singularly enough, all these transformations rest upon principles which were perfectly familiar to our remote ancestors,
32
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but which they disregarded. Heat, for instance, is as ancient
as man himself; electricity was known 3000 years ago, and
steam 1100 years ago. Nay, so early as ten centuries ago
it was known that the differences between the several chemical
and physical forces dcpend on the mode of vibration of the
etheric particles, which is for each specifically different.
When at last the kinship of all these forces was discovered,
it is simply astounding that 500 years mould still have to
elapse before men could analyze and describe the several
modes of vibration that constitute these differences. Above
al1, it is singular that the mode of reproducing these forces
directly from one another, and of reproducing one without
the others, should have remained undiscovered till less than a
hundred years ago. Nevertheless, such is the course of events,
for it was not till the year 2792 that the famous Oswald Nier
made this great discovery.
Truly was he a great benefactor of the human race. His
admirable discovery led to many another. Hence is sprung
a pleiad of inventors, its brightest star being our great Joseph
Jackson. To Jackson we are indebted for those wonderful
instruments, the new accumulators. Some of these absorb
and condense the living force contained in the sun's rays;
others, the electricity stored in our globe; others again, the
energy coming from whatever source, as a waterfall, a stream,
the winds, etc. He, too, it was that invented the transformer,
a more wonderful contrivance still, which takes the living
fo rce from the accumulator, and, on the simple pressure of
a button, gives it back to space in whatever form may be
desired, whether as heat, light, electricity, or mechnical
force, after having first obta ined from it the work required.
From the day when these two instruments were contrived is
to be dated the era of true progress. They have put into the
hands of man a power Ihal is almost infinite. As for their
applications, they are numberless. Mitigating the rigors of
winter, by giving back to the atmosphere the surplus heat
stored up during the summer, they have revolutionized
agriculture. By supplying motive power for aerial navigation,
they have given to commerce a mighty impetus. To them we

'v~.
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unable to maintain itself at the high level of its name. Pressed
on all sides by rival journals of a more modern type, it was
continuaUy in danger of collapse. Twenty years ago its subscription list contained but a few hundred thousand names,
and then Mr. Fritz Napoleon Smith bought it for a mere trifle,
and originated telephonic journalism.
Everyone is familiar with Fritz Napoleon Smith's systema system made possible by the enormous development of telephony during the last hundred years. Instead of being printed,
the Earth Chronicle is every morning spoken to subscribers,
who, in interesting conversalions with reporters, statesmen,
and scientists, learn the news of the day. Furthermore, each
subscriber owns a phonograph, and to this instrument he
leaves the task of gathering the news whenever he happens not
be be in a mood to listen directly himself. As for purchasers of
single copies, they can at a very trifling cost learn all that is
in the paper of the day at any of the innumerable phono·
graphs set up nearly everywhere.

,
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JULES
For most sci-ft predictions, the rewlu aren't yet in. But for
the work of Jules Verne, sci-fi's founding falher, we already
Mile the Ilerdict: it was ullcannily prophetic. Take, [or
instal/ce. the story below, which talks of air can and telephony ((elel/ision). computers and Electro-Reckoners.. Verne

>n we are indebted for those

Fritz Napoleon Smith's innovation galvanized the old newspaper. In the course of a few years the number of subscribers
grew to be 85,(X)Q,000, and Smith's wealth went on growing,
till now it teaches the almost unimaginable figure of $10,000,
000,000. His mode of life may well astonish one. Fritz
Napoleon Smith's iron constitution is taxed to the utmost by
the heavy strain that is put upon it. Vain the attempt to estimate the amount of labor he undergoes; an example alone can
give an idea of it . Let us then go about with him fo r one day as
he attends to his multifarious concernments. What day? That
matters little; it is the same every day. Let us then take at
random September 25th of this present year 2889.
This morning Mr. Fritz Napoleon Smith awoke in Yery bad
humor. His wire having left for France eight days ago,he was
feeling disconsolate. Incredible though it seems, in all the ten
years since their marriage, this is the first time that Mrs. Edith
Smith, the profeSSional beauty, has been so long absent from
home; two or three days usually suffice for her frequent

Ie first thing that Mr. Smith does is to
lephote, the wires of which communicate
)fl. The telephote! Here is another of the
cience in our time. The transmission of
ry; the transmission of images by means
of sensitive mirrors connected by wires is a thing but of
yesterday. A valuable invention indeed, and Mr. Smith this
morning was not niggard of blessings for the inventor, when by
iu aid he was able distinctly to see his wife notwithstanding
the distance that separated him from her. Mrs. Smith, weary
after tJle baU or the visit to Ihe theater the preceding night ,
is still abed, though it is near noontide at Paris. She is asleeep,
her head sunk in the lace·covered pillows. What? She stirs?
Her lips move. She is dreaming perhaps? Yes, dreaming. She is
talking, pronouncing a name-his name- Fritz! The delightful
vision gave a happier turn to Mr. Smith's thoughts. And now,
at the call of imperative duty, light-hearted he springs from
his bed and enters his mechanical dresser.

Two minutes later the machine deposited him aU dressed at
the threshold of his office. The round of journalistic work was
now begun. First he enters the hall of the novel-writers, a
vast apartment crowned with an enonnous transparent cupola.
In one corner is a telephone, through which a hundred Earth
Chronicle litterateurs in turn recount to the public in daily
installments a hundred novels. Addressing one of these authors
who was waiting his tum , "Capital! Capital! my dear fellow,"
said he, "your last story. The scene where the village maid
discusses interesting philosophical problems with her loyer
shows your very acute power of observation. Never have the
ways of country folk been better portrayed. Keep on, my
dear Archibald, keep on! Since yesterday, thanks to you,
there is a gain of 5000 subscribers."
"Mr. John Last," tie began again, turning to a new arrival,
"I am not so well pleased with your work. Your story is not a
picture of life; it lacks the elements of truth. And why?
Simply because you run straight on to the end; because you do
not analyze. Your heroes do this thing or that from this or
that motive, which you assign without ever a thought of dis·
secting their mental and moral natures. Our feelings, you must
remember, are far more complex than all that. In real life
every act is the resultant of a hundred thoughts that come and
go, and these you must study, each by iuelf, if you would
JAN· FEB
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are indebted for the continuous production of electricity
without batteries or dynamos, of light without combustion or
incandescence, and for an unfailing supply of mechanical
energy for all the needs of industry.

PERMIT NO. 756

MENLO PARK, CA

Yes, all these wonders have been wrought by the accumulator
and the tn~nsfonner. And can we not to them also trace, in·
directly, this latest wonder of all, the great "Earth Chronicle"
building on 253rd Avenue, which was dedicated the other day?
If George Washington Smith, the founder of the Manhattan
"Chronicle," should come back to life to-day, what would he
think were he to be told that this palace of marble and gold
belongs to his remote descendant, Fritz Napoleon Smith, who,
after thirty generations have come and gone, is owner of the
same newspaper which his ancestor established!

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No pcnt-ve nlmp _ _ v if ,...il4>d in 1M Unit..:! Sl11..

Po".,. WIll be !Mod by
Recreational Computing
P.O. Box E

Menlo Park, California 94025

For most sci-fi predictions, the results aren't yet in. But for
the work of Jules Verne, sci-fi's founding father, we already
have the verdict: it was ullcannily prophetic. Take, for
instance, the story below, which talks of air cars and telephony (television), computers and Electro-Reckoners. Veme
erred only in anticipating how soon his scelUlrios would come
true; many occurred v.';thin decades of his death.

Long faSCinated with things Amen'can, French11UIn Verne set
this story in the U.S. capital, CentTOpolis, in the ye!IT 2889.
It was wn'rten for an American audience and first appeared
in the New York Forum magazine 90 years ago. What follows
is a slightly abn'dged version of that piece. Our thanks to
Qaude Kagan for uncovering this little known relic of Vemeabilia.
-LB
little though they seern to think of it, the people of this
twenty-ninth century live continually in fairyland. Surfeited
as they are with marvels, they are indifferent in the presence
of each new marvel. To them all seems natural. Could they but
duly appreciate the rennements of civilization in our day;
could they but compare the present with the past, and so
betler comprehend the advance we have made! How much
faire r they would nnd our modern towns, with populations
amounting sometimes to 10,000,000 souls; their streets 300
feet wide, their houses 1000 feet in height ; with a temperature
the same in aU seasons; with their lines of aerial locomotion
crossing the sky in every direction! If they would but picture
to themselves the state of things that once existed, when
through muddy streets rumbling boxes on wheels, drawn
by horses-yes, by horses!-were the only means of conveyance. Think of the railroads of the olden time, and you will
be able to appreciate the pneumatic tubes through which to·
day one travels at the rate of 1000 miles an hour. Would not
our contemporaries prize the telephone and the telephote
more highly if they had not forgotten the telegraph?
Singularly enough, aU these transformations rest upon princi·
pies which were perfectly familiar to our remote ancestors,
32
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For George Washington Smith's newspaper has lived genera·
tion after generation, now passing out of the family, anon
coming back to it. When, 200 years ago, the political center
of the United States was transferred from Washington to
Centropolis, the newspaper foUowed the government and
assumed the name of Earth Chronicle. Unfortunately, it was
unable to maintain itself at the hlgh level of its name. Pressed
on all sides by rival journals of a more modem type, it was
continuaUy in danger of coUapse. Twenty years ago its subscription list contained but a few hundred thousand names,
and then Mr. Fritz Napoleon Smith bought it for a mere trifle,
and originated telephonic journalism.

but which they disregarded. Heat, for instance, is as ancient
as man himself; electricity was known 3000 years ago, and
steam 1100 years ago. Nay, so early as ten centuries ago
it was known that the differences between the several chemical
and physical forces depend on the mode of vibration of the
etheric particles, which is for each specifically different.
When at last the kinship of aU these forces was discovered,
it is simply astounding that 500 years should still have to
elapse before men could analyze and describe the several
modes of vibration that constitute these differences. Above
all, it is singular that the mode of reproducing these forces
directly from one another, and of reproducing one without
the others, should have remained undiscovered till less than a
hundred years ago. Nevertheless, such is the course of events,
for it was not till the year 2792 that the famous Oswald Nier
made this great discovery.
Truly was he a great benefactor of the human race. His
admirable discovery led to many another. Hence is sprung
a pleiad of inventors, its brightest star being our greal Joseph
Jackson. To Jackson we are indebted for those wonderful
instruments, the new accumulators. Some of these absorb
and condense the living force contained in the sun's rays;
others, the electricity stored in our globe; others again, the
energy coming from whatever source, as a waterfall, a stream,
the winds, etc. He, too, it was that invented the transfonner,
a more wonderful contrivance stm, which takes the living
force from the accumulator, and, on the simple pressure of
a bulton, gives it back to space in whatever fonn may be
desired, whether as heal, light, electricity, or mechnical
force, after having first obtained from it the work required.
From the day when these two instruments were contrived is
to be dated the era of true progress. They have put into the
hands of man a power that is almost infinite. As for their
applications, they are numberless. Mitigating the rigors of
winter, by giving back to the atmosphere the surplus heat
stored up during the summer, they have revolutionized
agriculture. By supplying motive power for aerial navigation,
they have given to commerce a mighty impetus. To them we

Everyone is familiar with Fritz Napoleon Smith's systema system made possible by the enonnous development oftele·
phony during the last hundred years. Instead of being printed,
the Earth Chronicle is every morning spoken to subscribers,
who, in interesting conversations with reporters, statesmen,
and scientists, learn the news of the day. Furthennore, each
subscriber owns a phonograph, and to this instrument he
leaves the task of gathering the news whenever he happens not
be be in a mood to listen directly himself. As for purchasers of
single copies, they can at a very trifling cost learn aU that is
in the paper of the day at any of the innumerable phonographs set up nearly everywhere.

,
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Fritz Napoleon Smith's innovation galvanized the old newspaper. In the course of a few years the number of subscribers
grew to be 85,000,000, and Smith's wealth went on growing,
till now it reaches the almost unimaginable figure of SIO,OOO,
000,000. His mode of life may well astonish one. Fritz
Napoleon Smith's iron constitution is taxed to the utmost by
the heavy strain that is put upon it. Vain the attempt to esti·
mate the amount of labor he undergoes; an example alone can
give an idea ofit. Let us then go about with him for one day as
he attends to his multifarious concernments. What day? That
matters little; it is the same every day. Let us then take at
random September 25th of this present year 2889.
This morning Mr. Fritz Napoleon Smith awoke in very bad
humor. His wife having left for France eight days ago, he was
feeling disconsolate. Incredible though it seems, in aU the ten
years since their marriage, this is the first time that Mrs. Edith
Smith, the professional beauty, has been so long absent from
home; two or three days usually suffice for her frequent

c.,

'To Jackson we are indebted for those
wonderful instruments, the new
accumulators . Some of these absorb
and condense the living force con·
tained in the sun's rays ; others, the
electricity stored in our globe; others
again, the energy coming from whatever source, as a waterfall, a stream,
the winds . . . '
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trips to Europe. The first thing that Mr. Smith does is to
connect his phonotelephote, the wires of which communicate
with his Paris mansion. The telephote! Here is another of the
great triumphs of science in our time. The transm ission of
speech is an old story; the transmission of images by means
of sensitive mirrors connected by wires is a thing but of
yesterday. A valuable invention indeed, and Mr. Smith this
morning was not niggard of blessings for the inventor, when by
its aid he was able distinctly to see his wife notwithstanding
the distance that separated him from her. Mrs. Smith, weary
after the ball or the visit to the theater the preceding night,
is still abed, though it is near noontide at Paris. She is asleeep,
her head sunk in the lace· covered pillows. What? She stirs?
Her ups move. She is dreaming perhaps? Yes, dreaming. She is
talking, pronouncing a name - his name-Fritz! The delightful
vision gave a happier turn to Mr. Smith's thoughts. And now,
at the call of imperative duty. light·hearted he springs from
his bed and enters his mechanical dresser.
Two minutes later the machine deposited him all dressed at
the threshold of his office. The round of journalistic work was
now begun. First he enters the hall of the novel-writers, a
vast apartment crowned with an enormous transparent cupola.
In one comer is a telephone, through which a hundred Earth
Chronicle litterateurs in turn recount to the public in daily
installments a hundred novels. Addressing one of these authors
who was waiting his turn, "Capital! Capital! my dear fellow,"
said he, "your last story. The scene where the village maid
discusses interesting philosophical problems with her lover
shows your very acute power of observation. Never have the
ways of country folk been better portrayed. Keep on, my
dear Archibald , keep on! Since yesterday, thanks to you,
there is a gain of 5000 subscribers."
';Mr. John Last," he began again, turning to a new arrival ,
"I am not so well pleased with your work. Your story is not a
picture of life; it lacks the elements of truth. And why?
Simply because you run straight on to the end; because you do
not analyze. Your heroes do this thing or that from this or
that motive, which you assign without ever a thought of dissecting their mental and moral natures. Our feelings, you must
remember, are far more complex than all that. In real life
every act is the resultant of a hundred thoughts that come and
go, and these you must study, each by itself, if you would
JAN·FEB
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create a living character. 'But,' you will say, 'in order to note
these neeting thoughts one must know them, must be able
to follow them in their capricious meanderings.' Why, any
child can do that, as you know. You have simply to make use
of hypnotism, electrical or human, which gives one a two· fold
being, selling free the witness-personality so that it may see,
understand, and remember the reasons which detennine
the personality that acts. Just study yourself as you live from
day to day, my dear last. Imitate your associate whom I
was complimenting a moment ago. Let yourself be hypnotized. What's that? You have tried it already? Not sufficiently,
then, not sufficiently!"

' Furthermore, each subscriber owns
a phonograph, and to this instrument
he leaves the task of gathering the
news whenever he happens not to
be in a mood to listen directly
himself:

"That's bad," exclaimed Mr. Smith as he hurried away, not in
the best of humor, toward the hall of the scientific editors.
With their heads bent down over their electric computers,
thirty scientific men were absorbed in transcendental calculations. The coming of Mr. Smith was like the falling of a bomb
among them.
" Well, gentlemen, what is this I hear? No answer from Jupiter?
Is it always to be thus? Come, Cooley, you have been al work
now twenty years on this problem, and yet -"
"True enough," replied the man addressed. "Our science of
optics is still very defective, and though our mile-and-threequarter telescopes-"
" Listen to that, Peer," broke in Mr. Smith, turning to a second
scientist. "Optical science defective! Optical science is your
specialty. But," he continued, again addressing William
Cooley, "railing with Jupiter, are we getting any results rrom
the moon?"
"The case is not better there."
"This time you do not lay the blame on the science of optics.
The moon is immeasurab ly less distant than Mars, yet with
Mars our communication is fully established. I presume you
will not say that you lack telescopes?"

Mr. Smith continues his round and enters the reporters' hall.
Here 1500 reporters, in their respective places, faCing an
equal number or telephones, are communicating to the subscribers the news of the world as gathered during the night.
The organization of this matchless service has often been
described. Besides his telephone, each reporter, as the reader
is aware, has in front of him a set of commutators, which
enable him to communicate with any desired telephotic line.
Thus the subscribers not only hear the news but see the occurrences. When an incident is described that is already past,
photographs of its main features are transmitted with the narrative. And there is not confusion withal. The reporters'
items, just like the diffe rent stories and all the other component parts or the journal, afe classified automatically
according to an ingenious sytem, and reach the hearer in due
succession. FurthemlOre, the hearers are free to listen only to
what specially concerns them. They may at pleasure give
attent ion to one editor and refuse it to another .
Mr. Smith next addresses one of the ten reporters in the astronomical depart ment-a departmen t still in the embryonic
stage, but which will yet play an important part in journalism.
"Well, Cash. what's the news?"

"That's it," added Peer.

"So, then, the moon is positively uninhabited?" asked Mr.
Smith.
"At least," answered Cooley, "on the face which she presents
to us. As for the opposite side, who knows?"
"Ah, the opposite side! You think, then," remarked Me.
Smith, musingly, "that if one could but-"
"Could what?"
" Why, tum the moon about-face."

"Ah, there's something to that," cried the two men at once.
And indeed, so confident was their air, they seemed to have no
doubt as to the possibility of success in such an undertaking.
"Meanwhile," asked Mr. Smith, after a moment's silence,
';have you no news of interest to-day?"
"Indeed we have," answered Cooley. "The elements of
Olympus are deftnitively settled. That great planet gravitates
beyond Neptune at the mean distance of 11,400,799,642
miles rrom the sun, and to traverse its vast orbit takes 1311
years, 294 days, 12 hours, 43 minutes, 9 seconds."
"Why didn't you tell me that sooner?" cried Mr. Smith.
"Now inform the reporters of this stra ightway. You know how
eager is the curiosity of the public with regard to these astro.
nomical questions. TIlat news must go into loday's issue."
Mr. Smith's daily tour through the several departments of his
newspaper is now finished. Next, he passes to the reception
chamber. where the ambassadors accredited to the American
government are awaiting him, desirous of having a word of
counselor advice from the all-powerrul editor. A discussion
was going on when he entered. "Your Excellency will pardon
me," the French Ambassador was saying to the RUSSian,
"but I see nothing in the map or Europe that requires change.
'The North ror the Slavs?' Why, yes, of course; but the South
for the Latins. Our common frontier, the Rhine. it seems to
me, serves very well. Besides, my government, as you must
know, will firmly oppose every movement. not only against
Paris, our capital, or our two great prefectures, Rome and
Madrid, but also against the kingdom of Jerusalem, the domination of Saint Peter, of which France means to be the trusty
defender."
"Well said!" exclaimed Mr. Smith. "How is it," he asked,
turning to the Russian ambassador, "that you Russians are not
content with your vast empire, the most extensive in the
world, stretching from the banks or the Rhine to the Celestial
Mountai ns and the Kara-Korum, whose shores are washed by

the Frozen Ocean, the Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the
Indian Ocean? Then, what is the use of threats? Is war possible in view of modern inventions-asphyxiating shells capable of being projected a distance of 60 miles, an electric spark
of 90 miles, that can at one stroke annihilate a battalion; to
say nothing of the plague, the cholera, the yellow fever that
the belligerents might spread among their antagonists mutually, and which would in a few days destroy the greatest
armiesT'
"True," answered the Russian; "but can we do all that we
wish? As ror us Russians, pressed on our eastern frontier by
the Chinese, we must at any cost put forth our strength for an
effort toward the west."

'With their heads bent down over their
electric computers, thirty scientific
men were absorbed in transcendental
ca lculatio ns . The coming of Mr . Smith
was like the fa lling of a bom b among
them. '
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"0, is that all? In that case," said Mr. Smith. "the thing can be
arranged. I will speak to the Secretary of State about it. The
attention of the Chinese government shall be called to the
matter. This is not the first time that the Chinese have
bothered us."
"Under these condit ions, of course - " And the Russian ambassador declared himself satisfied.
"Ah, Sir John, what can I do for you?" asked Mr. Smith as he
turned to the representative of the people or Great Britain,
who till now had remained silent.
"A great deal," was the reply. " If the Earth Chronicle would
but open a campaign on our behalf- "
"And for what object?"

1

"Simply for the annulment of the Act of Congress annexing to
the United States the British islands."

"We have phototelegrams from Mercury, Venus, and Mars."
"Are those from Mars of any interest?"
"Yes, indeed. There is a revolution in the Central Empire."

Though, by a just ·turn-about of things here below, Great
Britain has become a colony of the United States, the English
are not yet reconciled to the situation. At regular intervals
they are ever addressing to the American government vain
complaints.

"And what of Jupiter?" asked Mr. Smith.
"Nothing as yet. We cannot quite understand their signals. Perhaps ours do not reach them."
34

"A campaign against the annexation that has been an accomplished fact for 150 years !" exclaimed Mr. Sm ith. "How can
your people suppose that I would do anything so unpatriotic?"
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"We al home think that your people must now be sated. The
Monroe doctrine is fully applied; the whole of America belongs to the Americans. What more do you want? Besides, we
will pay for what we ask."

a vast territory available for man's usc. What think you of the
scheme?"
"Leave your plans with me. and come back in a week. I will
have them examined in the meantime."

"Indeed!" answered Mr. Smith, without manifesting the
slightest irritation. "Well, you English will ever be the same.
No, no, Sir John, do not count on me for help."

Finally, the fourth announced the early solution ofa weighty
scientific problem. Every one will remember Ihe bold experiment made a hundred years ago by Dr. Nathaniel Faithbum.
The doctor, being a finn believer in human hibernation-in
other words, in the possbility of our suspending our vital
functions and of calling them into action again after a timeresolved to subject the theory to a practical test. To this end,
having first made his last will and pointed out the proper
method of awakening him; having also directed that his sleep
was to continue a hundred years to a day from the date of
his apparent death, he unhesitatingly put the theory to the
proof in his own person. Reduced to the condition of a
mummy, Dr. Faithburn was coffined and laid in a tomb. Time
went on. September 25th, 2889, being the day set for his
resurrection, it was proposed to Mr. Smith that he should
.........c .................., •••• c.c.c.c•••• , .......~••

The clock was striking twelve, the nour of breakfast. Mr.
Smith felUrns 10 his chamber. Where the bed stood in the
morning a table all spread comes up through the floor. for
Mr. Smith, being above aU a practical man, has reduced the
problem of existence to its simplest terms. For him, instead
of the endless suites of apartments of the olden time, one
room fiued with ingenious mechanical contrivances is enough.
Here he sleeps, takes his meals, in short, Jives.
Like all wealthy folk in our day, Mr. Smith has done away
with the domestic kitchen and is a subscriber to the Grand

'Like all wealthy folk in our day,
Mr. Smith has done away with the
domestic kitchen and is a subscriber
to the Grand Alimentation Company,
which sends through a great network
of tubes to subscriben' residences
all sorts of dishes, as a varied
assortment is always in readiness:

Alimentation Company, which scnds through a great network
of tubes to subscribers' residences all sorts of dishes, as a
varied assortment is always in readiness. A subscription costs
mOlley, to be sure, but the cuisine is of the best, and the
system has this advantage, that it does away with the pestering
race of the cordOlls-b/eus. Mr. Smith received and ate, all
alone, the hors-d'oeuvre, entrees,
and legumes that constituted the repast. He was just finishing the dessert when
Mrs. Smith appeared in the mirror of the telephote.

,ati,

"Why, where have you been?" asked Mr. Smith through the
telephone.
"What! You are already at the dessert? Then I am late,"
she exclaimed, with a winsome naivete. I suppose I forgot
to note the time, and so am a lillie late."

"Let me see; I have three hours," Mr. Smith mused. "Jack,
take me to my accumulator works at Niagara."
For Mr. Smith has obtained a lease of the great falls of
Niagara. For ages the energy developed by the falls went unutilized. Smith, applying Jackson's invention. now collects this
energy, and lets or sells it. His visit to the works took more
time than he had anticipated. It was four 0' clock when he
retumed home, just in time for the daily audience which he
grants to callers.
One readily understands how a man situated as Smith is must
be beset with requests of all kinds. Now it is an inventor need ·
ing capital; again it is some visionary who comes to advocate
a brilliant scheme which must surely yield millions of profit.
A choice has to be made between these projects. rejecting the
worthless, examining the questionable ones, accepting the
meritorious.

"Then, Sir, I shall sinlply have determined the absolute. All
I want is money enough to carry my research to a successful
issue:'
"Very well," said Mr. Smith. "And what will be the practical
outcome of your discovery?"'
"The practical outcome? Why, that we shall be able to
produce easily all bodies whatever-stone, wood, metal,
fibers-"
"And flesh and blood?" queried Mr. Smith, interrupting him.
"Do you pretend lhat you expect to manufacture a human
being out and out?"
"Why nOl?"

The callers were fewer today than usual-only twelve of them.
Of these, eight had only impracticable schemes to propose. Of
the four projects favorably received, the first was that of a
young man whose broad forehead betokened his intellectual
power.
"Sir, I am a chemist," he began, "and as such I come to you."
"Well !"

"Yes, a little," growled Mr. Smith; "so little that I have
already quite finished breakfast. Excuse me if I leave you now,
but I must be going."

"Once the elemelllary bodies," said the young chemist, "were
held to be Sixty-two in number; a hundred years ago they
were reduced to ten; now only three remain irresolvable, as
you are aware."

"0 certainly, my dear; good·by till evening."

"Yes, yes."

Smith stepped into his air-coach, which was in waiting for
him at a window. "Where do you wish to go, sir?" inquired
the coachman.

" Well, sir, these also I will show to be composite. In a few
months, a few weeks, J s.hall have succeeded in solving lhe
problem. Indeed, it may take only a few days."
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"And then?"

Mr. Smith advanced $100,000 to the young chemist, and engaged his services for the Earth Chronicle laboratory.
The second of the four successful applicants, starting from
experiments made so long ago as the nineteenth century and
again and again repeated, had conceived the idea of removing
an entire city all at once from one place to another. His special
project had to do with the city of Granton, situated, as everybody knows, some fifteen miles inland. He proposes to transport the city on rails and to change it into a watering-place.
The profit, of course, would be enonnous. Mr. Smith, captivated by the scheme, bought a half·interest in it.
"As you are aware, sir," began applicant No.3, "by the aid of
our solar and terrestrial accumulators and transformers, we
are able to make all the seasons the same. 'propose to do
something better still. Transform into heat a portion of the
surplus energy at our disposal; send this heat to the poles;
then the polar regions, relieved of their snow·cap, will become

'Then, touching a knob, he established
communication with the Central
Concert Hall, whence our greatest
maestros send out to subscribers
their delightful successions of accords
determined by recondite algebraic
formulas:

pemlit the second part of the experiment to be perfonned at
his residence this evening.
"Agreed. Be here at ten o'clock," answered Mr. Smith; and
with that the day's audience was closed.
Left to himself, feeling tired, he lay down on an extension
chair. Then, touching a knob, he established communication
with the Central Concert Hall, whence our greatest maestros
send out to subscribers their delightful successions of accords
determined by recondite algebraic fomlulas. Night was
approaching. Entranced by the harmony, forgetful of the
hour, Smith did not notice that it was growing dark. It was
quite dark when he was aroused by the sound of a door opening. "Who is there?" he asked, touching a commutator.
Suddenly, in consequence of the vibrations produced, the
air became luminous.
"Ah! you, Doctor?"
"Yes," was the reply. "How are you?"
'" am feeling well."
"Good! Let me see your tongue. All right! Your pulse.
Regular! And your appetite?"

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING
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" On1y passably good."
"Yes, the stomach. There's the rub. You are over-worked.
I f your stomach is out of repair, it must be mended. That
requires study. We must think about it."
" In the meantime," said Mr. Smith , "you will dine with me."

As in the morning, the table rose out of the fl oor. Again , as
in the morning, the polage, rOti, ragonts, and legumes were
supplied through the food-pipes. Toward the close of the
meal , phonotelephotic communication was made with Paris.
Smith saw his wife , seated alone at the dinner -table, looking
anything but pleased at her loneliness.

' Left alone, Mr. Smith busied himself
with examining his accounts - a task
of vast magnitude, having to do with
transactions which involve a daily
expenditure of upward of $800,000,
Thanks to the Piano ElectroReckoner, the most complex calculations can be made in a few seconds. '

" Pardon me, my dear, for having left you alone," he said
through the telephone. " I was with Dr. Wilkins."
" Ab , the good doctor! " remarked Mrs. Smith , her countenance lighting up.
"Yes. But, pray, when are you coming home?"
''This evcning."
" Very well. Do you come by tube or by air-train?"
" Oh, by tube."
" Yes; and at what hour will you arrive?"
" About eleven, I suppose."
" Eleven by Centropolis time, you mean?"

was got in readiness. The outer world, already notified, was
anXiously expectant, for the whole world could be eye-witnesses of the pcrfonnance, a reporter meanwhile, like the
chorus in the ancient drama, explaining it all viva voce through
the telephone.
"They are opening the casket," he explained. "Now they are
taking Faithbum out of it-a veritable mummy, yellow, hard,
and dry. Strike the body and it resounds like a block of wood.
They are now applying heat; now electricity. No result .
These experiments are suspended for a moment while Dr.
Wilkins makes an examina tion of the body. Dr. Wilkins,
riSing, declares the man to be dead. 'Dead!' exclaims every one
present. 'Yes,' answers Dr. Wilkins, 'dead!' 'And how long has
he been dead?' Dr. Wilkins makes another examination. 'A
hundred years,' he replies."

" Yes."
"Good-by, then, for a little while," said Mr. Smith as he
severed communication with Paris.
Dinner over, Dr. Wilkins wished to depart. " I shall expect
you at ten ," said Mr. Smith. " To-day, it seems, is the day
for the return to life of the famous Dr. Faithbu m. You did not
think of it, I suppose. The awakening is to take place here in
my house. You must come and see. I shall depend on your
being here."
"I will come back ," answered Dr. Wilkins.

Left alone, Mr. Smith busied himself with exammmg his
accounts - a task of vast magnitude, having to do with transactions which involve a daily 'expenditure of upward of $800,
000. Fortunately, indeed, the stupendous progress of mechanic art in modem times makes it comparatively easy. Thanks
to the Piano Electro· Reckoner, the most complex calculations can be made in a few seconds. In two hours Mr. Smith
completed his task . Just in time. Scarcely had he turned over
the last page when Dr. Wilkins arri ved. After him came the
body of Or. Faithburn, escorted by a numerous company of
men of science. They commenced work at once. The casket
being laid down in the middle of the room, the telephote
38
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The case stood just as the repOrter said. Faithbum was dead,
quite certainly dead! "Here is a method that needs improvement," remarked Mr. Smith to Dr. Wilkins, as the scientific
committee on hibernation bore the casket out. "So much for
that experiment. But i f poor Faithburn is dead, at least he is
sleeping," he continued. " I wish I could get some sleep. I am
ti red out, Doctor, quite tired out! Do you not think that a
bath would refresh me?"
"Certainly. But you must wrap youself up well before you
go out into the hall. way. You must not expose yourself to
cold."
" Hall-way? Why, Doctor, as you well know, everything is
done by machinery here. It is not for me to go to the bath ;
the bath will come to me. Just look!" And he pressed a
bu tton. After a few seconds a faint rumbling was heard, which
grew louder and louder. Suddenly the door opened, and the
tub appeared.
Such, for this year of grace 2889, is the history of one day in
the life of the ed itor of the Earth Chronicle. And the history
of that one day is the history of 365 days every year, except
leap-years, and then of 366 days-for as yet no means has
been found of increaSing the length of the terrestrial year. 0

BY STEVE PERRIN
AND FRIENDS
Runequest is a role-playing fan tasy lKiventure game (see
Dragonsmoke, People's Computers, Volume 7, No.2,
Sep t -Oct 7978). In this and future issues of RC we will
continue to publish excerpts from Runequest and begin
ooilding computer programs to (1) assist a gamemaster
conduct a game of Runequest or (2) implement a simple
form of Runequest as a computer game. If you wish to
play along, we suggest you get your very own copy of
Runequest for $8 from The Chaosium, P.O. Box 6302.
Dept. P, Alblmy, CA 94706.
Here are more excerpts from Runequesl
<.9'978 Chaosium

HOW TO CREATE AN ADVENTURER
To create a human Adventurer, the player roll s 306
for each of the following characteristics. This provides a
range of from 3 (low) to 18 (hIgh) for each characteristic
and this range gives the bas ic parameters of Human
development. Other races such as Elves, Dwarves , and
Oragonewts may have differen t ranges tor many
characterist ics. These differences are dealt wit h In the
section on Monsters , Chapter VIII.
1. STRENQTH (STR)- An Adventurer's strength affects the damag'e he does , the kind of armor he wears,
and what weapons he can wield . It can be Increased
through train ing , explained later , up to the rat ing for
the character 's Constitution or Size, whichever Is
largest. If STR Is a character 's highest rating of t he
three,then It cannot be Increased except by mag ic.
2. INTELLlQENCE (INT)- This characterist ic Is trickIer. It Is a measure of an Adventurer's abil ity to deal
with abstractions and memorization . This Includes the
theory behind skills such as flghtlng , thieving , magiC,
and crafting. INT Is the major modlfler of a character's
ability to progress In skills through experience. It also
determines how many spells a character may memorize . This characteristic never changes, save through
some miraculous Intervention.
3. POWER (POW)-This represents a character 's
ability to work magic. It Is also the measure of hIs soul.
A high POW shows the favor of the gods , allowIng an
Adventurer to hit easler, defend hlmaelf, and otherw lae
excel, for he Is In tune with the Un iverse. Of course , a
high POW detracts from an Adventurer's ability to
skulk around In shadows and remain unoDtruslve, Tor
the aura of POW draws attention . POW varies over
time. Spell use depletes a character's POW, and rest
restores It. Successful apell cast ing can cause an
Adventurer to
more POW. Full rules for this are
I
In
V, Basic Magic .

4. CONSTITUTION (CON) - This Is the measure of the
health of a character. It Is th e major lactor In
deter mining t he amount of damage a character can take
before he dies. The CON of an Adventurer Is what all
attacks by Polson or Disease must be matched against.
Train ing can Increase CO N. It can be Increased up to
the rating for the character's STR or Size, whichever Is
largest. If CON Is the character 's highest rating of the
three then It can not be Increased except by magic.
S. DEXTERITY (OEX)-Th is Is t he measure of how fast
and accurate ly a character can perform dillerent
funct ions such as fig ht ing and magic. OEX can also be
raised by train ing up to the limit of the species
maximum, explai ned later In t his chapter.

6. CHARISMA (CH A)- CHA Is the measure of
leadership. This Is t he ability to say "follow me " and
find on eself leading a charge. It should not be mistaken
for beauty. CHA Is usef ul for obtaining training cheaply
and has various other uses which will become apparent
thro ughout the ru les. CHA can be changed by the
success or fail ure of previous vent ures which have a
defi nite Influence on the Adventurer's current CHA.
7. SIZE (SIZ)- This Indicates the mass of a character.
It affects his ability to do and absorb damage. Both
large and small SIZ Adventurers have certain
advantages . Large persons can absorb and deal more
damage , but find It hard to defend themselves and hard
to skulk In shadows. Smal l people have the opposite
benefits and drawbacks. SI Z cannot be naturally
altered .
This is only the beginning of how to create an adventurer.
More next time. In the meantime, here is a TRS·80 program to roll the seven basic characteristics. It simulates
rolling three six· sided dice (3D6J for each characteristic,
then puts the results on the screen.
0
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
900
910
920
999

REM***CREATE A RUNE QUEST ADVENTURER
RANDOM
STR • ROLL
GOSUB 910
INX • ROLL
GOSUB 910
INT i. a rl!1ol!rved word. so
POW. ROLL
we use lNX.
GOSUB 910
CTN • ROLL
GOSUB 910
CON contains ON. which
GOSUB 910
OEX • ROLL
is a reserved word. so we
GOSUB 910
use CTN.
CHA - ROLL
GOSUB 910
SIZ - ROLL
CLS
INPUT "WHAT IS THE NAME OF YOUR AOVENTURER";NAHE$
PRINT
PRINT NAHES;" HAS THESE CHARACTERISTICS:"
PRINT
STR ... ' ;STR
PR I NT "STRENGTH:
I NT .,o '; I NX
PRINT "INTELLIGENCE:
PRINT "POWER:
POW"";POW
PRINT "CONSTITUTION: CON .,o ';CTN
OEX .,o';OEX
PRINT "DEXTERITY:
PRINT "CHARISHA:
CHA -";CHA
SIZ -";51Z
PRINT "SIZE:
STOP
REH***SUBROUT1NE: ROLL 306 DICE
ROLL· RNO(6) + RND(6) + RNO(6)
RETURN
END
JAN.FEB
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Eventually, FORTRAN Man and PASCAL are face· to· face in
a battle of the compilers. All the files in 360 city are there to
watch the showdown. Most of the nIes have wagered their bits
on FORTRAN man, since PASCAL isn't a native of360City ;
besides he isn't even a son of the great father IBM!

A.

The battle begins! PASCAL challenges that FORTRAN Man
has a poor selection of variable types. Fortran Man counters
by showing his COMPLEX and DOUBLE PRECISION, to
which PASCAL responds RECORD, SET, FILE and SCALAR.

BY SAM HILLS
J have enjoyed yOllr series, FORTRAN MAN But, one thing

puzzles me: How come the hero o[ the story is an archaic,
awkward language like FORTRAN?????? I could understand
his defeating all ungainly monster like COBOL, bul it seems
strange that FORTRAN would be considered the hero over
ALGOL! (Well. maybe the old ALGOL 60 compiler; I've heard
it wasn't so hot.) But now that we have modem, well-structured general purpose languages like PASCAL Qnd specialpurpose "mguoger like PILOT Qnd SNOBOL, FORTRAN is no
longer a herol (And BASIC??? He's oneo/the worst villains of

"And the parameters of my subroutines can specify whether
they pass data one way, or both ways!"
The battle rages fiercely. FORTRAN Man is considerably
weakened by PASCAL's attacks of Goro abuse, and con·
torted logic flow necessitated by a lack of an adequate IF.
At last, PASCAL pulls his final punch: He calls himself recur·
sively! FORTRAN Man, weakened to the point of exhaustion by the multiple copies of PASCAL, doesn't realize what
PASCAL has done, and tries the same thing himself, but
since FORTRAN Man isn't stack· oriented, he clobbers his
own return address in the process. PASCAL sees what has
happened, and shouts a single statement: "RETURN!"
FORTRAN Man, having clobbered his return address with a
recursive call, is hopelessly caught in an endless loop from
which he can never escape!

liiiiiijii"'iiiiiiiiiijiiii.

them allf)

Naturally, our hero wastes no time in seeking out this
dastardly villain. But imagine his surprise when he fmds out
that the villain is none other than himself! And his accomplice
is none other than ills own son, Billy BASIC!

The contest CONTINUES with a compilation race. The
monilor clears the race track for ten different programs,
ranging from simple games to gigantic statistical packages. The
race begins! And the winner is ... PASCAL! Having compiled
his programs in a single pass, he sits back and laughs while
FORTRAN Man labors with his second, third, fourth, etc.
passes, trying to resolve his COMMON and EQUIVALENCE
statements and statements which use keywords for variables
(like CALL'"'3.4 and 00101:1.5).

And so, PASCAL goes forth into the CORE of 360 City, the
True defender of rational programming and the Algorithmic
way.
(As for Billy BASIC, he was so tired from having to retype an
entire line just to change one letter, that when someone
RENUMBERed his source file, he forgot to change one of his
GOSUBs, and he was last seen branching towards a non·
existent line number ... )
0

Well! FORTRAN man is really mad. He asks who has the
audacity to FILE these charges against him? He soon finds out
that the foe he recently defeated, Count ALGOL, also had a
son: PASCAL! And, unlike the Count, PASCAL wasn't a
deadly fLle·killer.
In keeping with the current trend in programming languages
and maybe to give a hint to users a/the old, poorly structured
mOllSlers like FORTRAN and BASIC. I propose the following

scenario:
FORTRAN Man has just arrived in 360 City, and is ready to
get down to work. He checks with the job controller to see
if there are any evil programs terrorizing the system, and sure
enough, there are. He reads the charges, and they are very
serious: lack of adequate control structures; insufficient
variable types; no local subroutines; a very awkward system of
global variables; no nested control st ructures; excessive use of
GOTOs, ad infmitum. And there are rumors that this dia·
bolical program has an accomplice who is even worse than he
is!

Trying to help, Billy BASIC points out some of the features
that his dad has, but which he lacks. "Show him your
FORMATs, Dad. And don't forget your subroutines with
parameters!"
PASCAL responds by showing his READ and WRITE proce·
dures with built·in formatting: "What do I need with your
awkward FORMAT statements? I have it all right here."
Note: The regular FORTRAN MAN will retum next issue.
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OUTPUT
ANO
N ANi
P
AN2
U AN)
T

LE II:

(A
(B)

( C)
(D)

1
0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
1
1
0

8
1
1
1
0

9
0
0
0
1

10
1
0
0
1

11 12 13 14 15 16

0
1
0
1

1
1
0
1

0
1
1

0
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Truth Table for AN{X) Input to 74 154 Output

ANO thru AN) normally HI (1)
POKE -16295,0 sets ANO LO (0) (COS9)
POKE -1 6296 , 0 clears it HI again (COS8)
ANi = -1 6293
AN2 = -1 6291
AN) = -1 6289

BY CHUCK CARPENTER

Olllck is all avowed member of the Apple Corps from Co"ollto", Texas. He says he wallts to see more published illformatioll all the Apple II alld to support that interest he created
(he original article that follows. 77lat is the way it works . ..

we "ai'e lIeIJeT published an article we have never received. Bllt
we do publish most of wll11t is sent to
Apple users sending sruff this way.

liS.

So let's see more

• Four TTL analog inputs for senSing control pOsitions or
measuring temperature or whatever.
• One TTL utility strobe so you can control things in time
with the computer.
All of these are under control of features built into the Apple
II firmware and monitor programs in ROM.
APPLE II TURN -ON

Altaelled /0 Chuck's article was a list a/items. It was 1I0t clear
whether he was making up a menu or perhaps suggesting titles
for /lew articles. n,e list ran all with things such as; Apple
Sauce, Apple Pie, Apple Fritters, Apple Tarts, etc . .. Or perhaps these are the fwmes of some of the PILOT programs
Cllllck plalls to contribute ill the future. .. -RZ

One significant but unheralded feature of the Apple II is the
16 pin game I/O connector. With a minimum of connections,
many "outside world" occurrences can be sensed and controlled. Here's what's available:
• Four latchable TTL level bits to turn things on and off.
• llHee TTL level sense bits to check for switch closure
(and opening)

Using a POKE command you can set one of the latchable bits
to turn on an indicator, such as a lamp or LED. With another,
you turn it off. Using all 4 latchable bits and a 1 of 16 decoder
chip (e.g. a 74154 chip), 16 items can be under software contro!' (See Figure I.) The 5 volt power supply needed for the
chip is also available from the game I/O connector. Caution
here: don't use more than 100 milliamps from the 5 volt pin.
You should use a separate power source for loads that need
more than 100 milliamps of current. The 4 latchable bits are
called annunciator outputs, ANO thTU AN3 . When needed, be
sure to use appropriate buffers to invert the logic sense and
isolate the loads. Figure 2 shows some possibilities.

and
and
and

-1 6294
-1 6292
-1 6290

(COSA and COSB)
(COSC and COSD)
(CDSE and COSF)

Figure 1b.

ANO

15

AN 1

14

Sv
AN2

13

AN)

121>_________~

1/6 7404 typo

1/6 7406 typo

ANO thru AN) Normally HI (1)

Lamp
6v 25 rna

Typical Apple II Lamp Driver Circuit

A

1

V _{>_ _

2

AND E>~----

ANi

Sv

1/6 7406

!l

Lamp
6v 25 ma
(Radio Shack )

If LED indicators were used in place of incandescent lampI, 7404's could be used for
both TTL devices.

Example :

AN2 @>>-___
15
16
1------"I

M)

D
12

~

1/6 7404 typo

Reference: TTL Cookbook by Don Lancaster (Sams 21CGS) for more detail on signal
and power connections for the devices used with this article.
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15

5v
1/6 7404

1/

7404

LED

3)0 ohm

Game I/O connector pin (except as noted elsewhere)

One of Sixteen Data Distributors

Figure 1a.

AND

LED Lamp Driver
With suitable external power supply capacity, lamps can be replaced with relays and
many other cont rol devi~.

Figure 2
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>-LI:3T
5000 RE~' ** :3l·JITCH TEST ROUTHlE **
50(t1 REI1 *************************
5002 PEl"
511](1 IF PEEK (-lE.287l >127=1 THE~i

Sl

5v

<2J

0

swo

F'PII1T "SWITCH OIIE IS Oil"
IF PEEk (-16286) >127=1 THEt"i

S2

0

G

SWl

0
SPST Switches

g

SW2

S)

PRINT "S~,JITCH Tl~O IS Otl"
5300 IF PEEK (-16285) >127=1 THEIj
PRIriT "S~~ITCH THREE IS 01'1"
5400 REl1
5401 REt'1
5402 REl1

54f13 REM :+: A CC~:RESPOt'mING NESSFIGE.
54€14 REi'I
5500 RETURII

Example of elementary switch sensing circuit

Nota: Pook ( (location) ) >127-1 is testing a momory location roplltsenting the switch input. Whllfl the switch is open the value will
be less than 127. Closed, the value will be greater than 127. The
expression is then true end prints the ml!$sage. (.16287 - C061 16

lK
ohm

470

Remote
I'~"

ott,)

Switch

__ -

'*' 'Sl·JITCH ON' CAn ALSO BE
.. , HlTERRUPT or." AriD PRIriT

Figure 3b.

Bell wire - Length as needed

ohm

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

Remote switch sensing circuit

NMI

8

gnd

7404,5

7406,5
L-______________-<~,~

* NON MASKABLE INTERRUPT

3

Pin 29 of Peripheral
Connectors.

Figure 3a.
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And remember, all this is possible with little or no additional
interface circuitry. With other systems, such capability requires expensive circuit boards and/or time to collect and assemble the parts. Having program controllable I/O capability
already wired-in considerably enhances the usability of a personal computer.
Apple has thoughtfully provided several I/O functions as an integral part of the Apple II computer. As an added bonus, a
printer or teletype can be controlled from the ganle 1/0 connector. J drive my Telpar thermal printer this way. A friend
drives his Practical Automation printer from one of the annun·
ciator outputs. All without additional interface boards. And
Apple provides a driver routine (in the reference manual) for
communicating with a teletype machine. This routine uses a
simple adapter circuit (also provided in the manual). Another
local Apple Corps member is using this with his teletype. Perhaps you can find a unique application for the versatile I/O
capability provided by the Apple II game connector.
0

Analog inputs can be sensed through 4 other pins called POW
thru P013. With the game paddles connected, these inputs
sense the position of the game paddle and provide a corresponding program readable output. For instance, with the
game paddle at one end of its range, the analog output indicalion has a value near or at zero. At this point, an input of 3 or
more volts is required. At the other extreme, the analog output value is 255 and an input voltage near zero is needed. The
change of voltage is provided by a variable resistor. The output varies in proportion to the pOSition of the game paddle
control arm.
This analog feature can also be used to sense a temperature
change. With the themlistor circuit shown in Figure 4, relative
temperature can be measured. By calibrating the circuit at a
known temperature, changes in temperature can be detected.
(With somewhat more sophisticated circuits, absolute temperature can be measured. This requires using the temperature
probe in a linear region and amplifying the change in resistance
as a function of temperature.) Such capability could find application in physics and chemistry experiments and other scientific fields.

-12 •

~

If"

,.

thermistor-precision 2"
glass probe. 135K ohm 025 0 C
Fenwal Electronics

C\

,

'\.V

8,211

WHICH WAY DID HE GO?

SWl

SW2
Interrupt Sensing Circuit

THERE'S MORE

Three addressable inputs (using a PEEK command) allow you
to test the state of switches or contacts. These inputs are often
used in conjunction with the game paddle switches to control
events and change game conditions. Other possibilities might
include monitoring remote sensor switches for gate or door
control or filling your swimming pool. Used in conjunction
with the interrupt circuits in the Apple II, these switch inputs
can indicate the source of interrupt (up to three anyway). Figure 3 shows one way this can be done. A short program to
monitor the pins, SWO Ihru SW2, is also included.

Parts can be assembled on 11 16 pin header snd plugged into the game I/O socket.

remote
switches

Additionally, the analog inputs can be used where any changing voltage is present and fast response time is not a prime factor. Wind direction and speed, rotational position of motors
and other mechanical motion/position sensors are typical examples.

PDL2
Ov_2.55
3v,,0

10011

.......!..... gnd

Temperature SenSing

,

"

0"0<
(~

,

•

1
4

,406

p. Pho'\:ocell
approx.
illuminated.

'"
'MI

,

.. Peripheral.
connector

"

•

Set TP to O.5v with P illuminated

""

Photocell Switch
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~

""
""90 '"
""
'"
110 ""

•

7/18/75
RODRIGO JU~(O MURILLO
11)/12/75
CORRECTIONS BY JACOBO NEUMAN

£m

140 LET 'i-I
LET L0·U~6
LET L1-3

Z

170 LET N0 - FNR(75)+75

'"
'"

~

r

'"
230
'"

~

<,

~~

o

0

-A
0-

'Z
~~
- 0

'"

'"

~O

~~ m'"
"~
-s
w.

'"

'90

'"

~

.'",

410
420
430

- ,

00

<§:

i.

i '"'"
460
480

t

50'
510

..

'"
,
'"
r: sse
'"
'"
5"

~

580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700

710
720
730
740
750
760
770

780
790
B00
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
B80
990
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1028
IIJ0

1048
1050
1060
1071
1080
1090
lU0
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250

~

PRINT

~<.>

<*> <*) ( . )

( *)

<*>

( *)

( *)

<*) <*) "

PRltlT
PRINT"REPORTS DEL AND,·y
PRINT

PRINT"PRECIO DE LA TIERRA:"Ll"ARROBAS DE GRANO POR HECTARE""
310 PRINT
LET X-L2+N0+tH
IF X<450 THEN 1890

~

~

PRINT

PRINT"ARROSAS EN ALMACENAJ£:"NI

"
_N
0

o

~o

LET L3-9

'"
'60 PRINT"POBLAC I DN DEL REiNO,"NO
z e.
PRINT"HECTAREAS DE TIERRA AOOUIRIDAS,"L2
'"
" '"
'"
, '"
'"
'"

..... !!l

m

"<

210 LET N2-0

~

Z

"'0

LET L2_FNR(250)+250

190 LET NI-FNR(3900)t21100

8
c•

~

r ....
mo
mo

'"'60

is

~

">~

130 OSF FNL(Z2)-FNR(UHlj-Z2

~

~

Cl

RANDOMIZE
120 DSF FNR(Zl)_lNT(lNT(Zl)*RND(0))

m

Z

""0

TRANSLATED AND EDITEO BY

1260
1210
1280
1298
1300
l3Ie
1320
1)10
1340
1350
1360

PRINT"CUANTAS HECTAREAS PARA COMPRAR",
INPUT B

LET B-HIT (8)
IF B<0 GOTO 1930
IF a-I) GOTO 450
LET A"NI-a*Ll
IF A)-0 GO'ro 430
PRINT·SOLAMENTE TIENE·Nl"ARROaAS EN ALMACENAJE!"
COTO 340
LET NI-A
LE'r 1.2-1.2+8
PRINT"CUANTAS HECTAREAS PARA VENDER~;
INPUT C
LET C-U'lT (C)
IF C<0 GOTO 1930
IP C-0 GOTO 560
LET A-t.2-C
IP A)-8 GOTO 540
PRINT·SOLAMENTE TIENE·L2-H£CTAREAS!"
COTO 450
LET L2-A
LET Nl-tH+C*Ll
IF (8+c)-0 GOTO 610
PRINT" R£SULTADO DE LA TRANSACCION: TIERRA-~L2·H~TAREAS;
GRANQ-"Nl·ARRoaAS·
REM
REM ···TEST FOR WIN···
REM
IF (L2+Nl-t.0p-0 GOTO 1830
IF NI-0 GOTO 961l
PRINT
PRINT~CUANTAS ARROBAS PARA COM IDA (POB. - ·N0·)~;
INPUT N2
L£T N2-INT(N2)
IF N2<0 GOTO 1930
LET A-NI-N2
IP A>-0 GOTO 720
PRINT~SOLAMENTE TIENE~Nl"ARR08AS EN ALMACENAJE'"

COTO 640
t.ET NI-A
IF NI-0 COTO 9611
01-1.2 \ 02-2*N0\ Q3-INT(NI/3)\ IP 01<Q2 GOTO 760
01-02
IF 01<03 COTO 770\ ~l-03
IF 01-8 THEN 940
PRINT·CUANTAS HECTAREAS PARA S£MBRAR (MAX . · ; 01;·)·;
INPUT 1.3
t.ET L3_INT{L3)
IF 1.3 <0 GOTO 1930
IF 1.3-0 GOTO 970
IF (1.2-1.3) )"8 GOTO 860
PRINT·SOLAMENTE TIENE" L2~IIEC'rAREAS! •
COTO 780
IF (2'N0-L3) )-0 COTO 89\1
PRINT·SU FOaLACION ES SOLAM£NTE·N0·P£RSONAS·
GOTO 780
LET A-NI-3 'L3
If A)"0 GOTO 930
PRINT"SOLAKENTE TIENE"NI·ARROBAS EN At.HACENAJEI"
OOTO 780
LET NI-A
IF Nl>0 GOTO 970
PRINT
PRINT"SU ALMACENAJE ESTA VACIO •.• BUENA SUERTE1"
t.ET Y-Y+I
LET N3 _FNR(N0/3+3)
LET N4-PNR(N0/4+2)
LET N5-N0-INT(N2/10)
IF N5>0 GOTO 1090
IF NS-0 GOTO 1140
LET A-FNR(3-N5/2)
PRINT
PRINT·,uexc£so DE COMIOA · " POBLACION AUMENTA" ; A
LET N5-0
LET N3-N3+A
GaTO 1140
IF (fNL(5*(N5-2») >8 COTO 1140
LET A-FNR«(N5*Nl)/(2'NfI)
PRINT
PRINT" ··· REVUELTA DE HAHBRE ··· ·A"ARROSAS PERDIDOS"
LET NI-N1-A
IP FNL(10) >11 GOTO 1190
LET A- INT(N0/3)+FNR(N0/2+2)
PRINT
PRINT~"*PLAGA *" · A· PERSONAS MURIERON~
LET N4-N4+A'
IF PNL(10) )0 GOTO 1290
LET A- FNR(N0/5)+INT(N0/5)
LET S-FNR(N1/20)+INT(N1/20)
LET C-PNR(L2/5 0)
PRINT
PRINT·'··t.OS REVOLUCIONARIOS ATACAN· ·· ·
PRINT A~PERSONAS MURIERON;"S·ARROSAS ROaAOOS;
"C"HECTAR£AS OESTRUIOAS"
t.ET N4-N4+A
LET NI _NI_B
LET L2-t.2-C
IF FNL(l5) ) 0 GOW 1360
LET A- FNR(20)+l0
LET e"PNR(N8+250)+59
PRINT
PRINT·· " EXPANSION DE PRONTERA"·"
LET N)-N3+A
PRINT"USTEO GANO:·A·PERSONAS;·B·H£CTAREAS~
LET N0-N9+N3-N4-N5
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IP N0<-0 GOTO 1860
PRINT
PRINT N3"PERSONAS LLEGARON"
PRINT ~5·PERSONAS MURIERON DE HAMBRE"
PRINT N4·PERSONAS MURIERON DE CAUSAS NATURALES"
IF FNL(lil) >0 GOW 1470
LET A-PNR(NI/20)+lNT(Nl/20)
PRINT
PRINT· ··· Roao ···· "A"ARROBAS ROBADAS"
LET tU-NI-A
IF FNL(10) >0 GOTO 1520
LET A-FNR(L2/10)+INT\L2/20)
149~ PRINT
15110 PRINT"u"rERREMOTO '*" * "A"IlEC'rAREAS OESTRUIDAS·
15U t.ET L2-L2-A
1520 IP FNL(l5) >0 GOTO 1571l
1531l LET A-FNR(100+INT(L2/100»+500
1540 PRINT
1550 PRINT" " ' LLECO £MBAROUE D£ GRANO'" "A"ARROBAS·
1560 L£T NI-Nl+A
1570 IP FNt.(15)0 COTO 1620
1580 t.ET LI-FNR(2)+1
1590 PRINT
1600 PRINT··· •• SEOUIA ••• •
1610 GOTO 1710
1620 IF FNL(l5) >0 GO'ro 1670
1630 t.ET t.l-FNR(3)+7
16 40 PRINT
1650 PRINT· ••• TORMENTA ••••
1660 GOTO Ine
1670 LET L1-PNR(4)+3
1680 REM
1698 REM ··· CAUCUt.O DE LA COSECHA •••
1700 REM
1710 LET A-t.l'L3
1720 LET S-rNR(A/4)
1738 L£T C-A-a
1740 PRINT
1750 PRINT
1760 IF A-0 GOTO 1810
1770 PRINT "LA COSECHA PUE~t.l·ARROSAS POR HECTAREA;
UN TOTAL DE"A·ARROBAS"
1780 PRINT·PEROIDA FOR RATAS FUE~a·ARROBAS;
LA COSECHA NETA FUE ~ C" ARROBAS~
1790 LET NI--Nl+C
1800 GOTO 280
1810 PRINT·LA COSECHA FUE"Ll~ARROBAS POR HECTAREA.
UN TOTAL OE~A·ARROBAS~
1826 GO'l'O 1790
1830 PRINT
1840 PRINT·'··FELICITACIONES··· !IUD £S EL JEPE DEL MUNDOlI·
1850 COTe 1950
1868 PRINT
1870 PRINT····DESASTRE··· TOooS MURIERON"CHR$(7);CHR$(7):CHR$(7)
1880 GOTO 1950
1890 LET O-INT(RND(0).S)+1
1900 IF 0-3 THEN 1928
1910 GOTO 340
1920 PRINT· ••• REVUELTA ... •
1930 PRINT"USTED HA SIDO DESTRONADOII"
1940 PRINT ·LA CHUZHA HA TOMAOO EL CASTILLO .
Y USTEO HA SIOO PUESTO EN LA CARCEL·
1950 PRINT
1960 PRINT~SU REINO rUE·Y·ANCS"
1970 STOP
2046 END
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Every few years, we like to remind you
about Flying Buffalo, Inc. Among other
things, Flying Buffalo, Inc. runs play-bymail games such as STARWEB, a strategic
space game, TUNNELS AND TROLLS, a
fantasy adventure game and several others.
Some of these are computer-based games;
others are run by human game masters.
Keep up with Flying Buffalo by subscribing
to F7ying Buffalo Quarterly.
Four issues per year for $4.
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BY THE DRAGON
Last time, we mentioned Chivalry &
Sorcery, a mind-boggling encyclopedia!
rulebook for creating fantasy adventure.
Here is a review, courtesy of Greg
Stafford of The Chaosiurn, P.O. Box
6302, Albany, CA 94706.
CHIVALRY & SORCERY

Dear Bob (&crew),

It is a pleasure for me to introduce the
excellent
line of Olivalry & Sorcery
books to your readers. TIley are such
superb reference resources that their
interest range extends far beyond the
immediate field of gaming. And, for a
crew with analytical minds plus access
to a data retrieval system like computers,
these books 3TC a goddess-send.

Chivalry & Sorcery was the first of the
series to be released. It came out in midsummer '77 and immediately took the
fantasy role-playing world by storm.
The worst complaints which I have read
about it are that the print is too small,
and the system is too real! Concerning
the first complaint, publisher Scott Bizar
states simply that if he had used regular sized type, the book would have cost
$15, rather than $10. TIle "realism"
complaint is the result of the (sometimes
massive) amount of record-keeping necessary for a full campaign ·game. (Aho! A
"fantastic" computer application -Ed.)

Chil'alry & Sorcery sets up a structure
for an entire fantasy world, based on the
European Middle Ages. It has rules for
all the necessities of fantasy role-playing
games: combat, magic (including every
type of magic in the Middle Ages, from
alchemists and Christian mystics to
shamans and magical elves), ways to
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better yourself in the world, and so on.
The economics of the system allow for a
wide range of variables in determining
land values, the cost of hiring servants,
buying a meal, or raising a monumental
citadel.

nle Chivalry & Sorcery Sourcebook is
the second in the series. Tins includes
notes (and charts) on designing outdoor
encounters, stats for pre-figured holdings,
and considerable discussion of worldbuilding philosophy and methods. In
this latter category are essays on how
to construct an ecologically viable
magical creature. This is, in turn, based
on an essay about the Laws of Magic,
in which Authentic Thaumaturgy· is
cited as a major source.

Swords & Sorcerers explores and sets
statistics for the barbarians popular to
much of fantasy: the Celts, Nordics,
and Steppe
Nomads (specifically the
Mongols). Again, there are economic
stats, and copiously detailed notes
on the special magics of those peoples.
Sireme & Galley is a naval war game put
out by the ChiIJalry & Sorcery crew.
I think the book is available alone, but
it normally comes with small ship outlines, to be photocopied for fleet actions,
and large folded 25mm scale deck plans
for FRP games with figures. There are
other playing aids, too, but the most
important part is the book. It contains
detailed descriptions and drawings of the

For you fantasy adventure game fans,
Flying Buffalo, Inc. is starting a new
quarterly. Here is what they say about
it:

AND FRIENDS

warships and merchant ships of ancient
and medieval times. This includes tonnage, dimensions, crew, turning radius,
average speeds (under different wind
and sea conditions), cargo capacity, and
soon.
I myself have used sections from all of
these books in my own Dragon Pass
campaign. They are invaluable as idea
sources, for those sections which you do
not lift out wholesale for your personal
use. I do not use the combat or magic
system in my Runequest world, of
course, but the other material is more valuable than weeks in study.
I cannot recommend these books highly
enough. I am sure that they will become
an authority because of their thoroughness. They are the result of many years
of study and work by a band of dedicated fanatics and lovers of the art. They
are monumental.
I am sure that anyone who purchases
these will be satisfied. The publisher is
so confident that he states he will refund
the money of any dissatisfied customer.
Scott tells me none of the thousands
of purchasers has ever complained.

Sincerely,

~~

Greg Stafford
"Magister" Chaosium

From: Fantasy Games Unlimited, P.O.
Box 182, Roslyn, NY 11576. Price: $10.
• Authentic Thaumaturgy was reviewed in the
Nov-Dec 1978 iuua of People's Computeff.
See "Oragonsmoke" in that iul.le.
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SORCERER'S APPRENTICE

A new Magazine for Fantasy Roleplaying Game Fans.
General Neture of DregonsA si>tth century work seys "A Werer

Snake, after 500 yeers, changes Into a
Pond Dragon, which after 1000 years
changes into a Dragon, whiCh after 500
years becomes a Horned Dragon, end
then after 1000 years becomes a Winged
Dragon." Manv forms of each ere
pictured end described in Chine!;E! Art
and Literature. They are rough and
fierce yet benevolent, large enough to
fill all splICe or smell as a silkworm at
will, end assume many shapes for spacial
tasks.
In general, dragons are worshipped as
producers of fertilizing rain. In recent
times, dragons with 5 claws were deemed
Imperial.

1. Lung ,The Chief Dragon. Has tha
head of a camel, rabbit eyes, deer horns,
cow ears, snake neck, frog belly, Carp
scates, bird claws, and palms of I ti96r.
Has whiskers and a beard containing a
a pearl. Its breath changes into water or
fire, and its voice is lika the jangling of
copper pans. Its ears are deaf, but it
hears through its horns. There are 81
scales ~points?) down the back.
Rain
dragon.

Lung came from the poster of Chinese
Dragons published by W. M. Hawley ,
8200 Gould Avenue, Hollywood, CA
90046. This poster has 41 dragons.
You can get it in two sizes: '17 x 22 for
$0.50; 22 x 30 for $1.00. Add 20% for
postage and handling and, if you live in
California, 6% tax.

A quarterly magazine produced by F7ying
Buffalo Inc., full of fantasy role- ploying
games material. 11lirty-two full-size (8M
x 11) pages, slick and good-looking! We
are including solo dungeon adIJetUures,
complete dungeons for dUngeon -masters,
descriptions of the best dungeon m"ps
by our play· by-mail dungeolleers, articles,
and fiction by well-known authors and a
few who deserve to be better knowl/.
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Edited by the irrepressible Ken St. Andre.
Art by the incredible Liz Dallforth.
Twmels and Trolls dungeon trips by the
innumerable Phoenixfen. And fiction!

"

A subscription to Sorcerer's Apprentice
will cost you $8.00 for 6 issues, a year
and a hoIf! Flying Buffalo IIIC., P.D.
Box 1467, ScottsdlIle, AZ 85252
0
JAN-FEB
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Reviews
3-DlMENSIONAL MONSTER MAZES
By Larry Evans
Troubador Press, 1976
40 pp. SJ.9S
If monsters and mazes turn you on, so
will this book. The mazes are maddening
enough to grab even the hardened puzzle
freak, and the graphics are so vivid and
crazy, they could grab just about anybody. The maze reproduced below, "St.
George and the Dragon," is one of the
tamer entries, visually speaking, but, well,
you understand how Pee feels about
dragons.
The book's 20 mazes run the monster
gamut - from a burned-out brain to a
plunging snake pit - and each is accompanied by a helpful hint, such as: "Earl, the
ant, wanlS to visit with his Aunt Agatha.
Earl is on the lower branch and he must
crawl past the sleeping spider to the upper limb. He may crawl over and under
the strands of the web. but he'd better be
quiet; spiders are light sleepers."

Three-D mazes are a different kind of
challenge. As author-illustrator Larry
Evans puts it in his introduction, "A 3-dimensional maze confronts you with a
variety of problems not found in :I regular
line maze: paths cross over and under
each other; roads cross over :lnd under
bridges; you are asked to stay inside hoses
and tubes."
This collection is just one of eight m:lze
books published by Troubador Press,
which also specializes in coloring books
and model-building books. Troubador
books are available nationwide at book,
gift, toy, educational, art, math , and museum stores. To find a store near you ,
contact the publisher at 385 Fremont St. ,
San Francisco 94105.
Reviewed by Louise Burton
"St.Gtmrge 8Ifd

rile Dr."on" Mue.

Reproduced bv permillion of Ihe publisher from 3-Dimtlfl.io".' Monue,
MlIzes by Larry EV&IlI (6)1976, Trouba-

dor Pren, 385 Fremont 51., San Fr.ncisco 941 05.

SENSIBLE MARKING FOR A BASIC
EDUCATION
Mark Sense BASIC Cards
Compute·A -Bit Corporation
laGrange Park, IL

The microcomputer has been hailed as
the way to provide the interactive COIllputing needed to make computers more
real to the students. Since the microcom·
puter broke the back of the computer
price curve, systems have become affordable to numerous high schools and other
institutions that could never have them
before. On·line systems can be used
much to the delight of instructors and
students ... up to a point. The point of
conflict comes when the realities of too
many students and too much demand
for on-line time bump into the limitations of too few microcomputers. We
faced this crunch before with the bigger
systems. We solved the problems through
time sharing and by using punch cards.
Should we use the same approach again?

Not too long ago that would have been
an empty question. Time sharing for
micros has been slow in coming and
punched cards ... ugh! But now a
Chicago area company has both time
sharing software for microcomputers and
a complete system for using mark sense
cards on a micro in BASIC programming
language.

down, I was wrlllng BASIC lines faster
than many hunt·and-peck typists.
Students can use this system in their
homes or at odd hours when terminals
or keypunch machines nomJally wouJd
not be available. Marks are easily changed
and program errors can be corrected
about as fast as they could be with a
keyboard and video terminal.

The Compute·A·Bit Corporation in La·
Grange Park, Illinois, is a well established
firm with a history in micros that goes
back to the first IMSAls. They have had a
close relationship with many or the
educational institutions in the area and
they have aimed their time sharing and
mark sense systems at educational users.

The cards themselves are EBCDIC coded.
The coding sequence can either be
learned logically or copied from a table.
The manual for the system is a very com·
plete 55·page print-out of descriptions,
instructions, and sample programs.

Both the multiple user system and the
Mark Sense Batch BASIC are extensions
of 1M SAl BASIC 9B. The customer must
either have or purchase BASIC 98.
The multiple user system will allow a
microcomputer to accept up to six
RS-232 terminals. Each terminal is , of
course, time sliced into the master
program, but each user appears to have a
dedicated computer system. An instruc·
tor or computer operator can determine
the amount of memory available to each
user. The software costs about $800
(plus the IMSAI 9B), but this system
does provide one approach to giving
many students a feel of "on line" computing.
Still, active students may have legitimate
scheduling difficulties which prevent
them from getting to a terminal. Some
means of allowing them to write
programs at home that will load and run
in class would be very useful. Mark Sense
BASIC provides this capability. Instead
of using 80 column punch cards, the
students mark with an ordinary pencil
on specially designed 40 column cards
that even include BASIC statements and
commands. Each 40 column card can be
extended to the next card to give an
80 column capability.
P1aying With A Full Deck. AI first I
was skeptical about the use of these
cards. They seemed to be too much
of a throw· back to the "bad old days." I
became a believer, however, when on a
short plane ride from Chicago to St.
Louis, I learned to encode the cards and
wrote a 60 line original BASIC program
between take-off and landing. By touch-
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to correctly in the manual, they seem to
be labeled backwards on the cards. This
is a very smaU point to normal users,
but in an entry level educational course,
the students could pin you to the wall
011 that one.
Another more serious sticking point can
come in the integration of the hardware
needed to run this super software. Getting the clock driven interrupts in at the
right time is critical in these systems.
TIlls is not a job for the "marginal digital
hacker" and expert help may be needed.
In summary, the Compute-A· Bit corp·
oration has come up with a good blend
of old ideas and new technology for
classroom use. Educators and others with
unique requirements that can be met
by mark sense cards or time shared
systems now have a place to turn to for
integrated hardware and software.

Ouch! There seems to be only one thorn
among all of these roses. These cards
have to be read and to do that an electromechanical device is needed. The reader,
a TM·2oo, sells for about $3900. Add
this to the software and you are nudging
S5K for a card input capability. This
looks ridiculous next to the cost of the Reviewed by Frank J. Derfler Jr., 99CPU, but if you consider the way in 1440 Aiea Heights Dr., #25, Aiea, HI
which it multiplies the number of users 96701.
you can get on a CPU, the thorn loses
some of its sting. II is also a small sum
when compared to what businesses and SAM76: the first LANCUACE manual
institutions have been paying for card By SAM76, Inc.
punches. Oh, speaking of punched cards; Box 257 RRI
if they have got to be a part of your Pennington, NJ 08534
lesson plan, tllis system can use them 200pp. S12.OO
totally or intermixed in a deck with mark
sense cards.
In the summer of 1971, in a barn, in the
township of Hopewell, in the state of
Run. In actual use, many students would New Jersey, a group of 10 to 18 year
combine their decks into one big stack old students began an exploration of
with EOF (End Of File) cards between an unknown distant territory that they
each program. Many parameters can be later called the Land of SAM. In this land
limited by pre-set supervisory instruc- there lived incredible creatures and
tions. The number of cards, number of beasties such as The Palma (text area)
lines, and actual number of minutes beast, The Stringere (string beasts) and the
devoted to each program can be limited. dreadful Translatus Uggligr (eval beast).
Students usually receive the output The barn master (Claude Kagan) encour·
from the computer in h:lrd copy, so the aged the students to ignore both lhe
type of printer available usually deter· fearsome qualities of the creatures and
mines how many programs can be run anything that the students may have been
during a class period. Each program is told about their own inablities to explore
run individually and fast feedback is this land. So anned, with ice cream and
enthusiasm, the students began to mount
available to the students.
expeditions into the Land of SAM;
Potshot. I've been through the Mark to catalog, document and discover the
Sense Batch BASIC "several times and range and powers of the creatures that
I'm quite impressed. The only nit I can lived within this country.
find to pick comes from their labeling
of BASIC commands and statements. Seven years later, the results of these
I was always taught that INPUT, GOTO, expeditions are chronicled in an easy
IF, etc. were BASIC "statements" and to read, fun to read handbook of a
that LIST, SAVE, RUN, etc. were BASIC powerful language that has been designed
"commands." Although they are referred
for you and your personal computer.
JAN.FEB

"

The handbook presents the syntax
and discussions for at least I SO functions
that are available within the SAM76
language. The naturalness of the language
is highlighted along with some intrinsic
features such as how the language makes
no distinction between data and pro·
cedures. SAM76 is specified as an interpretive string processor and when a string
of data is found to be a procedure, that
procedure is immediately implemented.
Examples are included that demonstrate
both the simplicity of using the language
and its great power. A simuJation of APL
is presented along with several games
and suggestions for how the language
can implement recursive procedures. A
complete Beastiary of the Land of SAM
is recorded in the handbook with student
drawings of the beasts that were encountered. The students were also the principal authors of the text. (We will print
parts of the Beastiary in another issue.)
Although the book is called a manual
and the main sections of the book are
referred to as lessons. Mr. Kagan cautions
that the book was not intended or de·

( TAI-IC:

signed to teach. Rather it is a demonstration of the capabilities of the authors
and is meant to encourage learn ing in
those areas that educators too often
consider to be beyond a student's range
of abilities. The SAM76 manual is a
powerful statement of what can happen
when people (no matter what their ages)
and computers are creatively allowed
to be together.
Reviewed by Ramon M. Zamora.
Menlo Park , CA

THE RECREATIONAL PROGRAMMER
Volume I ,Number I ,Sep t-Oct 1978
Programmers Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 2571
Kalamazoo, MI 49003
S l 2/year US (SIS elsewhere)
This new en try into the field of pencnal
computing literature presents a well
balanced first issue. The calculator
games, CONCEPT and THE MEMORY
CAME, that are in this charter issue are

faScinating. (Look for TRS-BO versions
of these games in this issue of Re.)
The applications programs that are included cover the subjects of celestial
sight reduction (establishing where you
are by the stars) and cryptography. There
is a column dedicated to business programming ideas and algorithms.
A small reservation about the first issue
is that it deals entirely with calculator
routines. However, each article contains
a now diagram in words that are patterned after a BASIC program. The
now diagrams are expanded into English
and are qu ite easy to understand and
translate to a home compu ter system.
TIle Recreational Programmer solicits
material for publication and prOvides
ye t another communications outlet for
the growing body of personal computer
users. R ecreational Programmer is a
welcome addition to the expanding
number of leisure computing periodicals.
Reviewed by Ramon M. Zamora
Menlo Park , CA

ccnCE~
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TIle use of a timer or clock to establish
the beginning and ending of a round is
recommended. Using about one minute
per round keeps the game lively and
active for the participan ls. The game is a
real challenge in that it requires a player
to handle several concepts al the same
time. It encourages clear, logical thinking.
As you play the game. record the concept
conditions where no valid binary lines
exist. Send them to us and we will
publish them. Or even beller, why
don't you re-write the program and have
it discover all the conditions where there
are no valid lines. Send the programs to
us and we will publish a few with the
earliest postmarks.

In the original program description
there was a test loop that allowed the
user to input binary lines. The program
would then play back the concepts that
the line satisfied. I have not implemented
this feature in the current version. However, I have included the subprogranl
(lines 1000 - ! 020) that is useful if anyone
does wish to add a test ro utine. llle subprogram takes the seven digit number
in the variable L and disassembles it into
the array D. In the current program the
routine is only executed once for L
equal to zero. This operation automatically clears the array.

BY RAMON M. ZAMORA
The game of CONCEPT was described in
the charter issue of 17,e Recreational
Programmer, Vol. I. No. I. 1978. The
game , created by Mordecai Schwartz as a
calculator routine, is recreated here in
Level II BASIC for the TRS- 80.
CONCEPT can be played as a multiperson competitive game with the compu.ter being used as a gamemaster. The
game is defined around five logical con·
cepts-parity, balance, majority, closure
and skip. The concepts arc applied over
all the possible seven-digit binary
numbers (0000000 to III I Ill). The
goal is to identify the valid binary
numbers that totally satisfy a random set
of concept conditions. The concept conditions are either satisfied or not (on/offyes/no). A unique set of binary numbers
correspond to a particular set of concept
conditions. The following two tables provide examples of each concept and the
suggested rules for scoring a game.
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CONCEPTS

PARITY:
Even number of l's.
£xample-1011010
BALANCE: Same number of l 's
on each side of the middle digit.
£xample-1010011

"s

MAJOR ITY; More
than O's.
£xample- 111 0011
CLOSURE:
First and last digit
are the same.
Example - 0100110
SKIP: "101" pattern somewhere
in the line.
£xample-0101011

SCORING RULES

(1) Each valid line that is

identified - 1 Point.
(2) If only tow lines exist

each worth - 2 Points.
(3) If only one line exists
it is worth-3 Points.
(4) First player to correctly
claim that no valid line
exists scores-5 Points.
(5) Incorrect claim in (4)
above, reduce player's
score by- Points.
(6) 11 Po ints wins the
game!

On BALANCE, I think I have achieved
PARlTY in the communication of this
CONCEPT and that it is time to SKLP
the MAJORITY of my remaining
thoughts and seek CLOSURE at this
0
point.

90 REM ** CONCEPT
BASED ON CALCULATOR GAME BY MORDECAI SCHWARTZ ~*
92 REM ** FROM RECREATIONAL PROGRAMMER VOL ~ NO ~ ~97B PP 8-~e ~*
94 REM ~* PROGRAMMED LEYEL I I BASIC TRS-S0 SY RAMON ZAMOPA 10/78 ~*
110 CL S PRINT CHR$(2:1) PRINT~WELCDME TO THE GAME OF CONCEPT"
1:1.5 PRI NT "HIT THE ENTER KEY TO SEE"
~16 PRINT"THE FIRST SET OF CONCEPTS",
INPUT A$
120 DIM D(7), Y$(:1) Z$(0)-" NO" Z$(1)."YES"
1:1e DEFDBL L
150 CLS PRI NT CHR$(2:1) ·P-RND(2)-1
Develop a set of concepts
160 PRINT "PARITY EQUALS
", Z$(P)
170 B_RUO(2)_1 PRINT "BALANCE EQUALS
"/ Z$(B)
18e M-RNO(2)-1 PR INT "MAJORITY EQUALS
"J Z.(M)
1ge C_RNO(2)_1 PRINT "CLOSURE EQUALS
", Z$(C)
20e S-RNO(2 )-1 PRWT ~SK lp EQUALS
", Z:f.(S)
20S PRI NT
2~e PRINT "NOW FINO THE LlNES THAT SATISFY THESE CONCEPTS .~
220 PRINT "HIT THE EtHER KEY WHEII YOU WISH~
2:10 PRINT "THE COMPUTER TO OISpLA .... THE"
2 4 0 PRINT "VALlO LI NES ", INPUT iH'
:100 Z-0 L-e GOSUB ~0e0
Cheek thet line $8tisfi~ ell con<:epu
:U0 GOSUe Ue0
320 IF R<>p THEN se0
330 GOSUB 1 200
340 IF R<>B THEIl se0
3513 GOSUB :1:100
36e IF R<>M THE N S0e
370 GOSUB 141313
380 IF R<>C THEN 500
3:90 GOSUB 1see
4013 IF R<>S THEN 500
410 (Josue 1';0e
415 Z_Z+:1
420 pRIUT Z,INT(L)
Print the v,lid lines
440 I F Z-10*INT(Z/10><>0
THE N 500
4-=:;0 PRI NT "HIT EtHER I<.EY TO CONTltlUE LIST"
Stop every 10llne5
461:1 I NPUT A"
500 X-7
Generate next l i ne 10 be chee ked
510 D(X)-D(X)+~
520 IF 0(X)<2 THEN 310
530 o.;x)_e
540 X-X-1 IF X>0 THEN 510
550 PRI NT Z," LI NE S"
560 pRHIT "ANOTHER SET OF CONCEpTS(Y/N)" ;
Ched for end of session
570 A$ -I NKEY$ IFA:J-"" THEN 570
575 PRINT
IF A .... ~Y.. THEN 150
585 PRiNT
590 PRI NT "BYE FOR NO~" ~ END
1000 X-7
Disas.semblll subprogram. Sets
10:1e 0(X)-10*(L/10-!NT(L/10»
O(X) to !ero fir51 time throulfl.
101S L-I NT(L/10).X-X-1
Can be used if II test loop is
1929 IF x>e THEN 1910 ELSE RETURN
addlld 10 program.
1100 T"0 R..
PARITY subprogram
11~0 FOR X"1TO 7 T-T+D (X) NEXT
11:1:5 IF T.. a THE N RETURII
ii29 R- 2 ~«T+i) /2- INT«T+1 )/2»
112S RETURN
121:)1:) R-0 T1-0(1)+0(2)+0(3) T2~0(5)+r",; ) +(,,;-'
BALANCE subprogram
1Z0:5 IF T1+T2_0 THEN RETURt ~
~21e IF T1"T2 THEtl R_1
~215 RETURrI
i390 R-0 T .. e FOP X"1 TO 7
T=T+['(X) "EXT
MAJORITY subprogram

sse

e

131:5 RETURII
R"0 IF 0<1>-0(7) THEil R-1
1410 RETUIW
~500 Re0 X-1
1505 GOSUB 15513
1:510 IF R"1 THEIl RETURtI
1.:515 X-X+1
i520 IF X>5 THE N RETURN
:1.525 GOT015e5
:1$59 IF 0(X)<>1 THEtI RETUR"
1569 IF 0(X+:1.)<>0 THEIl RETURN
1570 IF 0(X+2)<>1 THEN RETURN
1580 R"1
RETURN
~6ee L-0 X-7 R-0
16i0 LaL+D(X)~1e t R
162e R_R+1 X_X_1 IF X>O THEN ~610
1630 RETURN
~400

CLOSURE subprogram
SKIP lubprograms

Assemble th e seven digit number
from Ihe D(X) comPOr\ents

JAN·FEB
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HEARD AROUND THE QUA YSIDE ...

SPOT

The Society of PET Owners and Trainers

EDITED BY HARRY SAAL

Traffic has been heavy through the reo
volving door at Commodore Business
Machines lately. New faces have arrived
as part of a restructuring of the U.S. con·
sumer marketing operation . Electronic
News reports that Commodore now has
Tom Mitchell serving as general manager,
Dennis Barnhart as vice president of marketing for consumer products, and Jim
Kennedy as vice president of technology.
Hugh Getty is vice president of computer
marketing, with G.M. O'Neil serving as
director of marketing and sales of personal computers. Also of note are the recent
departures of three important members
of the PET team: Chuck Peddle, fathe r of
the PET (and the 6502 microprocessor
used in it), who is now with Apple Computers; Bob Skyles, in charge of all PET
engineering; and U-Chen Wang, in charge
of the PET noppy disk project.
PET production is definitely up, with a
new factory in Clearlake, Iowa, shipping
machines at a ferocious pace, and one in
England getlingon the air shortly. AU the
same, it still appears that Commodore's
marketing emphasis is overseas, where
profit margins are substantially higher
than stateside. Support seems superior
there, too, with Commodore providing
very interesting newsletters and bulletins
in England , Canada, and Japan. PET optimists are hoping that the management
shifts reported above will result in superior service and credibility in the U.S.
arena.

Commodore's PET is a factory assembled
personal computer based all Q 6502
microprocessor. TIle $795 system ;11eludes Q keyboard, cassette tape IInit,
built-in TV screen, some graphics, upper

Dnd lower case, and extended 8K BASiC.
and 8K of user memory.
Our Tei1ders' entlwsil1stic response to tile
PET has resulted ;n "SPOT," one o/Ihe
magazine 's most popuhIr regular features.
The column was started, produced, and
lo~ingly nourished by fanner People's

Computers editor Phyllis Cole. With this
issue, she relinquishes the project to
Dr. J/any SQiI/ o{ Palo Alto. Calif

Twenty years ago, as a high school
student ;n Brooklyn, the only way Harry
could gel his hands on a computer was to

nwke a pest of himself at IBM's World
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On that note, we did receive a down payTrade Headquarters and Watson LDb. get- ment on the long-awaited information
ting five-minute shots 011 a 650, writing due to each PET owner. Yes, Virginia,
programs in biquinary. Today he has to there is a Machine Language Monitor
negotiate machille I1ccess with his eight- tape, with two BASIC programs on the
year-old daughter and six-year-old S01l, flip side. SQUIGGLE is an example of
who occasiofUlliy permit Dad to use the graphic art on the PET, with BIGTIME
PET. Harry's been professionally involved displaying the time of day in giant numin microprogramming and microcom- bers on the screen. A brief manual accomputers sillce about 1970, as bOlh a re- panies the tape. The package did not in·
searcher and professor of computer c1ude the promised BASIC manual, which
seier/ceo He has spellt the paSt few yetD'S is certainly the most missed by a new
working on the design of APL systems PET owner. (Have you seen the documentation given out by Apple?) But there was
forISM.
a bonus manual entitled "PET CommuniIn Harry's view, the purpose of this cation with the outside world." Those of
column is to bring readers informaliim on you who want to learn more about the
the PET thaI would be otherwise unavail- user port, memory expansion interface ,
able. He wants to hear about problems the IEEE-488 bus, or about data file
you haven't solved as well as those you operations from BASIC will find a wealth
have. So keep those notes and comments of infomtation in this manual. It is honest
enough to describe some of the outstandcoming. - LB

ing bugs in this area, and some temporary
fixes. Let's hope the BASIC manual is as
complete as this one is!
Of course, a little survey showed that
most of the PET owners I spoke to had
not received these goodies yet. It seems
that distribution is up to the dealer from
whom you purchased your PET, so contact him or her. And if you bougllt it
from Commodore directly, but didn't
send in your warranty card (which is optional), your name isn't on the mailing
list. By writing a leiter to the dealer from
whom you purchased your machine you
can be sure to receive this mailing and
future ones.
Also avail:lble from Commodore is the
PET Service Kit , for S3 I .95. It is meant
for the experienced electronic technician ,
and includes schematic diagrams and
parts lists fo r the PET. It also contains a
diagnostic jumper connector, which
enables the built·in PET diagnostics. A
cassette tape comes with a batch of programs used to verify ROM and RAM
memory operations, tape casse ttes, etc.
Note that quite a bit of the PET must be
working before you can even run (or
load) these tests, and the Kit assumes that
the service man can figure out what part
needs replacing, once the general problem
area has been narrowed down.

as this software problem. Bad RAM, a
flakey ROM , and who· knows-what could
all leave you sitting with a PET which has
stopped flashing its cursor. For example,
Carl Bach of Garland, Texas , wrote to tell
us that he traced many failures of his PET
to line voltage transients in his power
lines. He installed a power line filter (he
used the J. W. Miller 5 section L/C filter
Model C -509· L) and instead of losing his
cursor three or four times a day, it now
happens only every other week or so.
One problem that never goes away is the
alignment of the cassette tape head.
Eventually it will shift, and need adjustment. In a digital system it can't be ignored, as it can in audio usage. Readjusting it is a delicate job, but those or you
with a mechanical inclination might prefer to try and do it yourself instead of
sending your PET away to the vet for a
few weeks. Many thanks to writer Grant
Paul and editor Gene Beals, or PET User
Notes, Box 371, Montgomeryville, PA
18936, for permission to reprint the
rollowing article:

PET PROB LEMS

A number of readers seem a bit confused
about the so·called "lost cursor fix:' Of
the PET's seve ral common software prob·
lems, this is the only o ne for which Commodore has made a fix available in ROM.
The problem occurs during editing of
BASIC programs, when statements are
being shuffled around in memory. The
symptom is that after hitting RETURN ,
the cursor stops winking, and the on1y
way to recover is to tum the PET off,
then back on, losing memory contents in
the process. Commodore (see your dealer
again) will supply a new ROM to replace
the old one for S I S. TIle new part is
called the 019 ROM, and replaces an 012
ROM in position HI (riglttmost ROM) on
the circuit board. Because early PETs
used 6S40-type ROMs, and later ones use
2316B-type ROMs. which have different
numbers of pins on the ill tegrated circuit
from each other, confusion has ensued.

HEAD ALIGNMENT FOR THE PET

The drive mechanism of the PET's tape
unit is similar to those found in inexpensive audio cassette recorders and is not
particularly noted for its ruggedness.
This mechanism, including the tape heads,
takes a lot of mechanical abuse from
frequent starts, stops, rewinds, etc. After
a period of time, it is possible fo r the
record/play head to go out of alignment
(particularly if the original adjustment
was set marginally at the factory), causing
read errors to develop. TIle alignment
or the tape head is usually quite critical
and normally requires the use of a test
tape along with an oscilloscope (or meter);
however, the technique described below
can be used with excellent results and
Also keep in mind that many hardware without the use of any specialized equipproblems can cause the same symptoms ment (other than the PET itself).

First and foremost, make sure your tape
heads and capstan are clean. and that the
heads have been properly demagnetized.
Second, load in a program (preferably a
lengthy one) which was recorded on a
quality cassette tape. After loading,
PEEK at memory location 630, i.e.
PRINT PEEK (630). The value returned
by the PET divided by 2 gives the number
of dropouts encountered in reading the
tape . Ideally, this number is zero (and
frequently is), but an occasional low
number is probably all right. A consistently high number, on ule ot her hand ,
is an indication of a problem. There are
several possibilities for excessively high
dropouts, which include using a defective
or poor quality cassette (try loading
programs from other tapes), mechanical
slippage (make sure the drive belt, idler
wheels, and capstan are clean), and faulty
electronics; however, the chances are
quite good that ule record/play head is
out of alignment.
To realign the head, first tum off the PET
and remove the cassette recorder from
the unit. Disassemble the top and bottom
halves of the recorder's plastic case and
remove the mechanism. The record /
play head (which is located to the right
of the erase head) is now fully accessible.
Upon examination, you will note that
this head is held down by two small
screws. The screw to the left, which is
spring loaded, is the alignment screw, and
the one you will be adjusting.

The alignment procedure can be performed relatively easily using the follow·
ing steps:
I . With a toothpick and some paint or
nail polish, carefully mark one dot on
the head of the alignment screw and
another dot next to it. These markings
serve as a reference point when turning
the screw .
2. Connect the tape recorder cable to
the main circuit board of the PET
and turn the unit on.
3. Load in a program and PEEK at
memory location 630. Note the
number of dropouts.
4. Now, with a small non-magnetic screwdriver, carefully rotate the adjusting
screw 1/ 16 ofa tum.
JAN·FEB
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5. Reload the program and note the
number of dropouts. If the dropouts
increased significantly, the adjusting
screw was turned in the wrong direction.

...........................
THE CHANNEL DATA BOOK

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the number
of dropouts is reduced to zero (or
to a low level). The final screw adjust·
ment usually does not require more
than 1/8 of a turn from the original
position.
7. Before reassembling the unit, try
loading programs from several other
tapes to make sure everything is work·
ing properly.
The entire head alignment process for my
PErs tape recorder took approximately
30 minutes, and I am once again able to
read tapes with excellent reliability.
THE PET AND ITS COUSINS

You may not know that the PET is part dence from old to new line numbers, thus
of a large family of computers which use avoiding the need for one thousand bytes
the same microprocessor chip. That of data area. Once you have loaded it in,
means that software developed for one ' and POKEd the appropriate pointers,
member of tllis family can usually be con· it will stay in the machine until you turn
verted fairly easily to work on other it off. Copies of the program are avail·
similar machines. This includes the Apple able through PET User Nores, P.O. Box
II, MOS Technology's KIM· I ,Syner' 371, Montgomeryville, PA 18936. Request
tek's SYM·I, products from Ohio Sci· a copy of PET RENUMBER by Bill Seiler,
entific (OSI), Rockwell, and even Alari. and include $2 for the copying service
If you'd like to know about what people and tape.
are doing with their 6502-based systems,
one good source of information is ON READING PROGRAMS
MICRO , published bimonthly by The
Computerist, Inc., P.O. Box 3, So. With so many programs available for the
Chelmsford, MA 01824. A subscription is PET, and so little documentation on PET
$6/year. It is in its second year of publi- BASIC and the various tricks that can be
cation, and will soon publish The Best played with PEEKs and POKEs, take
0/ MICRO for those who missed the some time out to "read" your favorite
early issues.
PET program. It is often like archaeo·
logical field work - rummaging around
RENUMBERING PET BASIC
in the ruins of a once elegant culture
PROGRAMS
and discovering little tidbits that can be
quite illuminating. If you want to learn
A really excellent program for renumber- about some of the more unusual stateing BASIC programs was developed by ments in BAS IC, or graphic animation ,
Bill Seiler of Palo Alto, Ca. It is written or space-saving tricks, really studying
in machine language, and occupies only a program can teach you a lot. Once you
384 bytes of memory at the high end of feel comfortable "b rowsing" through
an 8K PET. It will renumber both the someone else's program, go ahead and
line numbers and all references to line try to change it. Add a new option, or
numbers in a program. Bill's program make it more fool-proof against incorwill handle up to 512 line programs rect inputs. Take a program that uses the
at most (have you written a bigger one?), screen as a teletype and animate it. The
and uses a clever trick to save on memory PET's screen editor makes the mechanics
space needed. It uses the screen memory of modification simple, allowing you to
as a place to keep its table of correspon· concent rate on new features.
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I must admit that I haven't seen many
progra.rns which I would recommend as
models of programming ;'style," but
would be happy to print some in Hus
column. Send any candidates you have to
the SPOT Editor.

An excellent reference book on PET
product information is the Channel
Data Book, just published by Channel
Data Systems, 5960 Mandarin Avenue,
Goleta, Ca 93017. Issued in three-ring
binder format for easy insertion of new
information and updates, it is the most
extensive collection of PET-related pro·
duct infonnation available to date. The
initial purchase price of $20 includes the
Data Book and update service for one
year. A major annual update will be
published in the first quarter of each new
year, with the supplement published at
least quarterly. The book can help you
find special purpose hardware attachments for your PET, programs of interest,
and also has lists of PET· related publications, User Groups and even PET dealers.

APPLICATIONS RESEARCH
PRO- CAl-1

Applications
Research Co.,
13460
Robleda Rd., Los Altos Hills, CA 94022,
has developed a reverse polish programmable scientific calculator program. It
combines features of hand·held and desktop calculators such as the 11 Programmer and HP 97. Calculations may be done
in binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal ,
and all conversions are available. Ten
memory locations, five stack registers,
and a record of the 14 most recent operations are displayed. Programs of up to
255 steps may be entered, and saved
or loaded from cassette tapes. The program and documentation costs $26 from
Applications Research.

NESTAR SYSTEMS, INC.
ClUSTER/ONETM

PET TIPS

If you are editing a line on the screen,
and are really fouled up ... stuck in
quote mode ... just press SHIFT and
RETURN. TIle cursor will go on to the
next line WITHOUT having entered the
changes so far. Now you can re UST the
line and start editing again.
NEVER use GET with a numeric argument, i.e. GET A. If the user types a
nOll-numeric key a SYNTAX ERROR
message appears and the progranl ends
up in READY. Use GET AS, and then
check A$ for legal characters. You can
then convert to numeric form using
VAL(A$), for example.
111e PET keeps a buffer of keys tllat have
been pressed but not read yet by a program. This can often give funny behavior
when users type a RETURN that the
program didn't expect, etc. A simple
way to avoid some of these problems is
to flush out any key depressions which
are buffered up in the PET just prior to
requesting input. One simple way to do
it is by a loop like FOR XX= I to 9:
GET XX$: NEXT. A more obscure way
for those who know the PET -innards
is to simply POKE 525,0.

GRt PERK™

KEYBOARD

George Risk Industries, Inc., GRI Plaza,
Kimball NB 69145, is now offering a full
size typewriter -style alphanumeric key.
board for the PET. It is housed in its
own steel enclosure, and operates in
parallel with the built-in keyboard. It is
assembled, and contains its own power
supply and interface card. The introductory price is $229.95, witll a 90·day
warranty.

memory expansion system, which is also
available from Computhink.. The system
will support up to four diskette drives, and
a parallel printer interfaced via the PET
user port. The Operating System software
is contained in ROM , and is included with
the disk controller. The software provides
an additional J6 commands to PET
BASIC, such as SSAVE, $DIR, $OPEN,
etc. The cost of the dual diskette system
is $1295, in addition to the required
Expandapet (from $425). A source
listing of the Operating System code will
be available for $20. Computhink also
is offering a number of useful programs
for the PET (with or without disks).
They include a machine language assembler, editor and linker system, along with
a useful guide to machine language
programs running 011 the PET. (We'll
try and get a review of the disk system
and software for a future issue.)

COMPUTHtNK
DISKS

DUAL

MINiFlOPPY

Computhink, 701 Welsh Road, Palo Alto,
CA 94304, has a dual minifloppy disk
system for the PET. The system contains
two diskette drives, each capable of
adressing lOOK bytes of storage at a
time. It comes completely assembled and
tested, and includes a disk controller
which plugs into one of the peripheral
expansion slots of the Expandapet

Nestar Systems, Inc., 810 Garland Drive,
Palo AlIO, CA 94303, has used the PET
as part of Cluster/One, a low-cost distributed proceSSing alternative to BASIC
timesharing, A Cluster/One system can be
configured with up to 15 PETs (or
Apple lIs) connected via a high speed
parallel data bus (the Ouster/Bus tm)
to a central PET. Each user has his own
computer, and does no! share the central
processor, except for access to program
me storage, or printer output. Programs
are stored on two IBM·compatible eightinch flexible disks, with up to 1.2 million
bytes available on-line. Cluster/One was
designed to be a highly reliable, simple
system to use in the classroom or program development environment. Cluster/
One prices begin at $7500, and vary with
the particular configuration and options
selected. (Note: Recreational Computing
will have a report in the next issue on
a symposium on " Personal Computers
in Education"; the ClusterfOne and other
microcomputer offerings will be dis·
cussed in that article.)
0
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10 REM
At times, computers are said to generate
art (graphic famlS, textile design patterns).
At times, artists (engineering artists,
design artisls, software artists-yes, there
is art involved) generate computers.
Once in a while a quiet synthesis occurs
when a person working in the area of
the fine arts and information from a
computer program are joined together.
A show caned "Visions of Flight," instal·
led from the end of October to mid·Nov·
ember ill the Gallery House of Palo
AltO, California, contained such a point
of synthesis. Judith Wa1Strman (RC's
own Judith Wassennan) in her section of
the show, subtitled "Voyage to Antares,"
displayed a series of relief etchings
derived from the outpUt of a computer
program. The program, wrillen by
Robert Burt, generated the star configur.
ations that would be observed if one were
to travel along a line' from our sun to
Antares.
For the show, points along this space
path at 10, SO, 200 and 500 light years
were selected. Haunting views, as seen
from a spacecraft's -window, fill each
print. The cold blackness of space; the
bright points of light that represent
the stars; the faint yellows, oranges and
reds of distant suns. And then, embossed
in white across the surface of the prin ts,
renderings of mythic creatures formed
of star points and dark voids. The
Bearded Bull of Conopus; The Great
Octopus of Antares hang in space 500
light years from here. 71le Homed Cats
of Hadar; The Serpent of SpiCQ prowl
the stars 50 light years away. In all there
are fifteen creature/myths portrayed. In
the words of the artist they represent
"an expansion of earthbound mythology
into a future time and space ... "
[t is joyful to see and experience this
creative marriage of technology and
spirit; of data and insight. The question
arises as to who else and where else is
this being done.

Reviewed by Ramon Zamora.
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Edited By Le Roy Finkel
71,e items in this section are culled from
the many press releases and product an·
nouncements we receive each day. While
solne selections are based on the whim of
this editor, most are chosen for their interest to our readers, tUlITIely recreational
and home applications. The words are
those of the news source, slightly edited.
The illelusion of an announcement does
not COllstitute an endorsement by Peo·
pie's Compllter Company, merely a posting of lim ely infonflatian. -LF

Hardware
NEW TERMINAL SYSTEM
FROMSWfPC
Southwest Technical Products announces
a terminal system that will work with
almost any modem or computer system
interfaced RS·232 serially from 50 thru
38,400 baud.
Designated the CT ·82, the terminal
features over 100 control functions
operable from either the CT ·82's keyboard or the computer's program. With
its low price and graphics capability,
it's ideal for business or hobby use. The
terminal design utilizes a Motorola 6802
microprocessor and 6845 CRT controller
integrated into a modular system which
is simple, reliable and easy to service.
The CT -82 is offered in assembled form
only and sells for $795. ppd. in the
continental U.S. Write for complete
details: Southwest Technical Products
Corporation, 219 W. Rhapsody, San An·
tonio, Texas 782 16.

MATSUSHITA ANNOUNCES
HOME AMUSEMENT TV SYSTEM

SORCERER COMPUTER SYSTEM
(Reviewed in PC Vol 7, No 2)

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. has
developed an innovational video signal
process.ing device which makes it possible to record and reproduce both sound
and pictu res using a standard audio
cassette tape recorder and a color TV
receiver.

The Sorcerer Computer introduces a new
concept in user-programmable computers. This self-contained unit needs only
to be plugged into a video display and a
cassette tape recorder to be a fully functional computer system which can be expanded in a number of directions.

The new color TV application prototype,
dubbed Home Amusement Television
System, has opened up a new field for a
home color TV. It will no longer be a
mere receiver of broadcasted TV programs, a Matsushita spokesman said.

TIle Sorcerer's tape cartridge acts as are·
movable "chunk" of memory that can
hold up to 16K of Read Only Memory
for storage of "permanent" software.
This means the user is not restricted to
anyone language. This unique ROM
PACtm cartridge may contain high level
languages, operating systems, and special
priority software.

The system features an easy recording
process by which a user can produce
his own programs at home using either
a keyboard or a light pen.
The new system consists of a video
signal processor, an input keyboard, a
color TV receiver and a stereo cassette
tape deck. The video signal processor,
specially developed for the system, is
used for recording and playing back the
video signals from the cassette tape.
Utilizing the keyboard, a user can make a
program in words andlor pictures, moni·
taring the results on the color TV screen.
An audio track for music or narration can
be recorded at the same time.
ApprOximately 350 frames of pictures
with sound can be recorded on an ordinary 6O·minute cassette tape, the developer says.

User defined graphic symbols allow you
to be creative in symbols and graphic
forms, Including foreign language or even
new computer language symbols. The
Sorcerer's 512 X 240 graphics offer high
resolution pictures and add a new dimension to your programming.
Standard fealUres include: lBO Processor;
63.key typewriter· style keyboard and
16-key numerical pad; interfacing for
standard 1/0 equipment; 8K RAM (expandable to 32K); 4K ROM operating
system; 8K ROM Microsoft BASIC in
ROM PACtm; 128 user·defmed graphic
symbols. Sorcerer prices begin at Sl ,279.
Available from your local computer
store.

The n umber of picture elements available
is 192 x 256 dots for monochrome
ch aracter displays and 96 x 128 dots for
color pattern drawings. Seven different
colors are available-red, blue, green,
yellow, cyan, magenta and white.
Details for the marketing of the proto·
type will be determined after the company studies the opinions and reqUire·
ments of the software manufacturers as
well as the customers. However, it will be
available within a year.
JAN.FEB
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Software

To receive this computer cassette reference list every quarter, send $12 for a one
year's subscription or $4 for a single copy
to: Robert Elliott PUrser, P.O. Box 466,
EI Dorado, CA 94623.

VIDEO CHECKERS may be ordered fo r
$14.95 from Compu-Quote, 6914 Berquist Ave., Canoga Park, CA 9 1307. Be
sure to specify which version-PET or
TRS-80-is desired.

TRS-80 PILOT IS HERE!

NEW PUBLICA nON
DEDICATED TO SOFTWARE
111e Software Exchallge is a new publication devoted to the exchange of ready to-use software for business and the

PILOT is the computer language of the
future fo r computer -assisted education.
It's so simple even six-year-olds have
tauglll themselves to write imaginative
programs in PI LOT.

home.

Each issue of 111c Software Exchange has
reviews and articles about microcomputer
software. In addition, classified advertising space is provided for computer software. You can match your application
and computer to those listed. Each program has a description of its operation,
hardware requirements, and where the
provided materials can be obtained. If
you have a special program you need, you
can place a free "Wanted" ad in T7,c Software Exchange.

l1!c Software Exchange is a bimonthly
magazine available at computer stores for
$1 per issue and by subscription for $5
per year (six issues). For air mail service
to Canada or Mexico, add $4. Subscriptions to other foreign countries are $19
(air mail service). Send inquiries and
subscriptiOns to: The Soflware Exchange,
Box 55056, Valencia,CA 91355.

COMPUTER CASSETTES
CATALOGUED
Everyone seems to be writing programs
for the TRS-BO, the PET. and the Apple
II. There are so many cassettes for these
computers that you need a computerized
reference list to keep track of them all.
Robert Elliott Purser has a list of more
than 1,000 cassettes for sale or trade
from some 100 sources. The list is published quarterly, with every issue seeming
to double in size. The February '79 edition will include photographs of the computer's display screen for some of the
programs so you can see what the program will do on your computer.
If you have original software for sale or
trade for these three computers, send a
list of your cassettes to Purser.
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TRS-BO PILOT is a program development
package using the Program Statements T,
A, M, U, C and E, as well as the special
TRS-BO statements S (to dear the screen)
and P (to use T RS-BO Graphics). Commands supported are CLOAD, CSAVE,
RUN, EDIT, LIST and NEW. In addition,
users of complete TRS·80 systems may
modify for LOAD and SAVE, LLIST and
L (the lineprinter equivalent of T; prints
to the line printe r), using easY-IQ-follow
instructions.
TRS-80 PI LOT is available for $50 from
Jeff Lasman, P.O. Box 4139, Foster City,
CA 94404 (California residents please add
proper tax). A sample PILOT program
and complete documentation are included. T RS-80 PILOT requires Level II and
can work in systems as small as 4K.

VIDEO CHECKERS FOR
TRS-80 AND PET
Compu-Quote of Canoga Park, California,
has converted it s popular VIDEO
CHECKERS to run on the TRS-80 and
the Commodore PET. The two new cassette versions each produce complete
checkerboard graphics.
The challenging game is played conforming to international rules. As the player
'l.nd the computer take turns, the checkers blink and move to indicate their passage. Kinged pieces are identified on the
display, and messages appear at the right
of the board relating to each move. In accordance with in ternational rules of the
game, the program will no t accept illegal
_moves and warns of their entry.
The PET version will play on any 8K
machine, while the TRS-80 version requires Level II BASIC and 16K. Complete operating instructions are included
with each redundantly recorded cassette.

-=-
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PET

CHESS FOR PET, TRS-SO, APPLE
MICROCI-IESS is the culmination of two
years of chess-playing program development by Peter Jennings, author of the
famous I K byte chess program for the
.KIM-I. MICROCI-IESS 2.0 for 8K PETs
and 16K Apples, in 6502 machine language, offers ciglll levels of play to suit
everyone from the beginner learning chess
to the serious player. It examines positions as many as six moves ahead, and includes a chess clock for tournament play.
MICROCHESS 1.5 for 4K TRS-80s, in
Z-80 machine language. offers three
levels of play. Both Level I and Level II
versions are included and can be loaded
on any TRS-80 without T-BUG. MICROCHESS checks every move for legality
and displays the current position on a
graphic chessboard. You can play White
or Black, set up and play from special
board positions, or even watch the computer play against itself! MICROCHESS is
available al an introductory price of
$19.95 from authorized dealers worldwide or by mail from Personal Software,
P.O. Box 136, Cambridge, MA 02138,
(617)783·0694.

SOFTWARE FOR JEWISH STUDIES
Experienced educators have developed
the following Jewish study programs
for the TRS-80:
CHUMASH: Parshat Hashavua: A thorough review of each week's Sidra, suitable
for use in all grades 4-8. Each Parsha contains 3 cassettes and a teacher's manual
with resource material. (Bereshit-Mishpatim currently available) $JO/Parsha
CHAGIM: Rosh Hashana: Major topics
of the Holiday are stressed in this highly
exciting program. Suitable for use in day
schools (grades 4-8) and in Congregational schools. Included with the 3 cassettes is
a teacher's manual, containing many suggested strategies for use in the classroom.
$lO/each
TEFILLAH: Kriat Sh'ma: An excellent
institutional program on the Kriat Sh'ma
as a unit of prayer. Teacher's manual contains background material on several of
the main themes in Kriat Sh'ma. Suitable
for use in day schools and in Talmud
Torahs. $IO/each
Available from: Dr. Samuel Spero, Director, ICJl, Hebrew 111eological College,
7135 N. Carpenter Road, Skokie, lL
60077.

WORD PROCESSOR
WORD is a powerful text processor on
the Radio Shack's TRS-80 system. It accepts lines of text interspersed with lines
of format control information and formats the text into a displayable or printable document.
It helps the user prepare memos, documents, manuals, letters and even books.
The user can make changes, insertions
and deletions without retyping the whole
page or pages.

WORD -I has
WORD -II has
process book
diskette- based

all the basic commands;
additional commands to
formats; WO RD-Ill is a
word processor.

Features:
• automatic line filling, line feed control
and margin justification
• page size, line width and indent control
• vertical spacing control
• title and sub-title control
• automatic page numbering
• multiple-column output

•

text storage in more than one data cas- bell BASIC, and several new ones have
sette
been added. New features include assign• equivalent editing features provided by ment of 1/0, long variable names, cassette
Level II BASIC
string data SAVE, procedures with local
• "ignore text" and "skip pages" com- variables, and alphanumeric line labels.
mands
• easy upgrade to WORD- II or WORD- Additional capabilities, not found in
111
other versions of BASIC, greatly enhance
• input of some commands on-line.
Tarbell BASIC. For instance, two statements, ASSIGN and DROP, let the user
Available
from:
Micro
Architect, aSSign or de -assign as many as ten physi96 Doth an Street ., Arlington, MA 02174. cal devices to six separate logical I/O devices. Alphanumeric line descriptors can
replace normal line numbers, and the use
of lengthy variable names is permitted.
PET WORD PROCESSOR
These features improve readability and
maintenance. The use of procedUres alA word processing program for your PET lows arguments to be passed to subrouprepared by Connecticut Microcomputer. tines, and local variables may be declared
For home use in composing letters, flyers, to enable subroutine libraries to be develadVertisements, manuscripts, articles, etc. oped and utilized efficiently. Subroutines
using your PET and an RS-232 printer.
may then be appended to Tarbell BASIC
programs using a single command.
Script directives include line length, left
margin, centering and skip. Edit com- The I/O section listing, included in the
mands allow the user to insert lines, de- documentation, is easily modified to suit
lete lines, move lines, save onto cassette, the user's reqUirements. Good access to
load from cassette, move up, move down, the user's machine language subroutine is
print and type. $29.50 from Connecticut facilitated by the CALL function.
Microcomputer, 150 Pocono Road,
Brookfield, CT 06804.
Both cassette and CP/M Disk versions of
Tarbell BASIC are available with complete operating manual for $36 each. The
source listing is available as a printout, or
on disk, for $25.
HOME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Now available for TRS-80, PET and
Apple II:

For complete information contact Tarbell
Electronics, 950 Dovlen Place, Suite 8.,
Carson, CA 90746; (213) 538-4251 or
Step-by-Step. A three-cassette course (213) 538·2254.
that teaches you BASIC programming.
$29.95
Preschool IQ Builder. Tapes for tots to
PERSONAL LEDGER SOFTWARE
help them develop skills, $9.50
NOW FOR TRS -80
Contact : Program DeSign, Inc., II Idar
Channel Data Systems' Personal Ledger is
Court, Greenwich, CT 06830.
a complete double entry bookkeeping
system with provisions for budgeting and
keeping records of income, deductible
TARBELL BASIC. AVAILABLE
and non-deductible expenses, assets and
liabilities. Its simple interactive featu res
Tarbell Electronics of Carson, California, enable entering transactions, adding or
has announced the availability of Tarbell editing accounts, and printing of a deBASIC on cassette or CP/M Disk. The tailed Income Statement and Balance
CP/M version is capable of disk interac- Sheet. Users completely unfamiliar with
tion, including saving and loading pro- computerized accounting and with little
grams, chaining programs, and loading or no knowledge of bookkeeping can use
data. The interpreter .occupies 21K of the system.
RAM .
Up to SO accounts are allowed with
Most of the features of ALTAIR Extend- names and budgets specified by the user.
ed BASIC have been implemented in Tar- An audit trail of all entered transactions
JAN-FEB
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is printed on the screen where it can be
copied with the screen printer or copied
to cassette, loaded prior to entering transactions and stored aflcr entering transactions. There is no wailing for printing to
the tape during operation of the system.
Extensive error recovery features are included to allow reentry of an erroneous
instruction or value.
The Personal ledger runs in 8K byles of
free RAM on Commodore's PET and 16K
bytes on Radio Shack's TRS·80 Level II.
Level II BASIC is a version of Microsoft
BASIC which can be translated to most
other BASIC systems with minimum
modifications.
Personal Ledger is supplied on cassette in
TRS-80 Level II or Commodore PET for·
mat (please specify) and includes a com·
plete manual with a program listing, flow
charts, sample data, nnd complete operating instructions. All for only $20 (Calif.
residents please add 6% sales tax) from
Channel Data Systems, 5960 Mandarin
Avenue, Goleta, CA 9301 7, or telephone

TSC SOFTWARE CATALOG
A new catalog of microcomputer software products has been announced by
Technical Systems Consultants. Dozens
of assembly language programs are described, mainly for the 6800 and 8080
microprocessor. The software includes
editors, assemblers, text processors, math
packages, games, utilities, and more. Recreational programs include Space Voyage, Klingon Capture, Stockmarket, Battleship, Hangman, Mastermind, Chomp,
and other favoriles.
Most programs nre sold with printed
source listing and machine readable object code in the form of disk, cassette, or
paper tape. Prices range from S3.7S to
$75. For a copy of tllis complete catalog,
send 25 cents to Technical Systems
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 2574, West
Lafayette, Indiana 47906.

Printer option: 30 CPS printer with APL
character set. S249S. Vanguard Systems
Corporations, 6812 San Pedro, San
Antonio, TX 78216; (512) 828-0553.
828-0553.

PASCAL SOFTWARE
PASCAL is now available on the Alpha
Micro computer system and it is free to
all new and existing Alpha Micro users.
PASCAL:
- Allows definition of new data types to
express data meaningfully
- Provides structures with which data
can be expressed clearly and naturally
- Encourages formation of logical, structural programming
- Offers systematic and modular approach to program design.
PASCAL has been accepted in many universities for several years and has been actively used on both micro and macro systems.

(805) 964·6695.
Available from The Computer Place, 186
Queens Street West , Torolllo, Canada
M5V IZI.
NEW PROGRAMS FOR
PREPARING TAX RETURNS
TAXPAK software is designed for the
hobbyistfhome user 10 compute IRS
form 1040 and up to five related schedules. Display is on video-screen with
dollar amounts listed in order by fonn
line number. This is security plus for doit-yourself tax returns. TAXPAK relails
for $39.95.
TAXPRO software is designed for the
professional tax preparer who has an
8080 microconlputer, North Star disk
drive, and printer. This complete package
computes lRS 1040 and thirteen related
schedules and forms, using the "least tax"
approach. ~Iardcopy prints in fonnat on
form 1040 pages I and 2, and prints
other forms on plain paper.
The related forms and schedules are:
Schedules A, B, C, D, E, G, R & RP. SE,
TC ; Forms 2106,2441,4726. Included is
a user's manual and set of data input
worksheets.
TAXPRO
retails
for
SI,415.oo.
To order TAXPRO and TAXPAK, write
DICOMP, Box 8272, Rowland Heights,
CA 91748.

"

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING

APL/ZSO
APL/Z80 is an APL interpreter for Z80
microcomputers. APL/Z80 extends APL
applications to the realm of low cost personal computers. However, the power of
APL/Z80 is comparable to APL 011 a large
timesharing computer for many applications. Nearly aU primitive APL functions
and operators are implemented in APL/
ZSO. Those primitives not present are easily implemented as defined APL functions.
An APL/Z80 end-user object code license
is available for S300.00. APL/ Z80 object
code for Digital Group ZSO systems is
available for immediate delivery. APL/
ZSO running under the CPM operating
system will be available in 60 days.

A complete APL/Z80 computer system is
available from Vanguard Systems Corporation with the following features: APL/
ZSO software; 3SK byte active workspace; dual drive floppy disk system with
more than SooK byte workspace and
copy object library; keyboard; video display (16 lines, 64 characters). $5995.

Other
MAGAZINE ON CASSEITES
FOR TRS-80 USERS

Level I Magazine is the audio magazine
written for the TRS-80 computer. It is
produced on a C-60 cassette, with every
issue written in Level I and Level II . Its
magazine-type fonnat has a minimum of
40K of programming per side and is
broken down into 16K loads.
There are 25 articles each month, ranging
from product infonnation through sports
instructions to self analysis. Each issue
also contains game programs, graphic
displays, educational aids, and informalion to keep you busy for hours.
A six-month subscription to Level I is
S22; one-year is S40. Normally, single
issues are $4., but the premiere issue is
only $3. For further information, write
to: Level I Magazine, P. O. Box 8316,
Anaheim, CA 92802.

T

NEWSLElTER STARTED FOR
APPLE 11 OWNERS
Subscription orders are now being accepted for 77,e Rail/bow, an independent user
newsletter dedicated to the Apple II
personal computer. The SIS subscription
price includes all ten issues of volume I ;
the first issue was available December I.
77le Rainbow will include items of
interest solely to Apple II owners. Send
subscription orders, articles, letters, software (for review, exchange, or sale) to
TIle Rainbow, P. O. Box 43, Audubon,
PA 19407. BAC/ VISA/MC/check/money
orders accepted. Sorry. no C.O.D. or
billing. For airmail service overseas, add
$10.

GAMES CENTRE CATALOG
A complete catalog of games is availablc
from this United Kingdom source.
Almost 3000 games arc arranged in these
interesting sections: family games, abstract games, adult games, war games,
fantasy & science fiction games, chess,
traditional games, Oriental games, chance
games and pub games, children's games,
magic & conjuring, puzzles and jigsaws.
A must for any recreation-oriented
family. Ask for this catalog from: Games
Centre, 16 Hanway Street, London
WIA 2LS.

COMMUNITY MEMORY PROJECT
EXPANDS ITS SERVlCES
Loving Grace Cybernetics (founders of
the Community Memory Computerized
Information Exchange) is alive and weU
and working in Berkeley.
TIlere's a new address and a new name:
TIle Community
Memory Project,
1814 Ward St., Berkeley, CA 94703;
(415)841.1114.
The Community Memory Project will
soon set up an expanded version of the
information exchange, which will consist
of a network of 10-20 public terminals.
The community computer network is
designed to provide an open channel for
the sharing of information which is
entered, indexed, and retrieved directly
by the user.
According to CMP, "We believe that providing this means of communication

between people in different parts of a
community will help people connect
with others of similar interests and aid
the exchange of goods, resources, and
ideas. This communications network is
non-hierarcllical and interactive-that is,
the information in the system is created
and shared by the people who use it , not
'broadcast' from a central authority."
CMP recently formed an alliance with
Village Design, a non-profit educational
and scientific organization. Village Design
will publish the Journal of Community
Communications as a forum for exchanging notes and theories on community
information systems. In addition, Village
Design is doing a background study on
communications among businesses and
organizations in one neighborhood of
San Francisco. It also sponsors a resource
library and is planning a series of miniconferences via computer on a timesharing network.
For more information on the JOIlI7UII and
other projects, contact: Sandy Emerson,
Coordinator, Village Design, P. O.
Box 996, Berkeley, CA 9470 I.

RENAISSANCE MAN CONFERENCE
The Association for Educational Data
Systems (AEDS) will hold its 17th
Annual Convention at the Detroit Plaza
Hotel , in the heart of Detroit's Renaissance Center, May 15-18, 1979. The conventiOIl theme is "Renaissance Man- The
Key Component."
TIle convention program wiU focus on
computer applications, computer resources, computer related curriculum,
application development methodologies,
and futures. Presentations which emphasize mankind's adaptability to effectively
utilize computer technology in the solution of human problems are especially
solicited. Exhibits, user group meetings,
and vendor sessions will be offered in
addition to the program topics mentioned
above.
AEDS _ '79 will start with Afmiate and
User Group meetings on Monday and
Tuesday, with conference sessions
scheduled Tuesday noon through Friday
noon. Exhibits will be open Tuesday
through Thursday from 9:00 A.M. to
5:00 P.M. Many special activities are
planned for convention attendees, their

spouses and children. Contact: Arthur W.
Daniels, Jr., Convention Coordinator,
AEDS -'79, 31202 Dorchesler, Madison
Heights, MI 48071. Tel.: (313) 585-7530.

INTERNATIONAL MASTER WRITES
ABOUT COMPUTER CHESS
OIesf and CompmeTs by David Levy
(Review from International Scholarly
Book Services.)
A specially book primarily of interest to
computer programmers, systems analysts,
mathematicians, and very serious chess
players. Relatively technical in its presentation, the volume is nonetheless an
excellent introduction to the world of
computer chess. Levy covers enrly chess
machines, the earliest chess- playing computer programs, the major chess tournaments in which computer programs have
"played" and the most recent developments in computer chess. nle author is
the knowledgeable English international
master who has offered a bet of SS,OOO
that he can beat any computer program
in existence. Though technical, the text
is readable, and the games are annotated
in a lively style. An extensive bibliography is provided. 145 pp. $8.95. Available from ISBS, 2130 Pacific Ave., Forest
Grove. OR 97116.

FREE GUIDE TO HOME COMPUTERS
A helpful book on the latest and best
information about home computing is
offered free by NCE/CompuMart, Inc.

Getting Started with Microcomputers
evaluates 25 books and periodicals
on current technology and equipment
and recommends each for its usefuJness to the programmer, engineer or
systems designer.
This illustrated paperback also includes
an up-to-date buyer's guide with current
prices and capabilities of today's home
computers. It explains what each computer can do for fun - games like baseball,
aerial battles, blackjack, scramble and
biorhythm analyses- and for household
management services like balancing the
checkbook and simple bookkeeping. Also
details the expansion possibilities of each
system. To receive your free copy, write:
NCE/CompuMart, Inc., P. O. Box 8610,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107.
D
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